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School Pupils
'MBA ESKINNER
EDWARD SIMMONS 106 Murray High Health
Ribbons
Blue
DIES IN JACKSON;
OF PARIS, IS DEAD Are Awarded
FUNERAL IS HERE
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Mts. Elie Cope Edwards. Near her sleep, came as a great shock
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Leave Monday, June 7;
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Home May 23
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Expected
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of Callowarcounty, and had been
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Mr. Crawford has made extens- were made more stringent in order sessed :Ws-keen mind and a sweet lege: Miss Virginia CrawfOrd and ward H. Boggess, Dorothy M. University of Kentucky. The corn Marie Skinner of Jackson. find
Faxon; with interment in the
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ship often sought.
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HIGH SCHOOL comfortable for the summer.
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Burica was in the city cemetery,
All was home and lot. near Lynn Grove.
Nothing was lacking
The founders of this institution. tions we shall be glad to have the
school in charge of Miss Gladys
Dr. James H. -Richmond of Murreturned to their homes
It. is a joy to there-caliope, circus band, giraffe. for $930. •T:•-H. Cochran, purchased The lamely
,Solveson; county health nurse. ray State College will address the Dr. Ben B. Keys and Dr. Edward public investigate.
INFANT DIES.
after the service
Seventeen children were subjected Paris Rotary club at its regular Brent Houston are With us no us to know that we are able to se- elephant. Kangaroo, and baby kan- the J. V. Adams property of le7
garoo, monkeys, dogs, rhythm acres for $1200. Fool.'tots in 'the
We mourn deeply their cure for you such men.
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60 YEAR MARRIAGE
BROKEN BY DEATH

4-H CLUBS MEET
TO BE JUNE 15-19

LEGION TO ELECT
OFFICERS JUNE 3

iod

POOL WILL NOT OPEN .
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a year in Calloway.
£ "Marshall, Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
1.4n a year elsewhere ta
'the State of Kentucky,
a year to any address
other than above.
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A. PHELPS FOLLOWS
WIFE WITHIN YEAR
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Western Auto Store
Announces Opening

nC.
ONE aez

Mrs. Inez Sales
Called by Death

•

3 Hurt Near Mayfield
As Car Overturns

Peddlers' Licenses
.Amended by Council

•

Honor Dr. Houston
at Rotary Program

UTOPIA CLUB BOYS
HAVE HYBRID CORN

17-Year Locusts
Reported in County

Capitol Cooling Plant
Is_ _Nog in Operation.

Mrs. Dell Jonest.64,
Is Called by Death

Terracing Outfit
• Begins '37 Season

A Statement to The Public From
The Keys-Houston Clinic Hosiptal

Training School
Circus Enjoyed
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. e were. bridge guests
Ineiuded
Mrs., Ball Swann. Miss Frances
Sexton. Mrs.- John Miller. Mese
Preet.:n Ordway. Mrs. Mark Lyon.I
Mrs. ,J. H. Branch. Mrs.Ra
Meloan, Mrs. Chfford_ Pileitoto
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Murray High &teat Craeitrionee- .elpha Departriernt Meets
The following Young people enrhent. Dr. James H., RI,lenonit
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loved
Petiertrocipt: had the
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Gives Luncheon

Kiss Jane 4exton
For Miss thirethillisuell

Miss Jane Sexton entertained
with a prettily - appthrted luncheon
at'her home .on Saturday at one
o'clock in compliment to her
Street
of Cadiz.
A three cow-se luncheon was
served carrying out a cuter scheme
of pink and yellow./ Roses from
the Sexton garden were used on
the 'tables and yellow rose buds
were favors.
eers were IF410
Dorothy Street, Mte, •arrie
land of Cadiz, Miss Rebecca RobMiss Martha Lou Barber.
Miss Annie .1..e Farley.
Mimi
Charlotte Owen, Miss
Siot -Currler.
Miss Mary
-Miss Elcanore
Elizabeth Roberts. Miss Frances
Amelia Waters.. Miss Sadie Neale
.Jones, and Miss Jane Sexton -and
Mess 1-ula Clayton Beale aSsisted
in the hospitalnies.
•

house guest, miss Dorothy

•

liftit.*C. A. Bishop was host at a
pretty, informs!.- tea at her hsote
Thursday afternoon ut four complimenting Mrs. James
nf
Ft. Dodge,
The spacious twang re= was
very iavitine..-- Mrs. Jack Frost of
Louisville and Mrs. Joe Lovett assistedethe host in serving dainty
and tasty sandwiches, cookies, and
candy. The het poured tea at a
tea table in the Lying room: ,
Included were: Ma-s. Bill Swann.
Mrs. Robert Holland, Mrs. Gordon Johnston, Mrs, Frank Albeet
Stubblefield. Mrs. Vernon „SUM.

Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr„, • Mes
Raleigh Meloan, Mrs. Clifford Melugin. Mrs. 11. 0. Langstun, Mrs.
Welts Purciom.
Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs. Vern'''
Stubblefield Jr., Mrs. O. H. Scott,
Mrs. -Jack Fanner. Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough, Mrs. Walter Blackburn.

• 1

rho) Meat& With

jdrs. Wells Purdom

Mrs. Wells Purdom was at home

to her sewing club on Thursday
Mary Nee Farmer, miss Sue afternoon.
Sewing and conversation wenIrertfter, Miss'
•
enjoyed. Late in the afternoon
eatlan.
liCIOVS refreshments were
set '.

Present were Mrs. Geo.
Mrs. Zelna Carter,"Mrs. Fins!
Grabens Mrs. Harry Broach, ati,
Jack Kennedy. Miss Desiree Beale
F. E.
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Airs:
_
_
.
Ctswford.

Mrs. Harry Sledd is Hestia Climb

Honored With Shower

Mrs. Harry Sledd was hest tie
the Friday bridge club and a few
others at her home 'on Friday
morning for bridge and luncheon.
The realms all freshly decorated

Mrs. Sam Kelley was honored
With,a Lively shower by 'relative,
and friends Saturday, May
the hoMe. of Mrs. James Grays,
Kiripaft.

1
V

The plan is simple.and payments are spread in aqua
amounts oversperiad of years. No second mortgages or
accumu1abng interest or other charges to worry about.

0.-. Fabhingtor,

:---- ---eardm -club

daisies.

roses,

BUILD A
HOME
NOWi

.a

stranger. as

fur the summer were further
brighleiwd by artistic bouquets et
iris, and
Mrs. Jack Fernier won the club
prise and Mrs. Marvin Fulten the
guest prize.
A course luncheon was served at
the conclusion of the game.
Prrsept were Mrs. J. R. Ouro
of Ft. Meyers. Fla., Mrs. Walter
Taylor of Washington. D. C.. Mee
6. C. Okell of Glendale, Calif.,
Mrs. Marvin Fulton, Mrs. 0. D.
Estate:leis. -

tor-

mayor_ a—The dHy ,t
Murray.' the 'held

the

prorr.Ise

-

Peoples Savings Bank

Thc.renittnerap,--

ots

.

Mrs.

received The •

in -the
room .v.tere

•-•

blefield Jr.
Mrs- Nilt .R. Hughes. Mrs. A. F.
Yaneeti. MP, Walter Blackburn.
Tom Rowlett, Mrs. Nat Ryan.
Mrs. Laverne Wallis, Mrs. Lawrenee Sande of Glendale, Calif..
Mrt. Charlie Jennings. Mrs. Will
Wffitnell, Mrs. Beale Outland.
• • • • •-

testate

Mrs. C. A.
Entertains
Foe Mrs. James Bishop

Friday. May :4

Hour:

I

Mee. A. F Doran was the hostess
or the May meeting of the Home
Department. Mrs. C. H. Bradley,
Mrs. D. H. Stress, and Mrs. Franklin Inglis assisted.
During the businees
the
following persons were elected to
the waiting list and as vacancies
(*cur. these lashes will becomemembers of the department in the'
order an which they were tabled:
Mrs.
T. Ctichran, Mrs. Bruce
MaiNire. Mrs. Paul Oholsone_Mrs.
Mark Lyon, Miss Alice Waters.
Mrs. Humphreys Key, . Mrs. J. H.
Richmond, Mrs. Charley Craw.
ford. M. Lueien Callas.
Prof: F: D. Mellen reiteered the
program for the afternuen, an ininiraticreal talk on "Religion in
the Home" It was enjoyed and
appreciated.
Strawberry shortcake and rote
were eeeteed
eight members present.

Social Calendar
H. S.

4.1.1111.1.11M

Department Alerts

GEORGE S. MART ANNOUNCES
FOR MAYOR C11 Y OF MURRA

ice:. Mts. Torn
ilbert Outland., Master Rehert 111.1,413 ...1111Cr
' Mre Reber' Hollente-MieseCt.
'Given Birthday TwayPool, Mrs N -•
Master Rcbert Brown Miller melee ele,
:see Lee teed.
eigeeze
with
birthday
celebrated his fourth
Thursday. May *7
Sealur Class
a party ..'es•h Saturday. May 4. at erni Maple Mae; Carrie ..
H.
the hone..'of his parents. Mr. arid Miss Bette Menor, Mrs. )L I.
Hour: '745 p
Mrs. ManegfeMeller.
tere- Ai:e Zelna Carter. Miss
Little ftlends gathered and play- Coleman.
Then -arsee
-RECITE --at- Tratnin`e ed gArt-,ei fri4d- 116
Tea geests were Mist- Mar
School Chapel. Music pupils oT were isei•ved delicieue, refresh- Graves, Mrs, Geo:ge Gatlin.
ments.
Mist Lillian Walters.
vern:ei emaeoeneie, sr
Hoer: esa p. in erree.
'One nonore received a variety Mary Sh.plee. Mrs. C: A. 'Le
of pleasing gifts.
Miss Ruth SexLn.
Mrs. B. B.
Guests were: Barbass Ashcraft.
with
T
Mrs. Jack Kennedy,
Jones,
Junior
Jacqueltne Wear.
Keys.
Sleeld, Mrs. Jchn Rowlett. Mrs: A
Ann Kelly Garde-cr. Geneiss Dor- D. Mittel-Words
Greg Miller,
an. - James Rr:b-- Brown, Dopaid.
Young Men's S. 1: Class of
542s. Celle Hughes- e
- kleagnes. Billie
Hapust Church to
• • w ei •
BrownesClara Jane Miller.
Teacher, Albert 'Lassiter.
t.Weiner Roest En,joeed

•

•
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has, always tat-....r.

Mrs. Scott's

alilvt/

Miss Lailian Waiters and Mrs.
Will Whitnell presented theall. students-in a joint :renal Thursday
evening at .the High Schocl audieltorturn. •
I
- A, large audience pralsed-:*"("i
Practically eteeyene is up anal out for fan oVereDeceratien -Day. The.
perieneanees ag the young :
REGAL SHOP gets sue off to a good steel Isiah clothes that are tonne
and - - bois who 'showed tale::
to tteat ... fan to %ear
well as splendid traii*ng.
.
Miss. Ann McLean received
pin iii group °tie for the beet. i
Crisp details on one and
Ninartr.i hoc ke toe can wear
Thc. rt.
1-clition ,and Miss Jane e
ceived honors in gru,..
st les. -MIssessy sirei
*McLean played -The li." -ity-,1,6
241iiiier-ge/aere-loy-w-44,-iti.,..
Atiff by t
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Mrs-scows REGAL SHOP
o
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merous to

We have some 25 or 30 suits in TrOpical Worsteds, 35 to 37, that We are ready to offer you at about
0.N.FAIALF price. These are suits that we haven't a full run of gizeg, and-if you-cau. wear these sizes it
is really money to you. All we want you to do is to see them!
•

SHIRTS.... SHIRTS ... SHIRTS—We have them and they are in all
colors. Just ask for the sleeve length .you want,

e -

,:dax

Itemembet every SHIRT you btly froin us, regardless of-price, has to be
-PAST COLORS or a new shirt.

--Docit•:'

-

•*.••••••

-•••••

X

—

u

SPORT OXFORDS in Alieccasin Tie, French Toe, Plain Toe,
Capped Toe and Wing Tip Toe in Whites. Tans, Blacks and Greys
si-c here for the asking. If you want something cool ask ar a
ventilated oxford. You have no idea just- how much pleasure
you can get from weal-Mg-one of these.

Just ask to See our BUILT-IN ARCH Oxfoord -or
Shoe. We,will be glad to slip one on your foot and
•'
let you be thejudge.

KEDS!

KEDS!

We have them in all
colors and sizes for
Boys and Girls

W. T. Medd 814 Co.
MURRAY

n

"

.7; Vt.tread.'

•••

•4

411

If it's bathing Suits, Trunks, Summer Pajama3, Underwear, SOk or Luggage of all
smommu.somompom
kinds .. . WE HAVE THEM!

Mrs. Zelna Carter,. wlio
tve seon to make her -her:
efork. Neb.. was cornplim.
WI*. two luncheons reee On , Thursday. Mrs
tmatheon. _
.
.- 11atstefforellitX
Al'tee tome Mrs. Zebia.
Mrs. A:, Havens, Mrs Roy Fe
art.'Mrs. Coes. Hart. and Mrs.
Kennede.
Jon. Mrs.-. Wells 'fee
Zelna- Carter. Mrs
'
.ad• Mrs!
Stestar, and MI. G... 7T,,,
14Lssille.1.2

found

here.

.% stilly Parties' Per
Zebu Carter

iltad tit,

ARROW, FRUIT-OF-THE-LOOM, arid RAUH Shirts -are to be
Solids otTancies.

'

Tacit

f

,

ally

...ere Doh

-.1%L.NT
while pastels .

were

are ready to show you the very newest patterns and styles in TROPICAL WORSTEDS,
MOHAIR, GABERDINES. and other fabrics too numention. in summer suits and odd trousers.

e-

Other pianists who appear."
,• • (--program. Is ,- 1the.--proaam.
the
..
.
Jo Neil Out]..:
Leita 'R..ise Gheleei, john :
-streana -Nell--Thurmart
cenint•hie -Lee Churchill; Virgir
Wilford.-etembel ,_ Cain.. Jo
Feeliteine Miriam. lifeElratte 2e
aerie Feh-he. Betty Jo LaBoit . Scott. Martha Cliut-ebilL :"..
Mel tt-. Elieeisedi Pay
Sue
Ryan. Clara Waldrop.
Those who gave tcadines r.:A7,t..
• •clittS and rine. Imper
Miller. Jean C-ar.
Jape Mill,..'r,. Mary Jo :iltagge ..
$•iroat. Wanda Lee Fairmer. A
i'arFr.er, . Suzanne Miner.elie
Keine ''
s'reese esaileller.
.J;;Ini--iicack Carter, Matte- Ca.
1
Carter. Jane Roberts. Ca•
., .iehnsOn. Rebecca Fanner. Suc ,
' 417 Jane Hale. Rebecca . Robe: -e..Charlette Owen.

i

el N4 Ku. fee the v.ker .c•
%%elf tailori d in flannel. gabardine nett and
twee n

HERE!

PALM BEACH-, BEACH CLOTI-1,, SEERSUTI;ER,

ilbri-irsretrw-a.ttz-iii-

Bradley Swiin -Salts

Lee Straw
There is a difference!
$1.50 to $5.00
mionommosommi

_

ISR.1DLES•
rite seierfel lavelinew of s-eial ,freons .
tears -.head_ Reality in every modeL
_ EXCLUSIVE AT THE REGAL- SHOP

Just Try a

Is

Palm Beach
TIES SUSPENDERS,
BELTS

Colorful Printed - Cottons
S100 and S2.95

SUMMER

We are exclusive in
Murray with

BMW Pleases Hearers

KENTUCKY

Always you will find u:,
with a full stock of
Work Clothes
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further
Nets of

he club
Hen the

srved at
e.
Our',
Walter
C., Mrs.
,
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r., Mt
aid Mein, Mrs
Vern
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in were soon deserved.
a. Hart
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y
; Grays,
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Many nese and useful gifts were
received by the honoree.
The guest list, fhcluded Miss
Thelma Marine. Miss Robbie Hurt,
Mrs. Daisy --jai-lies, Miss Sue Marine, Mr. Julian Hatcher, Mrs.
Lure fones, Mrs. R. A. Jones, Mrs.
attiilie Kelley, Miss Fairs Cochran,
Mrs. J. V. Stark, Mea:"Barber Edwards, Mrs. Bess Jones, Mrs. Birdie
Cunningham.

i

r Ezell. Miss Ruth Hanley. Miss
Johnnie McCallon, Mrs. Ila /Isn't
itar_
M
srs.Nied_ R„W
iltand
aishei: hin.
Miss
Farless,' Miss Rosie Kelley, Miss
Dorothy Kelley, Mrs. Edna 'Washer,- Mrs. Rubye Cochran. Mrs. Lee
Crass. Mrs. Fannie Cunningham,
Sans
Henry
Cruse, Mrs. Sieben Hurt, Mrs. Mavis. Hurt, Mrs. R. A. Jones, and
Mrs. Maggie Culpepper.

. Contests to match couples and
games by the younger set in the
moonlight were features 91 the
hour.
A delicious party plate was served.
Those included in the hospitality
were Mr. and Mrs. Max Walston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivy Culver: Mr. and

Lou Alice Culver, of Paducah,
Miss Due
Culver, Orby Jr. and
Hughes Culver, and the honoree.
Those sending gifts were Mr.
and Mrs: Eucl Pritchett, Mrs. Reel
Junes. Mrs. Willie Biffle, Mrs.
Theo. Smith, and Mrs. John Duncan.

PACE THREE

get the facts and feel that as ail
was short it was sweet.
original worlter for the develop' s
merit. and finding the results of
an rneindry of my dear sister
In sad but loving memory of s
other completed dams I should let
I No one knows how I do miss her.
dear little niece, Doris Marie
the penle of the valley know that
The
in Oh. why were you taken from me
Democilic" primary
Bucy, the infant daughter of Mr.
I am not an advocate of the tuav.
a,tehrye .ytueugetwhe
erre, sItiechanunotshs,,eret
for cobeunthyeidoffioene
and Mrs. Rudy Buoy. who passed
necessary and total destruction of will be
We
away six months ago, Saturday,
tri44,-VEE/itl`l
. ' '
' ---.--- --.--'
'AlrgWr-T.
AI1 Deriwcrats desiring' - -Hine
May IS Age 4 days.
If they' would do the i:ggt thing- to --v.Jte.-- in the primary election I
When those heavely bells fur ,,you
must
be
properly
registered
to
resan....,
with. the differren
hr•torp_per
did -chime.
In the church yard sweetly sleep-,
Mrs. Olan Xackson, Mr'. and Mrs.
000,000 estimated to build the ceive a ballott. ' The registration If there could only have been aning.
• "• • • •
It,
Mrs. Ora Sandert, asirs. Hershel
West Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
law applies to all voters, regard-1
•
Shannon -darn end the $112,006.000
other-Billington, Mrs. jdary Edmonds, Miseellaneous Shower For
the flowers gently wave.
Where
Burkeen, Mr. and Mrs. Orby Culless of whether they -reSide in the
Contributions to this column
Mrs, Homer Lassiter, Mrs. Nina
to build the Gebertsville project, city. or in the county.
I If only to comfort your dear Lies the one I love so dearly
Recent Bride
ver, Mrs. Willie Collins of Paduupon topics of interest are alRiley, Mrs. Tempest Paschall, Mrs.
I
mother:
In the lonely narrow glove.
ways welcome. They do not
cah, Mrs. John Ramsey.
they would clear- the cannel te PaPersons who have clanged pre-;
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Culver enternecessarily express the views
- Robbie Waslier. Mrs...Hugh Gingles,
Mrs. John Culver, Mrs. 011ie
1 A brother?, ofs, yes there . was ctne,
since
voting
--dtlith,
build
cartels
in
the
Novemprotection
at
of
this
newspaper.
walls
Miss Evelyn Paschall, ,
and Mrs. tained with a miscellaneous show- Burkeen, Mrs. Mollie Duncan, Mrs.
re_ It was after tour life on earth wits - Sweet shall be your sleep, dear
-et-, ate their home on Routes I.- Sat- 011ie
Paducah—better -stiff mnve the aer presidential election are
James Gray.
niece,
Sehreader, Mrs. Monica
,
quired
to
register
in
their
new
' . dcne.
MORE DAM TALK
residents is highars, grotuid-zfree
Those sending gifts were Mrs. urday evening in honor of Mrs. Chadwick, Mrs. Lowell Culver, Mr
'Tis
sweet to breathe your name
Other
girlswith
sisters
just
can't
precinct.
.
Persons
who will beCongress has allotted in com- the bridges„..build high type roads'
CI-ellen pendent, Mrs. Herbera Culver's daughter, Mes. Weodrew and Mrs. Woodrow Collins of PaIn life I loved you dearly.
understand mine 21; years cf age atior to the
mittee
$2,700,000
for
further
invesand
drain
Collins.
a
recent
bride.
all
the
lands
in
the
valWoods, Mrs. Flora Hatcher, Miss
ducah. Mr. and Mrst Jesse Culver.
same.
tigation of the lower Tennessee ley below ShanaJa that we might- November election are eligible' to How I miss you since you went to In death I do the
Marie Hatcher, Mrs 011ie CAA. - Maoy lovely and useful gifts Misses Venice and
Mary
that other la'.
'
vote
in
the
primary,
if
they
are
—Written
by
an aunt.
dam.
The
T.V.A.
has
spent
more
have
fertile
soil
and
if there is
Mr
Attie Lockhart, Mrs. Autumn were presented to the bride.
Jones, Miss Juanita Biffle, Miss
You .were too sweet, we all lovede
than $1,000,000, and yet have not protection from floods in a dam registered.
Miss Maud Hendrick
you -too well,
doom determined the site.
The registration books will re
at all for the cost of Gilbertsville
47,v4br
I hope they will finally de: dam alone, that lays the valley main open in The affice or The -744414:4
dwell.
termine the fact that the dam can desolate with the proposed Gut- county court clerk until July '10
God aearched the country and
date for
be built near the Tennessee line bertevillc dam in depths of water. the final
registering.
decided en you
I guess everybody is hard • at
'
There we'
and save the Calloway, Marshall
All ef us are engineers now since chahging precincta,etc.
Because
- he knew your little heart work setting tobacco.
Trill, and parts of Stewart valleys. the flood, all we have to do is be no special registration and the
was true.
P. T. Wicker was recently honWe had rather have no high to go to -the valley and nook at cj_erit'.1_ nffleO is .the_ only . place
Gott-sent- that -death 'angle
an
14 years
ear ored with a birthdardinner.
dam here than to build a Gilberts- the water marks on the trees and where voters can register.
ville dam that would destroy the buildings left by old man river
1 Mrs. Belle Paschall attended
Andago
since that time 'we have rinsevalleys, when it is a fact that the and then add about 12 feet for the
Sunday School Sanday and was
- ed you so.
TVA is locatirg the dam at Gil- extra overflow 'that the -slant-will'
afternoon guest of Mr. and
You're in heaven of thit we are the
bertsville for the purpose of in- make.
Mrs. Rupert Orr.
In loving memory, of my dear
sure i
I have done what I cart. If the
1
cluding the Ohio River and its
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Paschall
sister; Hazel Virginja Aslegander. And we mean to see you when we
tributaries, destraying the valley people want ta protect their val!Rent the week end with Mrs.
wha
wac
born
an&
inton.
our tour.
Aprit
land of the river-s` in West Ken- larahen let them write their pro- lied
September 13, 1921. Her stay
Her sister, Gracie Alexander Belle Paschall of Crossland.
tucky. when it is known that the-'test te the Senators and Represent- on earth being 1 year, 6
months
ry
veris
" thnsuga setters
iito
op
bo
er_t "S
Taocic
ads tob
upper site will du a better job alive- at Washington.
Every car owner knows the
and 12 days. Although her life
It pays to read Use' eta:naed
T. 'O. TURNER e
for electricity and as a good a job
Western Auto Supply Co, for es
years•the world's leading Autofor flood control mad- navigation.
mobile Supply Stores.
The Shannon site is lea level
elevation 309 feet. Gilbertsville
This new locally owned store
brings genuine Western Auto
305 feet. Pickwick is- -357 feet, 48
merchandise and values direct
feet higher than Shannon, 53 feet
TILL 5:00 P. M.
to car owners of this locality.
TILL 5:00 P. M.
higher than Gilbertsville; Paducah
(Except Sunday'
lExcept Sunday)
Neve fresh, hleh-grade Merchanis 301 feet. Gilbertsville is 22
dise at the lowest prices ever ofmiles from Paducah. Shannon is
fered in this section of the coun47 miles from Gilbertsville. Picktry. Every article guaranteed.
eP411p,
wick., is 173 miles from Shannon,
HOME OWNED and OPERATED by
"SATISFACTION OR MONEY
119 miles from Gilbertsville, 240
BACK"
Miles from Paducah.
-Notice the elevation at different
Hundreds of barfraios. Come in
Enjoy the comfort made possible by our modern air conditioning system ,which is
and look around!
West Side of Court Square
points and you can see step, by
in constant readiness to, provide healthful-heat relief. Thermostatic control inures
step the necessary elevation for
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
comfortable, even temperatures at all times. Instantly regulated in a.ccord with the
navigation to the landing at PickCome in and let us explain our Easy Payment Plan
wick, Which is the next perinaoutside weather.
tient 9-foot-stage which is desired
on all the river.
Whole Skin
Shannon would give the highest
4
dam, give the highest permanent
stage, and the valley is narrower
FULL STANDARD SIZE, AND WEIGHT
and would destroy much less lane,
and would save '40,000 acres which
en- - Sturdy, safe and dependable. Our Iron
is destroyed between Shannon and
A Fist-Flying Story of Grit
clad guart:ntee is proof of their qualiGilbertsville—for' mor: reaLon exty and long. trouble-free mileage, and
and
Speed ... Hewn
they save you 39 per cent to 42 per
cept the hope for the Super-dam.
cont.
whirtr-hoine •sfetoinS' to want..
from
the Hea-rt-olnstrixtions
30x3 1-2
The .Shannon dam's estimated
Northwoods!
-- Clincher $4.49
cost is $30.000,000 while the Gil-.
Front
bertsville estimate is $112,000,000,
29x4.50-20
The timber thieves
Spri
making an increased cost of pri$4.78
will never forget
mary power 360% and take from
30x4.50-21
that "sissy" with
Calloway 16.000 more acres than
$4.99
wpuld the Shannon project.
the silk hat!
75e Vitisso
-1'he. necessity for keeping thse
29x4.75-19
Gilbertsville site fuller than the
$5.25
Foe 192&-31
Shannon for navigation to Picks
Fords
$5.65
2x5.00-19
.wick willslessen the.power heal
$6.25
28x5.25-18
at Gilbertsville, as you can see
‘'Long- Run"
tom the elevation from the two
H,ch Pressure
TIRES MOUNTED FREE
sites.
His nails were polished an* •
GunArease
A close calculation at Gilbertshis fist was streamlined,
Foil Lb
vine will show by ettvatiotis that
Save 30 Per Cent to SO Per Cent With a
the Gilbertsville lake will have te
stay so full for navigation that
Plynfie•
little flood control will be there;
Ty pt ton,
14
/
4
4
that little Power head will be'there
Pik*
rills gun eas'
Priced $3-10- 10-under any
as lowering the level- for any -par
—ALSO--MAY WHIM
DAME
Amer well known quality
r
pose will destroy navigation,
batteries "Runaway
ALAN MARSHAL
ihey say there are power possiCompare "Wizards- with any
Marriage
MERLE TOTTENHAM
bHities
at
Gilbertsville,
but
they
of
name
regardless
battery
KATHLEEN HARRISON
are not contemplating installing a
•
or price, compare the numBased rror IS. Ploy by Ernlyn Voillrenso
ber. and size of plates; comunit there. Norris has only two
Dorteed by RICHARD IHOIEPE
then
guarantee
and
the
pare
Produced by HUNT STROMINERG •
units but has .place for eight; Joe
compare the price.
Wheeler has place for eight, but
BEATRICE
only two are -installed; Wilson has
Guaranteed -2 Years
ROBERTS
place for eight but only 4 are in
45 plate WIZARD for reuse—while four other dams. under
placing 39-plate batteries.
construction. each with more poold battery and
on!y
tential power than the GilbertsPull
Standard
(Excha.ngei
vine, and not effect 'navigation
Sic and Strength
and with more flood control possi51 Plate WIZARD, old batFlashlight
39-Plate
tery and
bilities.
brISCIAL Colts
only
Some of the local advocates of
39 full size Wizard
Installed Free!
plates give starting
the lower dam say the more it
power, pe_p and ion.1
costs and the mere land is dee
Tire. Filly
Also WT2AllID—
stroys, the better they like it. Of
High•st quality
Plants,
Busses
Lighting
Farm
guaranteed
Course you cannot put up an arguobtainable
ancl_Trucks at similar sayand old battery)
New Fresh Stock
ment against one in.,that frame- of ings.
--1
mind.
The United States will take 18'Pubber-Cosit:
earealalimd, Balloon-Tired
000 extra acres of land from CalFULL-LENGTH
loway -alone. The U. S. does isot
FUN!
le Pint
pay taxes on its ,property, so that
Can
When Sion and 011ie
much taxable property is gone
Fall-Size, Extra Strong Frame, Finest Quality. Guaranteed
hit the wild and woozy ss
which will have to be made up to
Equal to the average
pay the huge debt of tbe e6untry.
$35.00
It will -cut off from Calloway_
W°
42;k1r"C15rt1W)
%4
Just
drop
bicycle
county the Stewart -county people.
in radiator
ahd will also greaV:y"Inconvetattice
BirTroxel saddle. New
Departure Coaster
Sian
the east sidecounties in Kentucky
&pewee And Coss
Brake. Ball , bearings
with
colstudents
attending
the
throughout. Note truss
lege,a
rods, streamline chain
guard., sturdy parking
In order, to keep these explanastand, safety jewel trail
tionsfrombeing long and to eave
reflector and other fine
space I can not make clear to those
extra equipment. Beauwho do not understand the valley
tifully finished in flash
10
STOW Mina %mod..
ing baked-On - enamel.
and levels required to make posssi.ne•• S."NSW AMIN
All other exposed parts
ible
.nay
.,
i
gation,
'sewer
head
ann
Easy Payments.—
/ iti
are chrome plated.
S(esees; naiad' Coaitettamay be
Terms to Suit You
-possible which is not what we
Drop 40
might expect.
Nth-Quatity
'ssa'"‘"
_
Z
-- s
"To riAavv.a.puwer.--groust
Ignition
be held up and to have naeigatton
the, water must be held up.
for Fono4:
;.4=0:-M-Pms•nts
and CirEV.
The Government will buy all the
land that is overflowed, and all
the slope boadering it, therefore.
you cannot own the 'rinser front
(*Inch
aft appraach to the rivers
2-Gal Can
The receding water in summer
Any-IS:A.E grade
or i71.4" water stage will create a
vast area of , malaria, mosquito
;Federal Tax Paid)
land and will also cause a condi,
tion that votll make the approach
Refined from the highes( grade
impossible in the broad, flat valley.
of Penrisylvalta crude under the
However,'that would not be so bad:"
most advanced 'Vacuum tower
In the hill i,r steep sections.
proceps. Triple -filtered; heat-reI am for the develcpment
ot,
sisting; retains all natural oil.
For
out the destruction of, the lower
Most
irsess. Comes in tamper-proof
walley which is_unnecessary in the
Core
EDWARD' EVERETT NORTON
can.
TVA 'development.
..
with JOHN BAR RYIKOr •
have spent a lot of--time to
\ ERIC BLOKE • JEROME COWAN
PM inane Coot
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BALCONY.. 16c

BALCONY . . 16c

KEEP COOL T1IS SUMMER!

A. T. CRAWFORD

BY OUR MODERN -

REFRIGERATION

Wearwell Tires

TODAY and FRIDAY

Doors Open 1:15 Sunday and Monday

77-77—SATURDAY

.11

Anti-Shim
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sos

•

18

WIZARD Battery

Padlock

25 $

SUNDAY and MONDAY

$6.25
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$8.45 --

$3 15
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Western- Flyer

$28.95
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PAGE POUR

SUMMER SESSION CLAUDE ANDERSON SEEKS
TO OPEN JUNE 14
VOTERS' ENDORSEMENT
AT MURRAY STATE
Regular Faculty Will
—Miry f—Straeritt

Be

DEEP SPADING GIVES
GARDEN FINE START
It Produces Fine Tilth and
Retains Moisture.

she is a member of the Jionschohl
Arts Club and. the Girls Pep Club.,
She is now doing practice work in
the home demonstration house recently completed for majors in the
department.
Kentucky-State Home EcoMiss Dixie Calvert. Steno Pahl-' The
tale a senior' in Murray State numics_Association will convene at
College. has been selected presi- Murray next year early in the fall,
dent of Student Home Economics according to Miss Evelyn Slater,
Clubs in Kentucky it was tumounc- instructor in holhe economics at
Ur-Teidliy. She
-ed hefe
ible to represent Kentucky home ray's first time to be ho..,t to the
economies students .at the annual convention, which will include
meeting of the American Home more than 200 delegates.
Economics Association in Kansas
Miss Slater, commenting on the
City in June.
appointment of Mikis Stone as a s
an
Miss Stone, formerly a.student it delegate, declared . that Oit
Georgetown College and a grad- honor to the school that one of
High its stbdents has been so signally
uate of the Georgetown
School, guided her a.ppointment honored."
over all home aeonotnics students
in the college of Kentucky on
the basis of scholarship and class
_13Ob -and Ray
Adams, Fulton
actiillY. She will" get het- smith= county, bought a Shorthorn bull to
Hughes degree in home economies head their herd of purebred and
in June 1938. On the campus 'fiere grade cows.

Miss Stone Heads
Home Ecnornics
Clubs of Kentucky

Miss Trevathan is Crowned
Football Queen at Murray

SOIL FROM
F Rsr FURROW
01`1f1

r

on

CLASSWORK WILL BEGIN
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15

1"nrtiij
FILL LAST
)1
FuRROw wiles
Soft FROM FIRST

Registration'for the summer sessP - will
sisistiatildelatay-Statesimn
,
begin June.14, and class work will
begin June 15. it-was announced
Ey Peessdent Rlattriond evre to-

TRENCH METRO()
OF sPAOUSG
,

The reeular acelleee rerun,: wl
be on duty, and severe mem rs
of the faulty on leave are returning for summer school. Prof. G
B. Pennebaker. instructor of biology. who has been 'attending the
the University
-se:A:F*4401e schpol
of Wisconsin during the current
reboot year will resume his ofPot.. Richard ann
ficial
Johnston. .who has been attending
the graduate school ef-theelreilana
Uniyersitynwill resettle his offieiel
tilit_s in the chemistry de_peete
Mein. Prof. Forrert C. Pogue of
----.the- asocial-Mience-depertment w
._ has ..spent the year in raduatea
study at •Clark University will'oe
s
on duty again during the summer
simions. MiSs Verna Myrtle Goode"
•-assistant. librarian, who has spent
the year. in graduate Misty atethe
•'University 'of Siortit-.Carolirta. -tvil
again resume Eer-officiel dutIes..
The .Treining. School will be in
seseion, bent sthe grades and high
cello& ,,anit thr
rjaciyNIT
be on duty. so the facilities for observatlea and practice teaching
-- -wilt be, !standard.
The new health building has
..-.
been. ceirtpleted and adequately
furnished. The magnifietenr swimming podl will -he available -tor
both men and, Women And a, full
program. of . physical estuFation ,will
.
be in operation., • .
Musical ()Pearl:v.-X.0ns will be active eSueiste the eeipmer aemsions--.
the sipriphony otchestra..
elutenecollege band, and a• ca
eielfa-•ahoir.
- The "College News- will be pub- fished as usual during- the ent ire
unine_r session. An students etaroiled in 7any cla.ss in jeurnaeinn
• beixifne - members' ctrItht, gtaff ef
,.etleis Paper... .
- - -rieth • the college 'library .and the
-aey will iie
Training School nes
°Oen to all Students "without -epee s;
- strierrt--4Cif-awe-Severr
Inindreaci ve:lurreS have been a
IQ 'trio-librhry during- the-eitirila
year. Mort than 25,906 current
magazines are available to 'nue
, dents. Theie will he more than
len neurses emit departments oten
-to- tire- students. The-faru!ty
consist of 65 _members daring 1.!:te
summer session.

•••` 41
... - ,*.i.4,4tiiIii,
'
-tt5f-;
_••••'ie.
FROM FIR ST
,1 1
FURROW TO
ze,
s
i
FILL LAST
,
,
FURROW
4 Iv

How to Trench Soil.
TOQ much etn not be said ,out
Pictured above are the Queen Wells, Murray, retiring queen:
the proper preparatien of our garand her court, who were elected by Miss Margaret Weber Trevathan
den soils before planting, for half
the work of ealtieation can often be members of the football squad Paris,- Tenn.. 1937 football queen;
saved by having the garder proper- They arc: (left to- right): Miss Miss Georgia Gatlin, Arlington
Webb, Cottage Grove, maid-of-honor, Miss 'Jane Seat'.
ly ploughed or spaded before we Bobbye
start planting. We hear gardeners Tenn.. attendant; Miss Martha Nell Murray, attendant to the -queen.
talk about the physical condition
of -g.rilea soils, physical condition
being the fineness of the soil, the
1*•••••••••••4441141444411.11÷1MMI•444
absence of lumps, tie ease with
which it can be worked iarly in the
spring, freedom from crusting or
baking after a rain, and the way it
absorbs moisture. The custom often
followed by Old World gardeners of
spading their gardens two lengths
Houses for, Norm,an Klaints on
of--the spade in depth is a good one.
South sixth street; Hlllard Rogers
Digging two `emits" deep trier call
on Hazel highway: Edgar Taylor_
It. This :method of preparing the
on the East highway; repairs on
soil gives a double ifieeKKarzL.n. two
house of Clifton and Prentice
gardens, one right on tot. of the
Compare our cars and'prices before you buy. We
Parker, east of Murray; Ivan Bury.
ether and a chance for the rents. of
the plants to go deep fur their _ford
en West Poplaroffer you used cars at TREMENDOUS SAYINQS.
and moisture when the surface supply becomes ceshausteu.
• s record -as a elate more than I can. express le,
refit
to
you
see
words,
if
you
in
pubefficient
diligent
and
faithful
You will get more plant if you
lic servant for the past eight'years. elect . me to serve you another
Dow seed in carefully prepared
Tax Cvmrnissioner Claude...Antler- term. /
Home for Harry 'Jenkins on
boxes or pots than in the open
son today' make's his formai lit. . I have no flowery promises to ground. Weather will take its toll,
Hazel highway; addition to real'
nouncemeet for endorsement in the make. but I.will promise now. as particularly hard rams.
dence of Hall Hood oa Coldwater
I have hi the past it elected. to_
Dernoeratre primary.' August 7.
road.
Soil for seedlings need not be rich.
Haying served during Iirrkes of do my • deity and to give to, the
The
food
is
needed
after,
the
seeds
•County
an
citizens
of
Calloway
inereasing4
and
both decreasing
-when ive-effeetisainseassfee -.honest faithful, and lealleient- ad- have germinated and plants are in
permanent quarters:
LOMTION on Vacant Lot West Main Set
guarded the ,interests of all the eninistrenoia.
(Next to Bus Station)
prSperty___owners of - the county,
How well I have kept theta:TeenFrequent "cultivation has e ferMcCuiston
of
Ralph
Home
and being intimately -aequairited.
-the-past I leave for you to tilizing ...slue. It lets air into the
WE BUY AND-SELL USED CARS
mile north of Murray on highway.
pod and makes plant food evadable.
with ell cf 'them and their'prob. say.
If interested -In any. kind of
•
terns. Mi. Andersoraa fitness far
I have er.edavored at all times to
Transplant seedluagnas soon as
Coach Otis Edmonds
building or repairing, see
*bait- give
to all the people the verTbett they have two or three-tide leaves.
_
. . _
..
known
andointegrety are too well
service -that I was :napatele of
Coach 0. D. Edmonds, who has
.
.
.
_
,
,o need. elaborahon.
,been line coach and a physical
rendering.
HAZES., KY., ROUTE 3
He was elected' eight yeares ago
education instructor here for t.M,
By reaion
fsPerience. I am
5 miles south of Murray on
and . reelected again four years able to give you eire_n better_ serand • a half Yeare..hai acHighway
age. _by a ' nibetaritial • majority, a,vice irk the • future _than I have in
eepted, a position it La Porte, Ind.'
J. K. FARMER*, Manager
a state/flea.
press bir.
1211 eldabluthiPentr'-inTItte- -past. -,-With- this experience
••••••••••••••••••••••••es
IsmomLammee,'
enjoyed
my
the people's trihf and confidence and knouledge. I know -that I can
have
said.
Edmonds• im sorrye,tei
Edis - An4erseMS LS _a 'real 'vete-faile_YetilAseiler. with ,greater sat:. `IT: AIL pepartmeat -if Agriculture work at Murray and
Different
Varieties,
Lists 2,000
leave-. He has Made his plans to
ed ithe World War . havMg served isfaction to--all the people. than
lea.ve July 1. for his home in
16 months in France ,and taking any candidate who has never had
part in foul- . of the most import- any) experience. -and doesn't know
According to the-U. S. Depareement Georgetown. Ill., where. he will
ant battles of the American forces _aextshineseabettitothe dutees of the of Agriculture there, are 2.030 sep- visit until- he -takes -up the new job
arate varieties of vegetables grown as football' and track coach and diin'• that great-- confliet--ird-WaS"In effiCe. .•
in this country today.
rector if physical education in the
action
at St. Mihiel, Chateau
Thereisre, it is a --duty placed
To the gardener whose huge, lus- La Porte city schools. Mr. FelArgonne and the
the
Tnierry.
offe6sive.
upon each' and every voter of this . louse tomatoes take prizes in the mondeneillesupervrse approximatemexis,e_ Arg,nne
and county to vote, and to consider fall shows, and whose corn is kno,,vn
ly 3000 students and will organize
his -bravery, dependability
well. whom they select as their about the neighborhe,d for its
ability he was rewarded with a putitle officials. Consider not whet Sweetness, thisenay not be startling and -direct the city playgrounds
,
but to those. deanery ama- during the summers.
sergeancy- m the arrny. • you are..gieing to the one witscark news; who, grow a pea, bean, crrn
Chuck Bennet, an All-American
teurs
this. finds us erasteinst
.
on•
He was born and reared .
you vote for, but considier what and tomato garden, wi A no %arena
halfback from Indiana, was Mr.
weather
more
beemiful
and
some
easern west of Murray ,and engaged kind of. service .you will receive ,from year to year. it should awaken i
Edmonds' predecessor.
--feetekeits- aie. using se tc,aiteadvants- tn- - larening eeil---sbortly after for- your-vote,
-• a tittle
The La Porte High School's first
nee.
interest
to
vegetable
Variety
adds
The war When he became foreman
•
a
ateaeure me with .my opPonents
Sep.
Here are a few uncom- football game is scheduled for
We were indeed sorry to leern of the Murree, Laundry'. He con- arid -vote for
the one whom you"
mon edibles winch can be easily I tember 10 with Linton. Ind,
hinhaten'a death- He. wit' tinues to reside on asfarm West cf Chink, will give you the best- gas- anon
La Porte is a town of 16 000 popgrown: leek, a fine onion-like' Inn
• be messed by many people cm. tins, nee city.
•
'vice. in' this .office. _You ate ins Vorer for soups and stews; marrow, ulation and is situated near. South
side of the river, 'as well a,, Os
Mr. Andei'son takes up his terested
0
- •
delirious when Sliced and fried; -littera ,
peapie of Calloway-.
records and - his' policies in the one to attend to the Millais:
c icorx, or trench endive, for win' Several persons at this corne complete statement which he Is
plant,
a
byster
office in the most efficient courte- ter salads: salsify oi
munity attended a birthdak diririer ues-no the 'voters as follows:root with a distinctive flavor which
ous and economical manner.
t Fine Daretves May 16,
A Te. Voters of Callaway-County:
can be left in the ground over winThe votere elect officials to serve
THAT LE-U) THE-If ALL
large number were present.
. I lake this opportunity to an them in 'a courteouesand efficient ter: and there are-many others.
rf.1 TO 3:ri-ErzG 1111.111/156 S2.45
Look far them in the new catalog. Mr-and liars. Henry Coacher sf neunce myself as a candidate for
Bititeru OUR QUICK%
manner. realizing that' the office
Prize Winners at the Lza.atint. . Per
Fort Henry spent SandaV W111 re-election'. to the ,oiTice• of Tax beetles to ow l peeple_
of the Country.
and net lo
100 UP
Mr. and Mrs. Sohrne Cstechsr. Commissioner of Calloway County.
To•terl.
Plant
seeds
of
hardy
perennials
theoffice holder.
•
•
.CHICKERIES
KENTUCKY
Mr. axed Wis. Otca: Champion Subject to the -Democratic primary
w - campanulas, delphiniuens,
Now my- frten-rbraRT-IMd* try
364 S. •th. Izeultville, K.
Pinks, columbines and others.
epd daughter' Marguerite accom- August 7, 1-=7.
recerd, you know how I _have conpanied J. D. Dill's family- on n
In anifhtinciria my candidacy for „deicted the affairs pertaining to 'the. • - •e'
pirrsic
where they eenthesenen to" titie--welieen Ineteliff -duties'
Of- the offiee.-,- If this kiret
met relatives Slum Leitusville
first tuatxprins es you my thanks -of service I have
given-Yen Meets
' James • :toe_ laselitt
Utd- and appreciation -1,̀7)r the honor
s-our approval. then I want your
flanta, Bernet wereereanday guests yeti have coriferredupon me in the
help Dorn now until the 7th day of
- of•Mr. and Men-Gee siaarnee-on Ft.
in 11011•1Asatifig -affet- seleellag- Atignit-strial-Tielay sefie yeti age n
• _
frze to_serve_ as Tax. remmieeicines as Tax- Cornmieetoisere r ii leket
Mr. and Mis: Bob Byrd and
of Calloway County_
friends and work to wile”
;
,ga,g_g2.1,1;_aiest-Pauitne Byrd of
shalt ever be grateful for the
I tope to be able-to see each
Dawson Swing, Spent the *wee!: trust' imposter-aria the confidence
And every voter in the county, and
esidn yetth Mrs llyrda father. W. thus shown.
personally solicit- your vote and in-M. Wilkins n.
I' Want to thank you frotri_the fluence. !meowing to the duties of
Bro. Henry leareis
CalloweY depth et my hitart for ,the splendid the offiecen may net get to see
entinty visitedefri this seetion Sun- vote and support you .gave ATI"
every one... Shourd_ I fail to .see
day. .
•
bola in len end 1933. Ti2 1929 out you, please accept this as a per
Mr. •and Mrs. ()TM
,zr of 6 173.-votes' polled in this race,:
stifial 'invitation and - an eartiest
Model- •Averes-ties: -calnlasunitY- 1 roireis-ecl -TM& Ind -Sh- 4.933
cc- solicitation sior your vete. yoUr
.
Sundry.
ceited 5,292 votes out of 78E pelt- supports: and your influence, .
ThornasTReed Griffin . of Model. eel in this rase. , „
Thanking you in advance fur any
-45
. Tenn.. Om of Mr_ Sanford Griffin.
In eihhottricag myself tot:-re-elec- supPort you may give me"in this
broke his leg in a ear wreck last te,,.e f• feel -that'I am no strangerace that I may' served you again
week. /le was- earrted -to--the 1 to tie' citizens of Calloway County.
as Tate Commissioner,,,,,t.. .
h'spi-lill at Murray.
., , -. taring •-krved you as Ta'ic Corrp_
. Sincerely yourl. _
-Az; tic fire has burned doWn rnis.-.:4 e:
.
- sinve 1930. • I think Most
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reAird is my _pissform. upon
ease.
It- Unt-le Sara; maa - isnt _ tee weals I hepite- receive
endorse.
. ,, linen
slew.--The Ramhise
"(fie sedan was completely de.
Four persons met death in the
. .
stroyed, but the truck driver, seizIt -has been my desire to give an
• wreckage pictured above,
.
Three of the Sictims; Ween• ing a fire extinguisher, managed
'that could An noThe Natineal Broadcasting Csmbrothers who had attended the to put.,out the flames on his truck
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this, • by
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Buildings Nearing
Completion

SEE OUR MANY
BARGAINS;
.

Building Under
Construction

THESE CARS ARE IN A-1 CONDITION AND PRICED TO SELL

Ready to Start
' Building

BURON POYNER

pagt•two
_crate a Few Uncprarnon
This rear Tegetables
r

Murray Used Car
Exchange

Lerman Bros. say...

Pine Bluff, Briefs

BABY CHICKS

'GAMBLED— —
"THEY
WITH DEATH"

TO LOW PRICES and declare war on inflated values!

Our Slogan-- "Known For Better
Values" is a positive fact ... more so
now than ever before. Months ago we
bought ahead .. with vision, with courage,and with cash! We saved plenty! Now
you get these fine savings in our great...
_ .

th

,
Stone News

-

NBC Nlay Tell I
of Stubblefield ,
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10?my county sub•
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Anniversary

-SALE iv

.

Giving Bargains is our idea of building Good Will.
That's the idea back of this event.We start Friday!
Join us! Read the Big 4 Page Announcement
sent you in the mail.
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lentertainment to the people but is
giving the local talent, of which
hazel has an an abundant amount,
an opportunity to develop themMrs. Jake Shipley and ,Helen
selves for radio work.
Shipley were hosts to a shower in
Tink and Jimmy Myers and Ah
honor of Mrs. Hugh Shipley at the
home of the latter on Wednesday, Grubbs' _three sons who live in
the Hazel Community have been
May 12.
The honoree received many nice broadcasting over WPAD, Paduchh,
each Sunday afternoon at 2:
gifts.
+
me and are the leaders
Punch and cookies were served. in the local series of entertainThe following guests-were pre.
ents. They have picked up their
ent _Mrs. Sherman Lynn, daugh- work by home practice.
ter. Imogene, Mrs. Glen Lynn. Mrs.
Others who have assisted an
Mollie Thompson and daughter
these program are J. B. Mayer,
Pearl. Mrs. Abe Thompson,
L. K. Pinkley, Turn 'Turnbow,
Pat Thompson and little daughte;
Cyrus Miller, James M. Overcast,
Nancy, Mrs. Harry 'Cole and sons,
Miss Mildred Patterson, Audry
Bobby and Jerald, Mrs. Jake ShipRose, Madeline Lamb': Eulala and
ley and sons. Dan and Hal, Mrs.
Ruby Lee Pinkley, Bob Turnbow
Mettle Shipley.
and Joe Parker.
Helen Shipley, ,Mrs. Ella AlexLocal quartets.or:bands are inander, Mts. Walter Wilkinson, Mrs.
Minnie Wilkinson_ mks.% Alma LIP vited to participate in this local
Stamen, Mrs. Miller Marshall, Mrs. broadcast gatuRfay afternoon. AdCarl Marshall and daughters, Cal-- .dress Lester Wilson, WPAD anla Sue and Anne Herrin, Ws. nouncer for Myers Bros. and
Claude White and daughter, Ben- Grubbs, for assignments
nie Whitnell, Mrs. Hugh Shipley.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Darwin White. Mrs. Lottie Dens harn, Mrs. Oscar Turnbow, Mrs.
Henry Neely, MTS. Earl Littleton,
Mrs. Owen Brandon, Miss Eva
'Perry,' Mrs. Bettie Clanton, Mrs.
Grace Wilcox, Mrs. Homer MarMrs. Charlie Lynn, Mrs.
Warrick Curd, Miss Julian Frances Curd, Mrs. Willis Milsteiid.
Mrs. Audry Simmons, Mrs. Dorthe Oliver, Pauline Alexander,
Mrs. Miriam White, and Mrs. Dick
Miller.

We
NU'S.

aunt, Mrs. Alice Hill and family.
- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Provine and
Chterhe Provine of Paris were
guests in the home of Mr. and Mrs
R. M. Bray last Sunday. In the
afternoon the group motored over
to ,Pli e. ithilf_ and_ returned via
Murray, stopping at the new Mason
Hospital to visit friends.

HAZEL NEWS

The -W,oman's Missionary Society of the Hazel Beptist church
met Tuesday afternoon and held
its regular monthly Bible study,
with Mrs. Lela Wilson conducting
the devotional period.
Me book of Acts_was read..ctud__Jed, and discussed by the whole
class which proved to be very
interesting,
Those present were Mrs. A. M.
Hawley. Mrs. W. B. Milstead,
W H. Miller. Mrs. Howard Mrs. Let',
Mrs. Grace Wilson, Mrs. Ella Mayer, Mr.,Lela Wilson,and Mrs. H.
I. Neely.
Mrs. A. M. Hawley closed the
Meeting with' a prayer.
W. W. Perry has Installed a
radio sound system over' the H. I.
Neely & Son. store in Hazel f
the eritertaipment of our citizens
visitors_and- shoppers. This is not
only a source of amusement arid

th Simmons funeral at New Providence Monday afternoon, besides
the relatives Were. 0. B. Turnbow, T. S. Herron, J. M. Marshal!.
J, E. Littleton, Dick Miller, Jake
Mayer, J. W. Patterson, and Billie
Miller.
Miss Nell Ruth Outland spent
Monday in Murray, visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Seldon Outland, and
Mr. Outland.
W. D.,Kelly and daughters, Mrs.
Freeman and Mrs. Dumas Clanton
spent a few days last week in Paancah as the .gueato -of theand Mrs. J. E. Underwood, and
family.
Mrs. Bettie Provine of Paris,
spent several days last week .in the
home of her sister, Mrs. L. A.
Mr. and Mrs. James Underwood Erwin, and Mr. Erwin.
of Murray were guests of .Mr.
Quitman Lamb, E. M. 'Mason,
and Mrs. 0. B. Turzzbow and sons Mrs. T. M. Marshall,
daughter,
and attended services at the Bap- Minnie
Wilkerson, Mrs. Hazel
tist church.
Jbnkins, Mrs. Robbie Lynn atMrs. D. N. White, Mrs. Charles tended funeral services for Mr.
Denham, Mrs. Owen Brandon. and Simmons at New Providence, MonMrs. 0. B. Turnbow were fn Mc- day afternoon. '
Kenzie, Tenn., recently as gueets
Mrs., Olga Kelly Freeman and
of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Garrett. - . Mr. and Mrs. Logan Harmon arid
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Chrisman Mrs. Dumas Clanton were in Pinof Eddyville spent a few days last year, Tenn., Monday to visit their
week end with Mr. Chrisman's aunt. Miss Lula Paschall.
father, R. W. Chrisman, and Mn. family of near Martin's Chapel.
Chrisman, and other relatives and spent Sunday in Hazel with their
-sew,'
friends.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Billie HarMr. - and Mrs. tr. N. White, Mrs. mon.
Sallie St. John and Miss Verna
Mrs. J. H. Thurman of Murray
White were in Benton Sunday, was in Hazel Friday to visit relavisiting friends. .
tive and friends.
Little Miss Mildred Picket TerMr. .and Mrs. BM Bailey and
Len. of Paducah, gent last week daughters were in Lynn Grove
in Hazel visiting her grandparents, Sunday to visit. Mr. and..Mrs. B. C..
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones, west of Williams and their visitors frorn
Hazel.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Miller, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Shipley spent and Mrs. Bill Bailey arid daughSunday in Hazel visiting their ter, Eulala were in Paris Monparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Curd, day on business.
and Mr. and Mrs, T. M. Marshall.
The Rev. and Mrs. K. G. Dunn,
L. A. Erwin is quite ill at his Miss- Jewell, Mrs. T. S. Herron,
home in west Hazel.
and Miss Tempts Scarbrough atC. IT. Carbett of Nashville, Term, tended the Paris Disttict conferwas in Hazel Monday on business ence, which was held, at Lynn
.Miss Jewell Hill and Claude Grove Methodist church Monday
Anderson kere in Mayfield "Sunday and Tuesday. Miss Hill, Mrs. Heryisiting friends.
ron, and Miss Temple Scharbrough
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Outland were delegates from the Hazel
•esden,'Tenn, SundaY M. E. church.
were in /51-as the guests • Of Mrs. Ositla,nd's
ANNOUNCEMENTS
St
The pastor, Rev. K. G. Dunn,
will preach at Hazel Methodis!
church Suniay
morning at II
o'clock.

—I

' •The -Children's- Etay--programa
will be given at 13 p.: m.. after
:f
which Prof. W. M. Caudill ,
Murray State College. will deliver
a short address. Special musical
will be given by the college quartet.
HAPPINESS

By Mary Cell Simmons
Fifth Grade Student
It has givensine snore joy
, Than any work has ever done;
To keep my little new house clean
To open windows to the sun: To fluff the pillows, air the bed.
To sweep my bright kitchen Doer,
To .plae_e__my_ little dies on their
shelves;
To answer. knockings at my .door,
To meet my little .neighborss and
to learn, from- older, wiser ones
than I.
The magic skill of beking bread,
The deft sure way of making pie.

WADE CRAWFORD ANNOUNCES
FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE
•'

•••• I -

419.

T. Wade Crasetersis weits_l_triowp
Murray attorney and former county attorney of this county from
1925-29, today makes his formal
announcement for the Democratic
nomination for County Judge
the August 'primary.
Mr. Crawfo*rd was elected county
attorney in 1925 and served the
four years from January 1, 1926
to _January 1. 1930. During all that
time he was diligent., painstaking
and conscientious in the fulfillment
of the duties of the postion. endeavoring to enforce the 'law in
all particulars without fear or
In 1929, Mr. Crawford mace irke
campaign for re-election and. afillr
a spirited campaign. was defeated
by the narrow margin of only four
votes. Mr. Crawford's magnanimous attitude in his defeat made
him Many friends and admirers.
le did not even ask for a re-count
of die ballots but accepted this
close defeat gracefully..
'Four years ago. ne again made
the race for county -attorney and
though he was seriously handicapped by illness was defeated only
by a small majority.

les card follows:
To the Democrats of Calloway
County:—
I hereby announce my candidacy
for the nomination of Judge of
-Calloway County Court, subject to
the action of the primary election
to be held by the Democratic
Patty August 7. 1937.
If nominated and elected, I will
discharge the duties of-the office
in such a manner As to give the
people of Calloway an economical
and efficient administration. Hav-ing served one term as County At.
torney, and having since been enm y matters con
with the fiscal affairs of the. county. I feel that I have such a personal knowledge of the questions
with which your Coulaty du
has to deal as to adequately equip
me for the performance of the requirements of the office in a successful and satia.factury , _manner.
- It is -my purpose -to personatty
see as Many Of the votersae t possible between now and the(primary
election. Should I because of lack
of time fail to see you, please consider this announcement ,,as my
earnest solicitation for your vote
and influence:.
- Sincerely yours,
T. W. (Wade) CRAWFORD

Mr. Crawford was porn of Calloway- county parentage, his ancestry being among the pioneer
settlers and of the best blood or
Calloway county. He has always
made his home -in his native county and has, from the beginning,
been a staunch, loyal and energetic - On -account of the critical illDemocrat, even before entering ness of Mr. J. S. Smotherman the
past two reports Were not sent.
politics.
Wade has made' his own way, We all wish to express'our sincere
studying law at night to prepare sympathy to him and hoping he
soon be better.
himself for the bar examination in
Ian 'after which he entered upon Is The Rev, Joseph Miller preached
at South Pleasant Grove Sunday.
the practice of law.

A Children's Day program was
held Sunday evening. We wish to
express our thanks for the beautiful piece of work carried ,on by
the children in the program.
Mrs. Tom Jackson of Murray
was a week end guest at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Jackson.
Mrs. Ruby Ra-dftitd -and daughter, Jean, spent the week with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Atkins Of Puryear, and- Mr. and Mrs.
Kieth Veazy of Paris.
Miss Ernestine Radford has just
returned from a visit with her
sister. Mrs. Kieth Veazy of Paris
Miss Ila Nell and Ila Grey Neebet were Sunday guests at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Hub Dunn
near Crossland. Mr. Dunn, who
has been sick for sometime, is
slowly impreying.
The wedding of Miss Myrtle
Rickman and Julius Cooper was
Cooper is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edd Richman of Murray. Mr.
Cooper is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Cooper of near Hazel. Their
only attendants were Miss Irene
Richman, sister of the bride, and
Charles Smotherman. They wiltmake their home with the groom's
parents.
Miss Louise Paschall is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Elan Armstrong of
Penny.
Mrs. Shannon Ellis was called to
the bedside of her sister, little
Phyllis Paschall, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hafford Paschall of Puryear,-'last week,•
. Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Humphrey
and family of West .Frankfort. 1.11.,
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ellie Paschall.' TlieY—WTer-e—iiiSO accompanied by Miss Maxine Wicker
of West Frankfort.
The South Pleasant Grove Missionary Society. held an interesting meeting at the home of Mrs.
Toni Erwin, last Thursday afternoon.
An ice cream supper will be
given at Smith Pleasant Grove,
Saturday evening, May 29; unaer
the supervision of the h'fiionary
society. Everybeciy conie!
'—Onyx

Jimmie Hutchens purchased a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burnioe
Jones. They will also‘
' visit Mr. car recently.
and Mrs. Everett Cleaver and
Among those who have bought
other relatives for several days.
radios recently are Carlos Morton,
Mrs. H. B. Neale-is greatly im- Delen Outland, Ray Herndon.
prqved and able to walk about
Harvey Bushart is working with
the houses Sunday sweets in the
Righar4 Lovirtsjas _beer' Yrcirk!, •
Neale home were Mr. and Mrs.
Byron"Neale and Bobby of Padu- ing with Charlie Stewart,
cah, Mr.-and Mrs..--Oarland Neale, 1 H;C. Stewart spent t.-Ae Week end
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin at home. He has been attendini
Moore and Lex Lillard Jr., of Murray State College.
Route 1.
Come on Eagle with some more
Charlie Jackson has a fine patch of- your stunts.
What was the matter with Chatof choice strawberries and has
had pickers at work since Last terbox last week?
Third Sunday is Preaching day
week. Here's wishing him many
at Blood River Church, Rev. Win- crates.'
ifred Hicks is the pastor.
CorrectIon:—Mrs. Ethel Smith
'Below is a piece which came out
spent last Tuesday night and Wedin The Ledger & Times several
nesday as the guest of Mrs. Foy,
years ago:
McChristian, in stead of Mrs. Fos;
A Wonderful Recipe
Smith as stated in last week's
This is the story of a young
issue.
Well. All. I'm going to try to be bride who asked her husband 'to
there at the corresponents' meet- copy off a radio recipe she wanting place Saturday. May 29, at ed. He did his best but he got two
1 p. m. But don't know how ns stations at once, one which was
yet. Please mention in next week's broadcasting the morning exercise
issue about the meeting and.nam- and the recipe. So this is what
ing those present. I know ."Eagle" he took- down: Hands on hips.
but haven't met any other of the "Place -one cup of flour on the
shoulders, raise knees, depress
correspondents..
What do you think of this? "Eggs toes gnd mix thoroughly in oneRepeat set
bringing folks to church in Hamp- half cup of milk.
ton Wick, England: Boiled eggs times. Inhale quickly one halt
served with rolls, butter and mar- teaspoon of baking powder, lower
malade, are served to all who at- the legs, mash eggs in a sieve, extend services Sunday morning of hale, breathe naturally and sift
the local church. The vicar, who into 'a bowl. Attention! Lie flat on
originated the idea to incfeaseshis the floor and roll the white of an
flock pays this bill out of his egg backward and forward until
own pocket. The owner of a lo- it comes to a boil. In 10 minutes
cal chicken "flock", ftirnishea eggs remove from the fire and rub
• smartly
AV it h
a rough
towel.
—at good profit."
Mrs. Mollie Demean had -as her Breathe naturally, dress M warm
dinner' guests Sunday. Mrs. Ed Itanpels and serve with soup.
Wishing the Ledger & Times
Jones and Mrs. Chas, Smith.
Mrs. -Bill Neale- viaited
her well, I will sign off. Am planning
grandmother, Mrs. Brown, Sunday,' to come to your office soon.
-"Zs:ring Bird"
who was critically ill and who
-peesed- away- ---Monday---eveniag---at.
her home near Coldwater. She was
78 years old.—Weekly Reader.

Livestock

Brandon's Mill News

My first letter of the year escoped the wastepaper 'b'asket at the
Ledger and Times office so I am
__Wing .to, write again
,
- The farmers are busily engaged
Many from our neighborhood at- in their- Work now. tended the Old Southern Na"Johnie Johnson of Paducah visitmony Singing at Benton Sunda:Y ed his father Sunday.
and reported a large crowd and
Hubert Rittman has been workenjoying the day gLeatly.
log at the.-P-otteitown pottery reit was .gretifYing__Io_is.now that ceutly.
one could hear the old fashion
Charlie Stewart has returned
"sing" over the radio. Persons home from - the Mason hospital.
gathered at different homes for .Mr. Stewart was kicked in the
the radio program. Mr. ahd Mrs. face by a bronco mare several
Euel Pritchett, who reside at the aweeks ago,
,
home of Mrs. Mollie Duncan, had i W. _S. Russell of Brandon killed
friends and neighbors to "listen a large snake the ether day. The
ip".- nose present were Mr. an -sjiake had made its way Into the
Mrs.'Ruel Jones, Mr. and Mrs. house and was found on top cf
011ie Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. John a dresser.
Duncan, Mr. and Mrs. Willie BifMrs. J. N. Reed has been on the
fle, Mrs. Ed Jones. Mrs. Chas. sick list.
Smith, and Miss Jaunita Biffle,
It was a shock indeed to the
Joel Jones and little daughter, people of this community on learnOra Mae, motored in Saturday ing of the death of fir. E. B. Housfrom St. Louis, Mo.. guest of his ton.

Cedar Crest News

SO
we

urow

-The cool sailor is back again, but with
new smartness, style and comfort. The'
crown is lower, the 'rim wider ... plain
or fancy bands. A complete selection.
-weer'

GRAND OPENING FRIDAY and
SATURDAY
COME

workmanship . . . finest quality materials. No
matter how worn your shoes are we'll repairthem
to. give months more of wear. Reasonab,4y,

Men's Half Soles
Women's Half Soles
•

X-ER-VAC
Hair Restorer

Tnifir
and Still Going Strong!

SUIT OF HAIR
Guaranteed
or money refunded

VERYONE KNOWS that mules

Work than thin mules.
will keep your mules in better
shape through hot days and
hard work because it's made
from extra heavy oats balanced
o-at with linseed oil meal, soybean oil meal and other conditioning feeds. Thousands of
mule owners have sworn by it
for more than twenty years.

Stock
Reduction

.."

50c
Series of 30•... $10.
Single treatment

E in good conditionOmolene
do more

Ryan's

J. E. Littleton & Co. SALE-

You've heard and read
about it. Now it's here.
Thousands have used it ,
' ...-

SUPPER

tr-

KENTUCKY

OUR SHOP

The most modern equipment . . . skilled

WEEK
AHEAD

HAUL

SEE

•

BIG

You can have your- favorite snap brim in
straw! The pinch peaks are expertly
blocked in 'the same sporty style. its your
regular snap brim: With special ventilated crawn for coolness.

AND

•
Have Your Shoes Half-Soled and
Heeled IN HAZEL the Modern
Way

Another

PINCH PEAKS

Rev. E. S. Hicks will preach at
11 a. m. Sanday. May 30, at North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. This is the annual homecoming and a large
crowd- is expected.

in an Up-to-the-Minute Shop

I like my blue and yellow- crocks,
And I am proud as I can be
•
Of my new flowered, gay print
s frocks.
I set. my little table, stir -my fire,
lamp when day grows
dim,
k the evening meal. and then
on tiptoe, heart-glad,
Wait for dad.

Aer

HOMECOMING

MODERN SHOE REPAIRS

S. Pleasant Grove

I like my little bowls, my gleaming

lees!

EAST ST. LOUIS, III., :May 28—
Hogs 3,500; none through; 500
direct; mostly 10ei 20c lower than
average Tuesday; 160 lbs. down 15
41.25c lower, some light pigs .. off
more;_top 1L75; small lots 11.80;
bulk 1904, 270 lbs. 11.60011.75; 140160 lbs. 10.405, 11.00; 100,130 lbs.
'9.251i 10.25; sows 10.100.10.25.
.
.Cattle 3.000; calves 2.500; steers
steady to strong; vealers, 25c lower
and other classes steady; choice
1,143 lbs. stters 13.00, other- sales
downward from 11.35; heifers and
mixed. yearlings 8.000i -10.00S few
10.404t10.50; cows 5.504T-7.75; cutter's and low °littera 4.0045.00; top
sausage bulls 6.50; top vealers 9.00;
nominal range slaughter steers 7.00
15.00; heifers, 7.0004 11.50.

$25.00

.

-

40c
35c
50c
... 25c

•
GRAND OPENING FRIDAY and SATURDAY
COME IN TO SEE US

PLATT'S
Shoe Repair Shop
HAZEL
14
.
4

ARAM.
.

HEELS—
Men's
Women's
CHILDREN—
Half Soles
Heels

•

ECONOMY FEED STORE, Murray
C. W.CURD 1Hazel KY

-LorelaCklif-OL

60c to 90c
50c to 75c

t•
pi., • s

,
_,141.......4.1.1111‘,0PA.

.1"

s=
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Muvrav Star C.).ert a .tudeit
tle .,arne without delay.
During
lege, over the week end
J. M. MARSHALL, Adm'r,
their visit they stayed with Mr.
W. F. GruOus, dec'd
and Mrs. L. C. Cherry. College
+
Addition. Mr. and Mrs. Claude
All persons having claims against
roeker. .Fulton. and Mr. and
Chiropractic:
The
science
that
the estate of W. F. Grubbs, dec'd,
Mrs. S. D. Cherry also visited Mr
makes people well and
same to me, properly
will
present
end -114ii7Ls-C--Cherry SUnday•
happy.
. teaching at Ekron Iiijoi School in
proved, on or before June 5,1937,
II you heels *Noes et !who. iltoadis-Poiotty --is-visitista in- Mw'..
Charlie Chunn
—DR. W. C- OAK1 FY
ter--earfte---erilise
your are not suthamod„ please
lties-841C1• Tex..-11"
are
-visitinghis....tieh- igeChiropractor
ray this week. Mrs. Hinkle has Da
ever barred.
report thern for stilts column.
Murray
been "teaching at Murray High. er. Mr. Mart Chunn, of Hazel.
All persons owing said estate tot 809 West Main
in
Callaway
county
111e after Charlie left
.. I They yoli return to,Louts1,
professional services or otherwise hiarrayi Mon., Wed. & Fr4. -P. M.
Benton: Tues.. Thurs. & Sat.
exerciseS at Murray 1908 returnitie only on occasional
Si
Paris. graduationg ,
will please come forward and setvisits. His brother, Will Chunn.
Tenn., Mrs.. Wallace Clay Pool; High..
_
of, Henry. Tenn.. came up WedMemphis. Tenn. Mrs. Mable PhilPaol Perdue has ireturned kunst
lips. Paris. Tenn..- Caldwell DUrnaf. for the summer after teaching at nesday evening .5nsee-him before
Paris. Tenn, Mn. Pricilla Murray. Memorial . High. Hardyville. Ky.. he left for his Texas 'home ThursOut of the high rent district. Walk a block and
Memphis, Tenn.. were week eni.
, the .past school year. Mr. Perdue day morning.
Save a Dollar
guest,. -of Don Dumas. Jr.
will teach in the new consolidated' Claude Miller. smiling circuit
Miss Annie Louise Jenkins re- school now under construction in court clerk was out of town Wedturned to Nashville Sunday after- Trigg county next year.
nesday on business. He is thought
noon, after the v.•eek end with her
have been in the vicinity of
T.. 0. Turner was a business to
parents. the Rev. and Mrs. J. Mack
Reelfoot Lake.
visitor in Washiueton, D. C.. last
Jenkins.
Mr_ and Mrs. Otto Olsen, .of
Mr. and -Mrs. Dalton Woodall of
Glendale, Calif.. left for their home
Warren.
Paducah ILVIT vigitOrt-tn-the-rrty- ....E._ G. 'Wadi:lox an son.
Thursday- mornings- Mrs.._ Okeil,
Memphis. Tenn., were week end daughter ef _City Judge George.,
Monday.
Miss Vienna Holland•of Lexing- visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Mad- Wallis. has been enjoyieg a lengthy
ton, Ky., visited friends in Murray dox: North Fourth street.
visit with friends and relatives in
Miss- Ruth Parker, Memphis._ Murray *She is the sister of Mrs.
Monday. She was formerly a auLee Williams
Tenn.. is visiting with her brother. .L. M. Overbey,, of North 'Fourth
at- Murray i College.
,
this
Mrs. Prentice 'Thomas of Cadet Joe T. Parker, and family
street. Mr. Okell arrived in MuiLee Williams. pictured above
She is--ettending-the *rad,
iieCorriPtihy
waii-in the city Fridny_ba. visit her
son Of W. P.
publisher
-Murray
son...it:Norge Prentice Thomas. at -matting - exerciees -of the
his wife home.
of
which
of the Post-Intelligencer of Paris,
sepior
class
High'
School
the college.'
Mrs. B. J. Stagner and daughter Leslie Howard and Norma Shearer_ in "ROMEO and JULIET" at the
In solids, stripes, cheeks.Tenn., has been appointed editor
Ws Margueritte Holcomb will her nephew is a member.
Martha Jean attended the funeral Capitol Theatre next Thnrsday and Friday.'"
PreThey wash like new
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Cochran and services of Mrs 'H. N. Edwards,
in white- and pastels. Crepe
enter the Lltuversity sf Tennessee
of the. College News, official stushrunk, heavy %%eaves that
soles, long wearingfurihessummer_term_ She all.' st baby spent several days the pact of near Dexter. Monday. She was.,L
flannels
and
like
wools
look
REGULAR $1.95 VALVES:
week with-Mr. Cochrans. mother. Mrs. Stagner's grandmother.
of-St -Paul, Minn. The Hoppes Melton. former agriculturaT teacher dent newspaper of Murray State
made to sell for more.
work for her master's degree.
College.
Dr. Hilliard Otey. MemPhis. was Mrs John W. Cochran in Marion.
Plans fo'r an early vacation to in-1 drove .the distance of 'MO miles to in Hazel high school, is now county
As a sophomore, Williams will
Ky.
a visitor" in 'Murray Sunday.
cludea trip north to visit relatives attend the violin recital of their agent of Larue county.
Mrs. Mable Gatlin Howard of have been acknowledged. by Mrs. Son. William Hoppe, which occurMrs. Bonnie HouMon and son. be one of the youngest editors ever
Roy Hman and R. 0. Shellman, Paducah: were visitors in California is the guest of Mrs Mike Farther, of the Farmer and red on Tuesday night of last week. John D. of Orlando. Florida are to assume the office of the editor
Warren'Swann. Mr and Mrs. Bob Hart Dress Snap.
They left at 3 _o'clock Thursday expected to arrive next week for of the Murray% College publication.
TO
Murray 'Sunday afternoon.
•
'Prof. F. T. Hinkle, who-has been Gatlin. and other relatives in the
as - quite ill morning' and expected to be in a brief visit with home folks be- He will become editor at the
John Farmer
-citss
Vlaupun that night.
fore gding to Los Angeles. Cali- beginning of the fall term here in
early this week.
-Mrs. W. S. Swapa. Mrs. J. R.
Mrs, Genoa Gregory. Benton, Was . Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cherry of fornia, to make their home. Charles September.
Oury. Mrs. G. B. Scott. and Mrs.
The College News won seven
visitor in Murray Wednesday East Main_ had as their Saturday Boyd Houston will arrive from
-Men* Gatlin Howard visited rela- afternoon. .
evening guests. Mr. and Mrs. Oury -Los Angeles the latter part of this prizes recently in The Kentucky
tives's and ftiends in Hopkinsville
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter. in- Bazzell and little daughter Clara week to drive his mother and Intercollegiate Press Association
Tuesday. .They also visited Mzs.
The n'pe-e(-revcontests for best written news
ctor in, the art departsoent cf Nen of Kirksey. and Mr. and Mrs. brother back there.
!Ixt:t.. Best rug availableJohn Lawrence in Cadre
stories ' features, editorials, and
Katherine 'Kirk
Arkansas State College, visited Jean Bell of Detroit. Mich.
creme. dignity and perMiss Dorothy Street of Cadiz_ with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Elsports
stories.
Williams
succeeds
was
Albritten
James Richardat William Mason Memorial H
fection is essential to
visited Miss Jane Sexton from Sat- bert Lassiter, the past week end.
Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel. Ky. to the
admitted to the Mason hospital pital for treatment.
Brighten your rooms. LongWednesday.
urday
to
editorship of the College News.
any and all funeral
She will resume her duties there, May 24 for treatment.
uearing. washable. Values
.C.- C. Hughes underwent an
Benteri
to 98cdUririg the .summer session of the I _Miss Ruth- Thomas
seeviees. it has been our
operation for - apperidicitit at the college.
Grover Wyatt,iiiiickrnan -county,
,iicited her _friend Mrs. _Walter Mrs.
SATURDAY ONLY
- Hospital- Friday- - of las
policy of Iprif 'standing
has had 30 acres of land terraced
Mr. 4:
nd Mrs Raymond Hamlin, Wuster, and family. Sunday
recovering
nicely,
He.
is
week.
in tact *it is our entir,
in the past few months.
Miss
.
-who have been in Detroit'sincethe
Walter Wuster who celebrated
Miss Sue .Gunter and Miss May-,
set of standards. to asfirst of the year. came in the first his 24 birthday Sunday had as,
relle Johnson left Thursday_ for.
J. E. Harmon. ,McCreary ebunt,
ma
Ml
usic
Of the week and will spend the, dinner gisests Miss Ruth Thos
sure "the presence of
Pineville to .attend the Mountain
built a model laying house to take I
summer at h.:me, on their - farm of Benton. Mr. and Mrs. Garland
wis an Atmosphere in
.
_
fiear Nets. Concord: --Mr. ltarntie--A. 'Mum-110F: and- children 'Glen
Mrs. W. W. Rogers Jr., and Miss the place of one-- torn down. all of the services- IA •-•
' Most Nell Wade of Paducah is
Gorgeous summer prints in
has been working in the -DeSot'i Allen and ,Jehn W.,' Mrs. Sallie -Daytha Down Dale were presented
conduct. no matter the
the' guest this week of her sister.
every isanteepattern.
automobile plant..
ii
Kendall, mother. Mrs. Litinie Vineanemia expended zer
MraOble Coy,,she Mr. Coy.
recital in the audPlenty of colors. Very best
Mr. and MTS.- Rudy Tyree are ter.' wife, and baby Jessie Lynne' -in a joint music
quality. Buy a g000d supply
Mr. and Mrs.. John Hamilton and
the entire service.
moving from
the Keys-Houston
Sledd Farris has been confined itorium of Murray State College
this price.
at
J. D7. Hamilton jr., arrived. home Clinic
Hos itals-te the residence of to his bed Lize_ the past 10 d_a_Ys Thursday .nigh
. and Mrs. "John Whitnell. tot- with his crippled limb.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Rogers opened the program
holding
claims
All 'persons
D. Jr spent the -wtnter in' Carlslege Addition: Ms. Tyree will be
Miss Elizabeth bum_as. manager with three piano selectissns by
YARD
against the estate of 0. H. Holland,
bad. N. M. -Mr. Hamilton travels associated
with the. Murray Paint of the National Hotel, had as Scarlotti.'"Gavotte." "Allegro", and
decea.sgd. will file same with me,
an Missouri and Arkansas for the
The
& Wallpaper Co. .following 48 t week end guests Mrs. George Mc„..... proverty pro-ved' • on or before June
J. TX Rowlett Tebacco-Co.- Miss
years service with the clinic. .
Swain of Par.is and Mrs. E. Murray
J. H. Churchill
Bale
i played Sonata, op-5 15, 1937, or mune will be there, Mrs.-W. D. Sykes was admitted
Dr- Henry Carney...cif the yen- of Memphis, "Tenn. The - visitors
No. 12 ilaFolial by Corelli, on the after barred.
Funeral Home
to-the-Mason- hoitpi-W -May 11 for
derbilt _Mors_pital...__Kilthitlie,_ will were guests. of &ass UoUrnae at- a viola and was accompanied by
treatment .and. surgery.
PRESTON HOLLAND
arrive
Lakeview
Saturday
night.
today
be
am/vested
in
to party' at
•
Telephone 7
Mies Marelle Ezell, after which
Administrator
- Mr.-and .aC.chrrj,LIttie -the "-surgical--Pad*
department -of th
those wenn went to
. MR. Rogers prayed -a group of
_Murray. Ky.
Rock-Axis-- el-wed their son Ite o- Keys-Houston
Clinic Hospital. Diu: cah, Were. Miss Dumas. M
Trie
"Troika
en
numbers,
three
N`
c"
.
. rs'
Carney is an - MD. from 5,5
a'.. Swain.- Mrs. /Murray. Miss Naomi nux":. by 'Fschaikowsky; "Tango
butUniversity.
'
Maple, -and Messrs. Harold Whit', in D" by AlberiTi-C;ndowsky; and
Mr and Mrs. Cordon Crouch Jack Mas.lri, J. E. Young.
"Waltz in E Flat. op. 18" by Cho-pent the week end at the home of
If. t. Waldrop spent Mondas pin.
' Mr. and Mrs. Luck Burt in Hen, and TuesdaY on an inspection tot-The fourth group of the recital
:Jerson. Ky. On their way home of the rural routes out of Murray_ was the "Adagio" (Violoncello
•1
I
Concerto in Di by Haydn. played
Malan in Dawson Springs.- Ky. -- Cleatus Dunn, received a painful!
by Miss Dale and accompanied by
The Johnson-Fain Appljance_Co. injury last week when'he slipped
Miss Ezell.
:a opening ,a branch store, in Benportion
a
der a stfalg"Ceitting-pfi
.The last 1...n61'i-on-the pregiem
tort-Ants week. Will Ben Jones. a of his iteeT.
Hospital 5t was "Sonata in f. -op. 49". by Rubgraduate cif Murray. State College, taches declared the heel could be enstein for viola and piano. with
will be manager.
saved.'
Miss Dale playing the viola part
Mrs. Bill Egon' .is' visiting
Otts Lamb. one of the carriers on arid Mrs. Rogers at the piano. •
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dan Mc- the-Murree--routes. 'is building 4
FaYden- on West Jefferson, .Pacht. nice home just west of Five Points.
cah.
I C. L. Sharborough. accompanied
. W. E. Wyatt. -publishee-'-ef
tliff Trets--of Benton, spent
Marshall County Cceuriei, and Tuesday, and Wednesday visiting
former Murray -resident, was a Pickwick _Dam
points. in
and
bienness visitor in the city Wed-. Northern Mississippi.
The Ledger & Times is authornesday-thorning
Dr. Robert M. Church of Stil- lzed to announce the following
Mr. Dennis Cox and Miss Mar- well. Okla.. will arrive Saturday to candidates, subject to the action of
tha Woods. Nashville, were, week attend the graduation exercises of the Democretic primary, Saturday,
FANCY, LARGE, YELLOW
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Max the Training School. cf which class August 7, 1937.
Dozen
Churchill.. Mr. Cox is a student at his daughter.. Miss Dorris Church.
FOR MAGISTRATE
the Gupton-Jones School Of Em- is a member.
Liberty
District
balming, ancl.was a close friend -of
ArnOn* those who-attended the
J. F. BRATTON
New Red
PEPPER, Sweet,
the Churchill's while Max was. a 54th Big Singing in Benton Sunday
HARDIN MORRIS
10
19c
Fancy, lb.
ituderli1110fe:were Mr. Ind Mrs. Ira Morgan.
HUGH THOMPSON
A. A, "Uncle. Dick" -Allbritton daughter. Judith, and son, E. B.
Basal -District- .- was-admitted-to the-Mieon Menu. Mr. and - Mrs. H.' B. Bailey,. Mr.'
J. W. UNDERWOOD . •
oriel Hospital Tuesday for treat. and.istrs. R. L. Wade and, family,
RIPE' LB
Wadesboro District
Fan" Green12lbs.
ment for heart__and-leidney
Mr. and Mrs. Ray MadL. A. BURKEEN
Mr. Allbritten, who is 47 years dox. Sheriff and Krs.- Carl B: KingH. (Herbert/ TREVATHAN
DOZEN
old, makes his home with his son. ins-and fan-taxi:Kr. and Mrs. Lon
Swann District
Lloyd Allbritten at Collegiate Inn: Jones -and -family. Mr. and Mrs. I;
15:
oz
CF
dc
:12
aata
l
AUDIE MILLER
, He has been-ill for the past ten B. Jories.and family. Mr. and Mrs.
GRAHAM
DENHAM
J.
days.
Maxwell House OP CC
MACKEREL
-Percy Jones' and family.
' Murray District
Mrii. Florence. Falwell, of BFar.Calloway county people will
THREE LBS.0J
No. 1 Tall
FARRIS
(Plenty)
'D: P.
was admitted. ,to._the .clinie- interested in ths announcement of
Concord District
Lynn Grove
hospital. for treatment.
RED KIDNEY
.
rt B. Reed or county at1. A. WILKINSON
-.Commonwealth's- Attorney. john torney
coUnty.
of
McCracken
24 lbs.
THREE LBS.
L N. MOODY
T. King. Cadiz, was 'a business Young Reed -is a nephew. of Mrs.
visitor in the city
Polly _Keys and Mrs. W. T. Sledd:
CITY JUDGE OF MURRAY
Fancy Fresh Green
NO. 2 CAN
• 'Mrs.-C.- L-2.-Briawii- purchased Tiast of Murray. Reed was graduated FOR
C. C. DUKE
UNUSUAL
VALUE
I Friday. 'The brick, residence_
College
-and
Statefrom Murray
R. BURGESS PARKER
Poplar street from County ,At- was principal of Almo high school
C. R. LEE
torney R. H. Hood... A lift in col- before going t3 law school at the
SWIFT'S "n
1 CC
I , Sunshine
SWIFT'S
BING'S
J. H. ORR
lege 'addition near the Southeast University of Kentucky. He is the
4
BRANDED
BRANDED
LB I,
CHEESE
J. F. (Flern) HAYS
Clover Leaf
corner of .- the campus, Which Mrs. son 'ot
'
. Mr. and Mrs. Boone ,Reed.
J. R (Rudy) OURY
SILAKS
Chuck Roast
COOKIES
1 Lb.
Brown owned. Was invalve.3 -In the near.Padileah. •
Lb.
No
Rind
Sliced,
ETHAN IRVAN
transaction.- Joe Baker .and tamthey., Kelso. penminent youn
, ity have 'been residing ill ths, rest‘ farmer of Harris Grove, i5 tow'
FOR COUNTY
for
' Ae
-Bre„,which-Mrs. -Brown pu• set-o-“- sociated .with the National Storils
;-1111
.TAURMONti
LURIE
' ed.
on Saturdasis Mr. Kelso has reM
MARY ftI5SELL WILLIAS
Charles Lassiter. little Er, I of Mr. cently recovered from ad attack of •
FO
J RIRSAIIE
FR
OIX
1FF .
and- Mrs. Albert Lassiter, has 're- inteatinal influenza.
Fresh Lima Beans,.Black Eyed Peas. Corn, Cucum.
covered loin an illness of mumps.
.
Former' Attorney-General and
ber.; Fresh Asparagus.
C W. DRINKARD
.
. Rev.- and Mrs. T. G. ShelO.n and Circuit Judge Thos. B. McGregor
... .. _
children.4f- Harrodsi.--g, Ky.. are of FrankfcTrt, accompanied by AtsitATE REPRESENTATIVE
FOR
spending several day.. on their torneys R. W. Watts. of Frankfort,
, 'LEE CLARK
farm. -just north of -Chei,s_ ' The arid 'Chas. - Morriss also of'Frank' - C. A. (Callie) HALE
Rev Shelton.,who is pester of tee fort, was a visitor in the city Fri.'
12-oz. jar
Lis
Kipticm
heent Made
Bethel Baptist. Church. at liar- day,. Judge-McG_tvgor is a nephew
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY
4c
BULK JUMBOS
ALAD
redelaurg. spends the 'sitindier in of Mrs..Solon Higgins.
' .WILL L. HUGHES •
- ,,.
revive! work. .Mrs. Shelton', I. J. H. Johngort was in Paducah 4:.
WELLS OVERBEY-•
mother.. ,Mil. h. H. Laxsiter, U're Monday night and Tuesday visr.- ,
'
- FOR COUNTY TAX
companied them heme last wee... ing his brother, MOthan Johuson
COMMISSIONER'
Mr. Lee ''C. Whitrjell #continues .whe 'is recovering from a
. bullet
DEWEY CRASS
quite. ill at .his home 'in, South Wound. 'Mr. Johnson WAS WOUntic,1
: Idurta:
w..4 it.
. .1;rnor.'.„.. -'fo-f 1.,jorth He iselslloowwibsarbe
. FOR COUNTY JUDGE
two w
geeks ag , .
irnrproin
JOHN W:CLOPTON
Twelfth street had as d imerguestMel'
'
Mr. ind 'Mrs. Frank C. Mellon,
.111t A. "Bill" PATTERSON
last, Wednesday, Mr. and Mrs7- M. of---flerdgroisilite: who .tire kfisttinr • •
_O
T WADE CBAWFRT)
W.;Hoppe .ot.j.Watiptiii-an4:-Virelos.• Mrs,---41.4e44ou:a: 'Paren4s, :Pk'. -and,
TELEPHONE 12
FREE DELIVERY
PHONE 37
WE DELIVER
ter, Wies_also a cleat „friend...01._the 1k7
.,,,..,1_01cel....114aya.. I jige4..:_wegili muwt., vEly ot m u RR ,lit y
ItopPes'. Mrs., Holland a Norwegian vis-itons iii MurrayWednesday-W. ..
iricRT
S.
'GEORGE
.,

Administrator's
Notice

Named Ecgtor of
College News

„

l

W. S. Fitts & Son
MURRAY'S BARGAIN HOUSE

'

Cool, Comfortable
LINEN

WASH

PANTS SPORT SHOES

1,

98c

$1.39

minism=monsimmmil
GOLD SEAL

STANDARDS !.

11.

simmommososmo
Woven Rag
THROW RUGS

RUGS

$4.95

Rogers and
Dale Give
a Rl
ecita

69c

1

Administrator's
Notice

80-Square
PRINTS

insismossmissi
QUILT LINING

_ W. S. Fitts.&..

MORI
"or

Imam
WEEK

Political
Announcements

BANQUET TEA - 10c size 9c; 25c size 23c; 50c size 45c
LIPTON'S TEA - Half lb. 25c (Ice Tea Glass Free)
1.9c
LEMONSrtiozen
19c
COOKIES, la. bag
..... . . . . . 23c.
25c
BROOMS,4-tie.
POLISH, quart .
FURNITURE
WHITE FROST FLOUR, 24 lbs. 98c(2-pound bag FREE)
My-T-Good FLOUR, guaranteed,
79c
24-pound bag
Bee Brand Fly Spray - -Half pint 21c; pint size 39c; qt. 69c

BANANAS

POTATOES
BEANS
LEMONS
SALMON
FLOUR
LIMA )BEANS

w.

,
/2c
c
POTATOES, New,..10 pounds . . .12
.,15
GREEN BEANS, nice and tender, lb. Sc
PEAS, Home Grown, lb.
71/2c
SQUASH, lb.
BEETS, large bunches ,
5c
BANANAS, 2 dozen
25c
TOIICAMF-$ --4 ripe, lb.
10C
CAI:OSAGE, home grown, CHEAP.

10C

15

93c

LBS.: 1-69
TOMATOES
ORANGES
COFFEE
BEANS

10c

25c

10c

OLEO

15e

,.a
comer cw.7.*,-,

25t BACON ZT

17Y

Relish Spread, qt Colonial 24c

S

Only the best Armour's Branded , Beef
Lamb,Veal and Pork. Cheese orial kinds.
Dressed Fryeri

Salad Dressing, qt.

35 'PICKLES

MURRAY FOOD MARKET

FOOD MARKET

r.

-Nar.

—.-.....77

•

a

25c

The Only Food Market That Sells FOOD EXCLUSIVELY!

Tolley & Carson

•

15c

If it's too HOT to cook, call 12 for all kinds of Cold Meats and
Delicious Salads . . Try them!

Ottr, MEAT- DEPARTMENT

•

4°

4

8111

-

ut

sr.
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-

tdm'r.
dee'd

t that

87 Apply for Degrees
atJune Commencement

Retail Cdis:
Murray
M.
Sat.

2
Sirioln
Dora Roast

46

&At End

Ana •G•tt a 3,1."..3 Emits or

fl;e. Old Indian
Ach, Liver and Kiriney..Rintiedy on
the market biliCe (US. This is a
trial offer Lot s. few days only.

Positively not over three (3) bottled to a person. We publish no testimonials but ask you to try this.
Old Indian Root and Herb 'Tonic.
A medic.e cf positive merit and
riatigral laxative! Proven by three
generations. Be stirs It bears the
name C. K. Wilson.
Animals know by instinct to at
certain pla.nts when needs demand.
The Ca,man knew the .value of
Iii4(ans resorted toRoots
them when emergency called. Our
tar methGrandparents followed

-einnetit the aerh to
atfre
for the Service of min. Ps. Itier-

I9c

4

5c
5c
DC

-

Inc

af

Sc

nd
5c

10c
4c

Y!

12

m5

butterfly
Chop

Freriched
albcnop

Fresh Horn

•

Roast

*oast

Loin Roost
Horn Eno
-411liestre.

Bacon

Solt Pot

Paitrod or S•osen us.

5
Loin aoost
simmer En/

4

Crown Port Roost
*oast
Spareribs
suw.v.anarraorasesi .

Fat Peck

LOYEI

Snortendisa
- COMP Soh•Per5

Picnic
Power aleiser

ElicaJe
Pork Steaks
Sr

Boston gryle
Butt

Rolled
Boston Style Butt

Fresh erieukier Hock Ana Pork Steak:

Bacon Swore
seoionma•eonomi/

lioaS

SheamIr

&WS*

REAL ESTATE-We have some attractive homes and home sites
near Murray College at what we
consider ettrsciive prices. See
-these with us if interested in a
home in or near Murray. W. H.
Finney, Peoples Savings Bank'
ltc
Bldg.

Pork is a universal favorite. It appears more frequently on the American table than any other
meat dish, but there are a good many attractive pork cuts which are passed over by the average
homemaker, because she is not acquatnted with the possibilities they offer for new and attractive main
dishes. The pork chart shown above deserves a place in the household files because it shows at a
glance the variety of pork cuts and how to cook them.

State Authorities Issue Traffic Control'Manual

The mimic department *of Murray State College presented two of
its juvenile pupas,- Misses- Mary
Elizabeth Roberts and Helen Hire.
in a joint recital Thursday evening, May 13, in the college auditorium.
- Mass Roberts, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Roberts of
Murray, is a 'piano pupil of C. R.
McGavern, of theT music department, and is a senior in the Murray High SejuxiS Miss Hire, who
is a violin pupil of Prof. William
Fox, is the daughter of Dr. Charles
Hire, head of the Murray physics
department. Although .she .is only
• flier in the. Traininft School
Miss Hire is a mein-her. of-iiii-F61lege symphony orchestra. -

Pears, R. D..
No. 2 1-2 can ... 19c
SUGAR,
Pure cane
Flour, 24 lbs.
51c
10 pounds
Clear Lake . 75c Lard, Armour's Star,
Peaches, No. 2 1-2
50-lb. can .. .
13c
size can
Salt Butts,
Dry
Argo,
Artricots,
12 1-2e pound
19c
No. 2 1-2 can
Scoco, 4-1b. carton 54c
Pineapple,
.No. 2 1-2, can .. 15c Oleomargarine, lb:. 1SC
Peanut Butter, pt. 11c Sugar, Brown,
47c
10 lbs.
Grape Juice,
19c Corn, No. 2 cans,
Welch, pt.
25c
3 for
Pork and Beans,
THREE 22-oz. cns 25c Motor Oil, 2-gal.
85c
can
Kraut, Libby,
9c Life Buoy Soap,
No. 2 1-2 can
lffc size .... 3... 5c
Hominy, 2 1-2 size cans,
25e Salt, Table,
THREE for ..
THREE Sc boxes 10c
Spaghetti, F. A.
25e Salmon, Chum
canned, 3 for
Tea, Canova, 1-4 lb 23c Beef Barbecue,
10 1-2 or:. can . . 19c
(Glass Free)
Sardines, No. Plait' Starting Mash,
35c
15c
10 lbs.
can, 2 for
Spices, al1.10c sizes,
'
Orange Jii;ce,
15c
•
2 for
12 1-2c
12-oz. can
PRICES!
SPECIAL
Ki
nds
at
all
of
SEEDS,
FEEDS,

Fresh Tomatoes,

10c

25c

BANANAS, 2 dozen

75c

1-4 Lb. LIPTON TEA, with glass

23c

FOR RENT-choice of two-3.room
apartments, furnished or unfurnished; water, lights, gerage, garden already planted. 'Mrs. Sallie
- -ite
Kendall, North 10th St.

NORTHERN BEANS, 3 lbs.

25e

Grapenuts . 15c Pkg.

Grapenut

10c

KELLOGS. SHREDDED WHEAT

$1.89

16% DAIRY FEED, 100 Lbs.,

10c

FRESH RIVER FISH, lb.

Hams Wanted: 25c in trade for Medium
Size Hams
•

J. T. WALLIS & SON
Phone 4

Free Delivery

A large pond in a Graves county
A total of 46,080 Black Locust.
community will -furnish water for 4.800 Black Walnut and. 6,650 Pine
°eke 5hd for nearby strawberry seedlings have been set out in
tchts.
Marshall county.

sal

FOR SALE-5 year old Jersey
..ow, fresh. See Tharp Futrell,
North of Murray.
Its

1\- SE LOX

FOR RENT-good
Royal typewriter. Ranger bicycle for sale
cheap. See Mrs. W. H. Lemons
on N. 12th St. •
He

SOAKS CLOTHES -CLEAN;
Sc
15c
10c

HOME GROWN English Peas, lb.
NEW RED POTATOES, No. 2 size. 7

lbs.

3 Lbs. No. 1 size
24

yourself against- -Travel
aceidents with a North
Accident Policy-, only.
year. M. 'D. Holton,
J10c

SATURDAY SPECIALS
-25e
BANANAS, 2 dozen
25cTHREE cans Corn and Tomatoes
- 10c
Tomato Catsup, large 14 oz. tall
113c
SODA and SALT, 3 boxes
15c
CORN FLAKES, TWO boxes
10c
SALMON, Chum, can
20c
COFFEE, out Royal Gem, lb.
10c
ENGLISH PEAS, No. -2-Can
20c
BROOMS, 4-tie
10c
Evaporated PEACHES, pound
$1.00 ,
WHITE FROST FLOUR, 24 lbs.
10c
VANILLA WAFERS, lb.
15c',,
CIGARETTES, all popular brands (tax paid)

We Sell for LESS Because We
esiliasstas•=1
SELL FOR CASH!

FOR SALE-good corn. See me at
my place half mile- Mirth of
Cherry, May 29 and 31. June 1
and 2. T. G. Shelton:
Itp

IVORY IIAKES 25c'
FOR WASHING-FINE THINGS

FRESH FRUITS AND
VEgETABLES

FOR RENT-11-room house, alongside Farmer's Grocery. Excellent
basement. Call through Pottertown to Henry Willoughby or
Write Murray Route 3.
1tp
PROTECT
and Auto
American
$2.00 per
Akent.

_SWANN'S GROCERY
large_

•

STANARD KEROSENE-5 gals.
for 50c. Saturday only. Economy
Feed Store.
lip
.;

STRAYED from my home May 24,
fourth Monday night, one red
Duroc sow weighing' about 300
-lb. Time out to. bring pigs when.
Homemakers of Campbell counTraining in forestry has been left. Finder please notify D. M.
ty have rriad_e approximately 200 given to 10 Grayson county farm- Parks, Murray, Route 4, and receive reward.
ltc
"shoe string" purses.
ers who will give demonstrations

I

10c.

Flakes

KODAKS to loan at Lovers Studio.
PUT YOUR PULLETS in the nest
at five months with Purina
Growena.
Itp

illustrations above from "Creating safer communities", the manual of traffic safety activities, just pubiished by authorities for statewide use show a variety of recommended safety procedures. (1) top left,
BclentifIc investigation of accidents by trained police: (2) bottom left, Extended safety training for school
children; (3) right, Location and elimination of accident causes. Picture shows ten major traffic
sriolstions leading to serious accidents.

i

Green Beans, 2 lbs. 15c-

FLOUR, Guaranteed, 24 lb*.

JUST RECEIVED carload of the best wagons built 12 3-4 and ,3 in.)
Bsiight before the last 15,S was
put on them and for cash can
save you VOA) as long as they
hint
J. W. Denham, Hazel,
Ky.
s
Jlp

Misses Roberts, Hire
Present ,Recital a
Mu.r-ray-on May:1

14c

NEW POTATOES, 10 lbs.

HOG PRICES are advancing! Feed
Purina Pik and Hog Chow for
Itp
cheaper gain

FOUND-Bunch of keys, owner
may have same by applying this
office, describing, and peying for
this ad.
Itc

Murray and Hazel

-

Polled Fresh Komi'

*tau

&War *raise

'HOTEEM

mink

Center
Horn slice

anod or Panama

Oc

35c
25c

Shand'Irv,
Sroromer

0010P
Warn Butt
neee

210S
Canadian Style Bacon Loin Chop

paismeArr,avaRsyryociziarvaiz

WA-HOO BITTARS
CENTS
Fag 2.5Elooel.
Nerve, Stom-

Stone Items

Holt MOT

Waif Ham
9420,

Liglity-twos seniers have apei,ed to date for baccalaureate desies sit Murray State College-to
granted, if approved, at the
rteenth annual commencement
exercises here Thursday morning,
June 3, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
registrar, announced -today. Dr.•
Raymond A. Kent, president of the
University of Louisville, will deliver the .commencement address.;and the Rev., A. V. Havens, pastor
of the First Christian Church of
Murray,' will preach the baccalaureate sermon Sunday, May 30.
Mrs, Hester explained that many
ethers, in addition to the 79, may
apply fur degrees before #radua-tom time.
OS the 82 applicants to date. 131
were for bachelor of science desects; 12, for -bachelor' of arts:.7,
Q.AVAIOWD
&Air
it baohelor - of music education;
sus( 2, for bachelor of. science in
.
ls.me economics,
The applicants and their home Lemons. Murray; tdinMes . Lee
Ligon, Farmington; Jane Melugin.
towns follow:
Bachelor of Arts: Mary Frances Murray; :Garland A. Murphey,
Psuid, Fulton, Ky.; Dorothy Jeanne" Murray:- Hal R. McLean, Sturm
lisle, Murray: Norburn Allen, Far- Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel; William
:
Paducah; Edward Milton Free- Casey Organ, Morganfield; Carmen
slaw, Calvert City; Maribel Hot- Max Parks, Murray; Ralph Stone
Isild, Paducah; Kathleen' Ma y Patterson; Murray; Thurman C.
1 each, -Cromwell; Burnett Miller, Pharis, Clinton; Ward B. PillOW,
Springville, Tenn.; Stafford
C. Water Valley; Ruth Potts, P.urPaschall Jr., Pstryoar,- Tenn.; Kath- year, Tenn.; , ..litatlie D. Presson,
leen Robertson, Murray; Albert Camden. Tenn.; Robert . Steven'y. Louisville; Corinne Thur- son, Henderson, Tenn.; Dorothy
nein, Murray; Nancy Williams. Pa- Roland, Murray; Martype. Sivells,
Priticeton; Howard Anderson Slayducah.
Bachelor of Science: Joseph Lit- den, Mayfield; Ralph Rogers, Mar- tie Barnett, Hickman: Catherine tin; -Tenn.; Annie Mae Spiceland,
Beard, Repten, Ky.: Robert --Leslie -Murray."
James Swann, Murray; Mildred
_ Reeser, Paducah,. John O. Bras,
well, Murray; R. T. R. Braswell. Fay Swann, Lynn Grove; J. Alton
Murray; Keiih Bryant. Arlington; Thacker, Fulton; Lorena Ann WilWilliam Walton Carrier Jr., Louis- cox, Murray: Harding C. Williams,
ville; Myrtle Marie Chapman Dex- Murray; _Martin _Lee. Williams,'
ter; Edmund Clark, Wing°, Mary Clinton; Kendred Mason Winston,
Josephine Cox. Benton; Willialn Dukedom: Tenn.; Murray Virginia
CliffOrd Critchlow, Matthews. Mo.: Wooldridge. Murray; Homer A.
Woodrow - Wilson
Dill,* Model, Wright, Union City, Tenn.; Walter
Laurence Wsistiers. Burna; flavius
Tenn.; 'James Edward DS
V. Wyman, Lowes; Geneva WyMurray; Eltik Franklin. Benton
Robert Cecil _Gentry, Reidland; man, Mayfield.
Bachelor of Science in Home
Robert Powell Goheen, Birmingham; Edwin Quinton Gunter, Pa..' Econonilcsi- Sue Gunter, Union
ducah; T. J. Hardie, Jr., Inez; City, Tenn.; Frances Bonnie HilChester Brown .Hayes, Union City, hard, Martin, Tenn.
Tenn.-;-Julian- G..ilienderson. F,.j Bachelorof Mimic Education:
tows essissg Imogene Hendon, Pa
.jJ.
Byrum,' - Slaughters; Daythisilleaht,AsiesJecls...4eriApw, pr1,tce- Dawn Dale. Murray; William AlexIrdttetIVINICT"NSW
Trenn4,.- -Ann- Lou - . Herren,
es Hughes, Murray; Claude ItleClures Decatur. Ill.;
,
George,Heover • Hurley. Peducah. Mary Jane Nance, Kevil; IlarBeatrice Estelle -Ivey.' Benton; V.'00d Wayne Tilton, CovinglerS'
Hoyt R. Jones, Farmington; Nelle Virginia Sullivan Woodall, MayMae Jones, Mayfield; Robbie Lee Pell
Jones, Lynn Grove; Anna Mildred
Lassiter. Murray; Wilma Ellen

Holland-Hart Drug Co.

FREE! If excess acid causes you
Ss
Stomach Ulcers, Gas Pains, Indi.All departments of the college
gest ion, Heartburn, Helchir.g,
will be in operation during the
.RInnting ?gnu...a, got „tr00.
ir
time the summer school
doctor's prescription, Udga, at
Corn planting and setting(M:- is in session, accorduirsTers Misr --Jy22p co seems to be the` order of the
Dale, Stubblefield Co.
Alice Keys, administrative secreday. It has rained an much' that
Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum the farmers have been unable to tary.
Cleaners, accessories and parts. N. prepare the soil as it should' be.
Registration for the first term
close
A (Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
Mr. and MO. Aldus Hendrick will be June 14, and will
farmer & Hart Dress Shop. tfc has as -their guests Friday, their July 17. The second term will
begin July 19, and end August
HEL M'S CHICKS - REDUCED daughter, Mrs. Raymond Edwards, 20. The classes will meet six days
PRICES-Sixteen
breeds
$6•90 and Mr. Edwards of near Murray.
week for the 10 weeks.
Hugh Hurt is able to be out
grades
postpaid-AA
hundred
The regular college faculty will
again
after
injuring
his
back
a
few
$5.90
LegAssorted
Heavy
$8.40.
be on duty. The Training School
horn Males $2.95 officially blood- weeks ago.
will also be in session and the
Oury
Hurt
and
Milus
Hendrick
Approved
Government
tested
regular faculty, of both the grades
have
white
washed
their
shrubHELM'S. HATCHERY, Paducah,
and the high school, will continue
M27p bry.
Ky,
Am sorry to hear of "Uncle their activities-be--supervising-onservations and practice teaching.
FOR RENT or SALE-15-room Linch" Baucum's condition.
With the completion of the John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
Daniel
house on N. 14th St.; 7 other
W. Carr Health Building, a full
Parker
spent
Sunday
with
Mrs.
houses, 5 to 10 rooms, for sale,
physical education program will be
Also 3 lots on Boulevard. If In- Parker's parents, Mr. and Mrs. in operation, and the magnificent
terested see C. B. Fulton, Phone Lax, near New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Winchester swimming pool -will be available
M27c
367.
and Mr. and Mrs. Cullen. Forress for both men and women.
Musical organizations. such asSWEET POTATO PLANTS-Nancy and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hall or Florida Yam and Porto Johnson Grcgan and Mrs. Lucille the Symphony Orcehstra, College
Glee Clubs, College Rand, and A
Rico. Seed treated for black rot Junes Sunday afternoon.
Capella Choir, will be active
and plants State inspected. Pre--Spring flower
throughout' the summer session.
paid Prices-500, $1.00; 1.000. $1-75;
The College Newt will be pub-Hart county homemakers plant5,000 lots $1.40 per thousand; 10,7waked, _as. INtial during the entire
000 lots .41.30 per thousand; 20,000 ed frarn one to six new vegetablesenrolled
lots $1.20 per thousand. Some nice in their gardens, some using car- ten weks. All students
in any class in Journalism become
Tomato Plants free with order for rots for the first time.
members of the staff of this paper.
Potato Plants. The B. E. Roberts
Both the, Cojlege Library and*
•..131a4t Co., Route 3, Benton.
M27c in good shape. See It at my the Training School Librairyiwill
Ky.
hom ed, between Harris Grove and be open to all students. Several
FOR RENT-Modern three room
Store. Morgan Orr. JlOps hundred books have been added ft,
apartment, private bath, elec.
the library during the current
trically equipped' kitchen. Call FOR SALE-Cultivator, improved year. More than 25.000 volumes,
100. Mrs. A. D. Butterworth. tic Janesville, good as new. See--I). and about 200 current magazines
B. Lassiter, Murray Route 7.
e available.
tfc
PICTURE FRAMING at Love's
FOR SALE-1 second hand New
Studio.
Ideal s Binder, and several used
A survey in Henderson county
DENTIST--Dr. F. E. Crawford, Mowing Machines. Prices rens- indicates lhat the wool pool will
First Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Telephone --enable.
W. R.
Weatherford, have 10.000 pounds this year, 25
If Puryear, Tenn.
192-J.
J3p per cent increase ovex.. 1935-38.

ikitail Cut
Wholesale ails

Dr.R. A. Kent
To Deliver
Address

TAKETHIS COUPON

(IA5%11E111E1) ALL DEPARTMENTS PREPARED
FOR 1937 SUMMER SEMESTER;
REGISTRATION OPENS JUNE 14

Mett'Cuts ancl HOW to-Cook'them
PORK CHART

Free Delivery

Phone 400.

THURMONDS CASH GROCERY t
EDWIN THURMOND
Managers

ED ADAMS

'OR SALE-1931 Chevrolet coupe,

75c

Lbs. Guaranteed Flour

VITA-Foy'

95c
25c
35c

Flour
QUART Wonder Fluff Salad Dressing
QUART 'Canova Salad Dressing

24 1.,t'zi-Catclusive

mos vribrolo~orMai

10c Can of Coconut FREE with Package
Swann's Down Cake Flour

30c
15c
52c
10 Lbs. CANE SUGAR
$5.15
100 Lbs. CANE SUGAR
30c
Dozen Fancy California Oranges
25c
One-fourth Lb. Fancy Tea and Glass
20c
One-half Lb. Forbes Fancy Tea
5c
Mc pkg. Ms23c
2 Lbs. Evaporated Peaches
ROYAL PUDDING, mikes delicious Ice Cream. 5c
25c
2 Lbs.,PURE CaFFEE
$6.70
50 L,b. CAN PURE LARD
10c
LIBBY'S Grapefruit Juice, No. 2 can
No. 2 Can Hillsdale Sliced

Stan Laurel, Oliver Hardy sad
Sharron Lynne In "Way Out West'
'-at the Capitol Theatre Tuestia
and Wedneday.
•
.

. 'Not Everybody in
Calloway county sui?scribes fa the. Lodger
Times bur nearly
cveryboda rcads it! ,

Pineapple

GRAPEFRUIT
"'THE DRINK WITH THE FRESH GRAPEFRUIT TASTE"

CITY CONSUMERS Co.

. 24-PHONES-25

KENTUCKY

PADUCAH

,50
,

MIS

•

.mgw.eitsemisiessam wimese.
--.,„

a

•

in-:

graft,

S..

4

•

•

••••••,
4Apisio•••,..,•••--•-•.--••••••••••••••••
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West Kentucky Press
Association To Meet
In Paducah, June 4

Claude Orr...Of
Mayfield Dies

Ifospital News

Panties -.emitted to the William
Meson Memorial Hospital -during
EDDYVILLE, Ky.. May 25-J. the past week_ are as follows:
Mrs. W. D. Sykes, Murray; Mrs.
'P. Goider, Campbelsyale News.
Democrat. president of the Ken- -..eteliara „Hill. Paris, Tenn.; - Mrs_
_ lucky, Press Associatron; Law- Katherine Kirk. Murray; C. • C.
---rence:Wr Hager, publisher of the /leeches. Murray: Alice _Dean_ _Ker.
Owensboro . Messenger . and eein- I co! , A tmo: __Mao. _.111.---Ge-Wettes.n.
_-__--quteeree •Thertite-Lenflerwa4 -editor Creina-,-- 111.; Irvine Neal McBride:
of the Lexington Herald. and Jett - Bakiwell: Chas Purvia, Bindanit:
--T....Levet-2, * editor- uf the Murray _geteceyde Conrad. Deyton, Ohio;
Ledger & Times are on the pro- Odell Armstrong, Paducah: Albert
gram fpr a meeting of the West E. Lee, Melburn: Russell Faulkner,
Kentucky Press -Association at the Trent; W. D. Callicutt, Lane, Tenn,:
Irvin Cobb Hotel. Paducah, Friday, Mrs. Fred Evans Aldridge. PaduJune. G. M. Pedley. editor of the' cah; Wanda -Su. -Tabors, Benton;
Lyon County Herald. is president James Monroe Waugh. Yuma.
Tenn.; A Frank .Catesey. Dover.
of the W. K. P. A.
&lifers and publishers attending Tenn.: Little Miss Phyllis Paschall.
this annual summer meeting will Puryear. Tenn.; 'Karl C. Frazee,
be guests of,Edwin J. Paxton. Se.. Murray: James Richard Allbraten,
This. Little,
publisher of the Paducah Sun- Murray; Garland
Democrat, at luncheen. Morning Paris. Tenn.: Mrs. Jack Melton. Bet
Tenn
-aa4 4444,11404311 -6E4;6141415•
he iii.
Patients dismissed irom the William Mason Memorial Hospital
during the past weeks' Edward F. Upton, Takoma Park.
-C.; Mees Cappie Beale. Murray;
WHAT'S THL NeWet
James Monroe
Waugh, Yuma,
Tenn.; Mrs. J. F. Brown, Paris,
Galilee Wallis' black-eyed 'Sea Tenn.: -Alice -Deans Kays,
counting contest is churning the ailmo: Miss Edna Maurine Hudo
grey matter of Murray's mathemat- son. Atwood. Tenn.; Mrs. 0. H
ically minded. In fact, even we Freeland. Bruceton, -Tenn.: Mrs.
kpow the formula sfur the volume 'V. E Plutniee. Paducah; Mrs Carof • cylinder,- but it won't work los S. Elkins. lenient City. Tenn.:
on a funnel. Gingles has. promised Wanda. Sue Tabors, Benten:'Asberto count the peas, one at a time. ry Franklin Caueey. Dover. Tenn:
Master Taford Underwood. - Fur. The Ledger & Times announcee year, Tenn.; Thomas Allen, Fulthat after this issue, no more bold ton.

NLAYFIELD, Ky.. May
26-Claude A. Oro 52, manager o
the Kentucky-Tennessee -Light and
Pewter Company her, for mire,
than 10 years. died at hes home
here on North Eighth ..tareet at in
-tette ertortitilgsnter annees of several years. Funeral
eervices will be She'd at the home
at 4:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon.

MARY RUSSELL WILLIAMS
COUNTY CLERK CANDIDATE
*.7

Mr Orr was well known and
had many friends in Murray who
regret to learn of his death. He
often visited here as district manager for the company.

Clinic Hospital Notes

Mrs.. Florence Falwell of near
se-Maioeteas
day. Mrs. Felwell remains an a
critical condition.
17 Jewels! Natural Yellow Gold ColMiss Hernia Gray Gilliand. Mun•
or! Bulova Dependability!
ray State Colelge student, underwent a minor operation Sunday.
John A. Hart. Murray. was admitted Tuesday for a-rainor operation.
Jeervey Parker. Kirksey, was admitted Wedneaday.
A small son of Mr, and Mrs. W.
BULOVA "RANGER"
C. Elkins was, admitted Tuesday
for treatment.
Maurine Hendleye of Tri-City,
who recently underwent an appendectomy, is doing nicely.
15 Jewels! Natural Gold Color with
, Melvin, smell son of Mr. ,and
matching metal bend! Absolutely deface advertising copy will be found
Mrs. Cleatus Dunn. is being treated
-•
pend:mum
within its local -coluzims. A column Work Sheets Deadline
for a badly lacerated_ heels. - exists for that type of advertising:
Is Saturday, June 12
H. L. Farley was treated for a
the Classified colutnn.
lacerated hand. Wednesday..
Not that we object to advertisThe last and fine'•date for filing
.•
ing In the, local columns_, but it is Work sheets for tete 1937 AgriculCHURCH OF CHRIST
so_ndt
A
eeentrara to the coneenta_of _good. tural Soil_Consitratatlan.Prograin is
s
set In
newspaper advertising. It is coil- Saturday, June 12. according to a
inovrnaent
known
of
the
county's
widest
YEAR
Mrs.
Mary
Russell
Williams.
one
dtanionds
Lord's day: Bible study -at 9:45,
'nary to good :editing_ It detracts letter teem W. G. Finn. acting di- preaching at 10:50 and,7:30 o'clock. young women, today announces as a candidate for the Democratic nomWetted
Sesienng dependable.
TO
from the newspaper that carries st. rect-Or t7f-the East Central Division Young people's Bible class ,.at 6:30
inetion, on August 7, for county court clerk of Calloway county.
caset
LADIES' YELLOW
TS
And if any merchant found' his of which Kentucky is It part. Any- p.m.
go1dthotougUM
PAY
Mrs. Willierns, who sets -forth the salient facts of her life andt
WRIST WATCH
business had a feature with three ene,_ owning a farm who has net
is
Some one has said that it is good
objectionable peinte rto- it, and no irigned-a-worit sheet at the -present- to knew.'that it is better to do. makes her pledges ,to the' voters in the statement below, has been a
4 graduation fea'favorable ones, he'd remove it. So has .until June 12th to sign same. that it
member elf the clerical staff ed. the- Western Dark Fired Association
ture! Smartly styled
best to be something.
are we.
Those not ,having signed by that' It is marvelous hoW many times since jt we; formed here six years ago; serving as secretity to each of
yellow gold color!
•
• •
• .• _•___
Fully
guaranteed!
date can not participate in the the Bible says -Be-. When we the four secretaries of the _association. She has resigned her position,
knew -idea in mixing -mien 193a pi ugz apt.
speak of a man as being a gentle- however, in order to prosecute her candidacy in this race. Previous to
shakes and fruit drinks is dernort
ertram_a_eytemen, being estate, or a
-eonneeted --with the aresaciation, Mrs. Williams was for six
sera-tett en a lately puleataseu eras
1RZBIL --Trartiras 'PRAISED
Soy-being a „real-- -boye- we are
years book-keeper for Covington' Eros., wholesale grocers.
chine at the Wallis Drug Store"'
usually trying to say •that the one
Will Ozer and . juice an orange • The following taken from the of whom we speak Is typical of the
ettlood of
t. Mrs.' Williams is a young woman of the finest, t
before you can get the glass ready, Masbilie Home Journal under gate class in' which he
or she belongs-. Calloway county and has madeeher way through a life b no means
according to the owners.
of May: 15 will be of interest to When e man is emphatically called
beset with' roses by the admirable characteristics of energy. determi
.1.--AL--•—• •
their many friends:
a gentleman, certain characterisambi
and persistence. Ber friends declare that the admiraBitthstone Rings
MAN'S
MAWS_YELLOW
'That exeettentquiihtywuikm- , eTo Bless lather fluloat -and
es a e as•socia
errn ble and uncomplaining way in which she has struggled with the hanCAMEO RING
ship will be a part of Platys:Shoe Jemie Humphrey goes the credit Geptlentan is. an hon:Table
Choke of' stones, set in
WRISTWATCH
Double headed Cameo
dicaps and obstacles she has had tit face, commend her to the voters of
solid yellow or white
',repatriate In Hazel is evinced by for the succeess: of the plena stu- But, there is a name which tower:
set in solid yellow gold!
A
masculine
design
'the owners importation of a onati dents this year and the recital at above it as the skyscraper towers this county in the heartiest terms. .Her record, both public and private,
gold! 50c WEEKLY!
541e,WEEKLY!
in a depenjiabl, timefrom the factory 'from whom ho this time. They are the faletiftil ahove, the bungalow. The name is unblemished and in every particular qualifies her for the office Which
piece!
A featured
equipment wee, he/tight to do tkle and very efficient teachers of "Chrietian": is' above enet_earettle she seeks.-She states her. qualifications and makes her plea in the folvalue!
'4
work until the owners famillat-Tee 'These--girls and boys, and are great- Merne. It signifies that a person is lowing card to the voterse
themselves with the new machine- appreciated by Ihe entire making an honest,effort to be like
TO TH&. YOI.,KS_ OF CA_LLOWAY COUNTY:
'
Solana"
Chita. _ The, World will awoetsite
' • T
'
asking for your vote for County Court Clerk in the August 7,
with. the _name vAatever characterNew decoratiene with a black
istics are common to and typical 1937„ Democratic _primary elettion, I wantieach.of you to know that am
and white mqtif have' brightened
of these who profess to be Chris- appealing to you for your support in the greatest endeavor of my life. -up the interior of. Lester, Farmer's
tians. Every ,Christian should se
-This.is my first request of you to elect me to a public office. but.
Chevrolet Luneh. •
live that hiselife may reflect honor I'have always had 4keen and sincere interest in the public affairs of
- Marriage licensee were issued bye • • • se _
upon the name he Wpars.
our .county; and_following'the advice of many friends in all sections
COunti-Clerk Mrs. Mary Neale last
Talmage Robinson's promotion cf
L.
Francis,
Minister
week to the following persens!
-of the county, I am sea:lame this office'in the belief that this *cazinship
a free order to every thirteenth car
-Julius Cooper. 21 Hazel Route 3_
will reward the aspirations of a young woman who conscientiously feels
driving -up to Cozy Inn, resulted in
s
and Myrtle Rickman. 17,i Murray. MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH that ehe can make you-a good -official.. - _119 tars stowing tnere. Spnelay„
The groom is The son -Of Mr. 'and
night.
C.arroll Hubbard. Pastor
I want to assure-you that I am fully aware ,of the fact that the
Mrs. W. F.. Cooper 1Lara Doug• • • r•.•
The SundaY
School
o pen s office of County Court Clerk is an important one. I know that it has
lass'; the bride, the daughter of
Business eapereeien_ has resulted
prumptla at 9:30 a. __m. G. A -direct contact with the business affairs of many people. I also know
BEAUTIFUL DESIGN
5 DIAMONDS
in JOhnSon-Faine- opening a new Mreand Mrs. E. C. Rickman tLucy Murphey, setperintendfnt.
EXQUISITE STYLE
CapJohnson/.
passes 'the registration of all automobiles, the
Here's a glorious tittle diamond
branch store-- in Bentsen
Will
able-consecrated teachers are in that through that office
Individually
set side diamonds
Unusually large diamonds-all
Cecil Outland. '22. and' Ruth
.
ring
inetremenit
the
that
the
all'
deeds,
mortgages
and
other
of
record,
graduate
will
be
recording
of
Jones will operate the new stare.
charge of all the classes. ,
Individually set In a tailored
Smith. 18, both of Murray. Outproud to wear! Diamond is of enhance the beauty of the large
Lines identical with those carried
Morning Worship at 1045 o'clock recording of the settlements of estates, the issuing of marriage licenses,
center diamond! The mounting
fine quality and the mounting
mounting of solid gold! A gradland is the ei5rret Mr. and Mrs.
in the Murray store will be leaThe pastor's subject will be "THE. occupational licenses, hunting and
licenses and'the registration
is
beautifully
carved
solid gold.
is a new creation in solid gold!
uation feature value!
Forest Outland I Bertha Cahoon
-et/Aced in Marshall-county
under the new 13w, 'Thelegal requirements surrounding many
his, wife the daughter of Mr. and
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only •
of the duties of the office are of a technical nature. but I- believe I posMrs. C.-- H. Smith !Ella Bushart- CHES.",
Union county farmers have
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
$5000
. Both men are Calloway county
sympathetic .understandieg of human nature and a willingness
sess
a
50c
ed 2.000 tons to"their original orThe 'pastor 'will speak on. "WHO
farmers.
to eneke extra efforts to.accoinneetaie those transacting bugle:tees through
dere-lee-4intostotte ------------eAN BZ-SAVED7Weekly!
Weekly!
Weekly!
e lattice.
•
You- are' urged C. hear these two
FIRST
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
Lower prices for Kean seed
Bible messages. %Our church puts
With these facts • in mind I feel callable of assuming such responresulted in large late seedings jr,
the emphasis on the preaching of sibilitiee and believe that my qualifications will merit_ your serious
A.
V.
Minister
Havens,
e.
Rev the Word.
consideration, Most of the 'people of 'Calloway county know me and
-Ventueing with God," will be
Genuine Leather Gladstone
Prayer. meeting each 14-edensdav
-1-theesermen -of A. V. Havens. mtnknow Ofmy qualifications, but for the benefit of those who do not kneel
evening at - 7:30. This vastly in-i` - oter of the -First-Christian Church.
portant service is chiefly devoted Tie me feel that it is not amiss to stale I.sin a daughter of the late W. P.
at the meriting worship service.
prayer.; and 'praise, with a,-brief (DookeRussell and Rosa Thurman Russell. My grandparents were Mr.
lleattoSurtsta-y "Life is a continuefeoPalfI .1Ixtrifell. trid Mr...4fiel Mrs. J. li/L (Niece)- Thurnian.
_message_ iaat Jews
s
Venture:as sale Mr.
'The - church
Church has recently • voted_
Calloway County,
citizens
of
_
announcing the_leffacai. 'Ile_atho
. My father digd when I was nine years old. I went to the Maventures little, gains little. He tBegin et ogee the- cnr0Valon of
,gains our house of worship. The 13_1111A- sonic_Widows. and Orphans Home, Louisville, Kentucky, in 1917, and
adue_vepteees aesebea_God
ing Commtliee--fs already at were
1-no good. He who ventures with
making graduated . from 'High School there at -the age of fifteen. M.-a-result
God. gains joy and .:happiness thai investigating prices and
never_ end:, ,,This
•
mr. arrangements, for the •begiiung of of my. school record I :was awarded a_complete Commercial Course at
Bethel.
-"Weinans' College. in Christian ,county, Kentucky, with funds
natal- stated. "will seek to pre- ithe werk. -Materials willehe placed
eiMeopriated by the school from which I was graduated '
on
the
the
grounds
within'
next
sent the. thrill and the reward of
few weeks, and actual constructien--•
After finishing school, at thalege of sixteen. I began- Work and
venturing with Gad"
will begin thee Lord Willing. riot eavee been eniphosed in busitless &fides since that time: giving me fit_ -The seaytee begin
be
thgaInn: the last of Aug sat We teen ef.ars of actual experience in general office work. Virtually all
Special muSic will she presented
are happy to bear this infOrniatien
- 'tmeitovers .for the period ifientioned are citizens of SesalloWay
:by the chorus choir. .
of my
and sur'
----Sunday aftejoSion at 3 o'cioen. to the PeoPle of _Murray.
._ .
county aral they are -my beet 'references.
. .
,.
Aerritory.
_
the minister' wiil del:wen-the _bats- rounding
s
n1P Our County Court Clerk I promise
IT
e
at
elect
'Onr
annual
revival
meeting
will
'
Ladies' Fitted Week-End Case
calaureate sermon to thek gradual.. To Intl fully and courteously discharge the, duties of the office,
ing ciaSs of the Murray Staee Col- be .held the last twe weeks in
capable,. c6iiicientions, discreet and courteoes assislege at the college auctitorium. August. Dr. E. C. Stevens, Louis•NO minter hoe smoothly it
. The entire church membership is elite, Ky.. will do the preaching. tents. To employ
- 4:New Stripes! Quality built,
All are cordially invited to an
Poems to be conning,t our %tacit
- To keep all records accurately and in prder-in such a way as
urged t',. attend this service as
ILLUSTRATED:
." to last year. after year! A
---,
needs -a thorough examination there will be no Sunday -night of our services,
them easily understood.
_
to
make
e.....
once a veir. <Twine Vete if iit
piece
for
every
1A)
28-in,
need!
The
church
service
at
the
7:30
hour.
"
everything
to
do
make
ray
I
-willeg
_,I
go_selected,
office
an honest
is a kigto.tte or ortnii,beguette.)
FIRST • BAPTIST _CHURCH '7
PULLMAN $
fine* materials—the beat
.her services of the-church _will
• '•
liatukaeavaeosentiniepieneen
__..._
-,......
.•
_ ,o
fea.and.al;..
'ae,.....,s.',Ntle '*Maim irk sueez ayea. -et" t't -40.4,.."...
‘. • 'e......„.-.
SIZE
.
autebelleem
- t
to us to-ctirVPIC-.-S.itach#4•411V.•
workmanship'Light weighfr
es
Preaching by the Pastor moms, least incor;veriTenee4'eny Calioveay folks'having business there.
give it a coinprAcnsive insoer._
unrlay School at 9.30. Sunda(11)
May
be had in complgte enlose
sight
of the fact that the
' Mg and evening. - Morning subject:
. Last, but not least. I' shall never
or obligation.
lion oilhout
morning. -.
sembles
or
in
separate
If repairs are beeded,
"WHAT EARTH . SHALL: - SEE office belongs to the people-and not to the officeholder and shall feel
ROBE CASE
Open " HO-Use' for, the
young
lind our riltices very nainkrate.
pieces!
,
-FIQUE-§14---1--S. indebted to yeu-the.rest of my life for your confidence and surmort to
people at-5-1.- Sunday evening. "g WHEN
' ii-C
(C) 21-In,
: AVYN'S• ,'
Evening
subje.ct: help me _attain the realization of a life long ambition-To Be Your,
GIST /WM
Christian 'Endear Societies at GRANTED-.
WEEKEASY TERMS—NO CAR.
.
END CASE.
Its the oar ... have you seam
-County Court Clerk!
I
RYING
CHARGES!
FIRST
MURDERER
AND
HIS
our stock Of kite Densest P.14.ro?
Fireside Meeting, of ,yoteng pec,ple.
, It is my with ard purpose to see and talk personally with each of
.
Be sure to lurik them to et' e hen
7 10 Tuisdn•Y night at- the-ferm ef .REPL? AND 'QUESTION-..
i'Ou between no',: and August .7
ttim.
yen t•orne
Sunday
fir
lichool
with
clas:4e,
-.
Go/tee S., liattectiollte Hazel road_
one.
-Oar -t iron!! el
Sincerely,
.1
'ii SIC")' MeetingVeedneselay all age under• the ilirection (..4
Thev re
gifts for life's.sr!eget at 7:30 led by miss benti•ie capable offieess and teaOlkers: every
MARX RUSSELL WILLIAMS.
.
cial
•
weer _ cnar.
e
. Farmer Jr.
tie class in a eeparitte reom. Dr. Hugh.
M. lacEleath, superintendent
•
the musts' sponsor.
the church member,- The
orkers' beginnlrig the feurteenth and con.
Tliiptist Training Union tresete at
.
,
.
.
tree - immeneam._ after tinuing through the twenty-eigh-th.
' t.46. v.ith rat01 Unite, r(r.cle-one
evangelists
pastor
of
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One
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Joe 'P. Parker, Mgr.
Altd-leeek e meet. tug every. -wee_ Int. t)Pioncina PI-eta-first - day. con-ia A cordial welcome is extended to
one and all to .workship with ust
nesday evening at 7:30. This meet- tcriutng through tete eighth day.
W Ian V Old Gold-Rings and &
This annual REVIVAL MEET- Whenever possible.
ing is vital ha the larger develepother Gold, Bring it in today rVerybod_v
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Sam P. Martin, Pastor
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At Benton "Big Singing"
Hear Patriarchs Chant Hymns

HONOR ROLL

C
A.

GRADUATES WILL
HEAR SERMON BY
MURRAY PASTOR

II

1937 lithe

Year of Your
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$2
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the summer months to assist in the ney, I realize that the. duties aro
support of his widowed mother and many and are technical and Mt
qualifications for this office need,
to earn his own expenses.
In the college, he was an out- be exceedingly high.
The Constitution of. Kentocka..
standing student and took an acthe Cciunty Attorney
tive part in student affairs as well. required that
PRACTICING law,
"licensed
be
-a
the
member
of
foremost
He was a
years." I offer to
"two"
yer"
for
represented
debating team and
state- license. lederaL.lieense.
Murray State Cortege In the orig- you
more than two years ACTUAL
inal National Oratorical Meet at
PRACTICE, a high school diploma;
Knoxville, Tenn., in 1930. In -addifour years college training in our
tion, he won the Senator Ernst cup
own Murray State College
for oratory in 1928 and was preselcgreei and the years train ident of three student clubs, The
ing in the University of Kentucky
Allenian-Society. the Henry Clay
College of Law (L.L.B. degreetJ
Debating Club and the Sock and
What I desire to say is that I ano
as being a
Buskih Club, as
asking for this office because of
member of several others.
my qualifications. Compare theist
Accustomed to hardship and re- with any- candidate now in the
sponsibility of caring foe-himself as race or who may enter said race
well _as_u_thers, Mr. Overbey paid * -the future.
every penny of his expenses
As to my political faith. I was
through the University of Ken- born a Democrat; my fathsr:
working
full
by
tucky law school
grandfather, and forefathers were
time of 8 hours daily. firing a bat- rebel Democrats; I was educates/
tery of four furnaces at the Eas- a Democrat; I haws been laugh*
tern State HtSpital. He graduated and believe in the political fail
in 1934 and was admitted to the of Jeffersan, Jackson, Wilson. and
state bar in 1935 and to practice Roosevelt, the "fathers of Milt
in the Federal Courts the same Democrat party". I expect to res
year. He is a member of the State main true to the doctrines of dee
Association.
mocracy.
In April, 1935, the young lawyer , Being
young man 429 years of
hung out his shingle in Murray and age). _I realize that my future is
in slightly more than two years before me; therefore, if elected.
do all in' my power to make
has built up a practice which is a
high compliment to his ability, in- you the best county attorney you
have ever had. I pledge yoa
tegrity and skill at the bar.
He is a member of the Methodist honesty, sincerity, hard work, enChurch and since - returning home forcement of _the law, punishment
in 1934 has continuouey taught the of the criminal, and protection of
class of high school boys in the the innocent.
It is my desire to see and talk
Methodist Sunday School.
His life bespeaks eloquently for to every voter in the county: howhis exemplary characteristics of in- ever, the time is short and the
fail
dustry, sobrietY.- sincerity, perse• county large. Therefore, if
verance and integrity and his to .see any voter in the county,
friends declare that his splendid Please consider this statement K
record and victory over obstacles personal and sincere solicitation.
Yours to serve.
emiently qualify him for the award
WELLS OVEBEY
of this responsible public office at
the- hands of the eitize
Carl Frazee Undergoes.Calloway county.
his father, a S. Over-oey, who died
His'statement to the voters folAppendectomy at Mason
at his farm home east of Murray in lows:
Carl Frazee, popular insurance
1919. Wells was then -a--younglad TO THE -VOTERS OF
man, and menaber_of the. firm of
of 11 with only one older brother,
CALLOWAY-COUNTY:
Frazee and Melugin, is recovering
Bruce, just a year his senior.
I am a candidate for the office of' from an appendicitis
operation perGrove
Hickory
attended
He
County
Attorney
of Calloway formed
Monday in Mason MemSchool and then came to Murray County; and as such,_ I am askin
-oriel hospital.
High School where he .graduated the legally qualified voters of this
Carl has had several previous
with the class of 1926. The next County to "'support me for said
attacks, and the last one wait of
fall he entered Murray State Col- office. In asking you to support such
severity that sit Immediate
lege, workng on the farm during me for the office suf seatInty atter- operation was -found
necessary.

WELLS OVERBY ANNOUNCES
FOR CALLO'WAY ATTORNEY

by hundreds of men and women
Correspondents and local adverwho had been eetained in the Users who get their copy in by.
morning picking strawberries Monday:—
ready for shipment to the North
Murray Milk Products Co.
"Couldn't Make a Speech."
Bank of Murray.
preced
the
Little
ceremony
Gilbert-Doron Funeral Home Mrs. Mary E. Lawrence, age 80 the yard and square to listen to opening song today. When the
Porter Motor Co.
humble,
.
God-loving
group.,
of
.where
the
a
Circuit
Court
room
years and 10 month. at Martin's
4Cyr-Tenn, -Light -&-Pewee-C,.
rural folk praise the Lord in song. _"Singin"' was conducted, was
T. 0. Turner
Chapel M. E. Church, Sunday at
fiftymarked
the
oceasion
Jimmy"
Fields
The
crowded, "Uncle
First Baptist Church
2 p. m. • The Rev. J. Mack Jenk- fourth renewal of the Old South- called for order and remarked,
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
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The baccalaureate program of
Lloyd Valentine, Halton Lawrence. to the Court House. The popu- added.
the fourteenth annual commences,,
Velven Allbritten. Claybourne Mc- lace started to converge on the
ment exercises of Murray State
Cuiston, Bud Myers and nephew. Court House at 10 a.m. By noon
There will be an icre cream supCollege will be held Sunday, May
Ernest Bailey. Flower girls were after the first singin' session had per at South Pieasant Grove, Sat30. in the college auditorium with
Betty Jean Outland, Betty Arei closed, the Court House yard and urday night, May 29. The supper
the Rev. A. V. Havens, pastor of
Valentine, Margaret and Mildred square were jammed. This crowd is being given by the Ladies Misthe First Christian Church of this
Padgett.
was augmented in the afternoon sionary Society.
city, preaching on the subject.
Philosophy of -Living".
__"There are a -great many people
with real ability", Mr. Havens
staled, "who seem never able to
Wells Oterbey, young Murray
-use this ability to any advantage. lawyer
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Outlines Purpose'
"'The object of my, sermon", Mr.
Havens stated. "will be to present
a philosophy of living which will
enable a person to make the maximum contribution to the world.
and at the same time get the greatest enjoyment and happiness from
life."
After receiving his A.B. degree
corn Transylvania College. Lexington, and his B.D. Von) the 061lege of the Bible, also at Lexington, Mr. Havens served a pastorate at Berea; Ky.. and in March
1936. he became pastor of the First
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perhaps
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The baccalaureate program is arranged as To-Wows:
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college orchestra.
Scripture and Invocation—the
Money available at low depression interest rates and on easy
!Rev. J. Meeks. Jenkins, pastor of
the First Methodist Church.
_terms never before in all history. And at the same time, min& you,
"0 Saving Victim" by Wagner
prices on skilled labor and construction materials are low—not quite
will be sung by college chorus.
as low as they were last year, considerably. higher Ulan they were two
Sermon—The Rev, A. V. Havens,
pastor of the First Christian
or three years.ago—but from 15 per cent to 25 per cent lower than
Church.
they will be in the spring of 1938.
"Prepare Ye the Way of Th
„Lord" by Garret, will be sung by
the college chorus.
And every month that passes is seeing a boost in building costa;
Benediction=-The Rev. J. Mart:
Jenkins.
mill-work, plumbing, heating installations, all are advancing in price,—
Recessional—"La Heine de Saba'
and skilled labor never too plentiful since the depression, is getting
The possession of a bank account is
by Gounod, played by the college
your first step in the establishment of
scarcer still.
orchestra. credit, the most important factor in your
President James H. Richmond
coming' business life.
will preside.
There is still a housing shortage—rents are still going up. A
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Chapel
Marshall County Court House
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Big

Opportunity
To Build!

With An
EYE
to the
Futurel

by

To the Girl:

To the Lad:

great building boom is in the making. When it comes—when prices
soar and labor is at a premium, it will he too late.

Lerman.Brothers Celebrate
Eighteenth Anniversary

Have yourself a MODERN HOME NOW instead of regrets
later. See us today, we'll help you arrange your FHA loan.

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Stop in Today or
Telephone 262 for
Free Estimates
•

Murray Lumber Co., Murray, Ky.
Send me your complete information
booklet on low cost homes.

y

mins.

Quality Lumber,. Products
Low Cost Contracting
Complete Building Supplies.

"More than 25 years successful experience in serving the people of
Calloway County on their building problems"

- -The President of the United
States has said. "We are in a
period of rising prices." He ha,
called for a halt! A halt to ary
device that means more money out
of the pocket-books of the public
Lerman Bros. swings into ,.this
fight with a lusty will. For-it is
Lermen 4,3;:Nst ideg to • heip people
buy the Things they need lEigideen
years of this belief has built the:r
present business. From one small
store to 20 large stores proclaim,
the soundness of their low price
policies.
Beginning Friday. their 18th Anniversary Sale goes into full swing.
Thousands of dollars worth of fine
seasonable merchandise, secured
for cash months ago before staple
I goods bekan to soar, goes on sale
at the lowest prices. This event is
outstanding because you, can _save
plenty.

MAN'S HEART SKIPS
BEATS--DL1E TO6GAS
W. L. Adams was bloated 1113 With
gas that his heart often missed
beats after eating. Adlerika rid
him of all gas, and now he eats
-anything and feels fine Dale, Stubblefield-Alt Co.-in Hazel
bY TUrnbOW
.
• C.A.,
-3t.41 1....
•••-••• . .
.•
-:•••••

"

Career os marriage, your training and
your intelligence have by now proved the
importance of saving toward a "rainy
day."

—

The advantages that, have fallen- to- you can easily
be traced to the savings account your parents began, pro- bably before you were born.

The Ova/Pages you ware
for yourselt ani4 for the children
you some day hope to have can
be as certain as tomorrow's sunrise if you start saving now. Did
you get money presents for graduation? Spend some of it.

Drop some of it in the collection plate Sunday. Bring patt of
it here,'and let it work hit- r;.,0:

,

LOANS

When you want it, it's yours
to command. Your account is
fully prote,cted by Federal Deposit Insurance.

FFAHIRAI
I,
HOUSING
drHAINISTRAITON

Regular Saving Means An Assured Future

NK of MURRAY
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I
bring the harmful results which Formerly he' was reviled as a
they now fear. We do not believe predatory baron who robbed the
they will. ,
American people by strangling his
competitors and over-charging for
oil In later years his great benevclences and particularly he
contributions to sector and salA bank at Hartford. Ky. which
vage the ailing human race through
closed two weeks ago when a great medical research
brotigaS
shortage of $22.000 was feud tn
him a kindly woad from most
its accounts, was re-opened after
However, it must be
everyene
the stockholders made it good, The; acknowledged that a
great deal
tatter-eonecot-ot the
amount put up by the stockholders_
teller name is due to the great
including at least one Hardin
humanitarianism of het -son. John
coushan. was about equal to the
D. Rockefeller, Jr.
capital stock.
When auditors of the FDIC,
Everythins about the Chainzlier
which had. the deposits insured
discovered the discrepancy several administration may not be alidliht
ir -Happy" gets the state out
was insisted that weeks ago:
-was on a "book-keeping nein," and a debt a lot of other things will
that no money had been wrong- be forgotten.

A Bank Re-Opens

Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry anti
Stewart Counties. Term., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $130; Elsewhere. $2.00.
Advertising. Rates and Information about Calloway County market
fully taken from the bank
The
furnished upon application.
About the only way a lot of
cashier and his wile. Mr and Mn.
Ine _Simmer
rn ma:
that it was Saab.
_a...a
by wailThe
Others, who have favored it and charges of -eathamissmat. sad bays- ing Mood , weather for turn.
• • • • •
looted forward to it. will doubt- executed bonds for trial.
In spite of all the improvement
less be disappointed in the reThanks to the Federal Deposit
Agreement by the'house to ac- sults. That is merely human and Insurance Corporation, we bank in prisons, we haven't yet gotten
t-•r
cept the Senate's amendment to always true about any large pro- dogma created no panic, because them to the point where the pm$.. .
add $2.000.000'to the amount avatt-6 jaillir •
deposits
$.s.000 and unedr were "t" eni°Y them and want to
able for starting construction at
We believe the benefits it will insured, and in a bank at Hart- stay there
the -T. V. A. dam at Gilbertsville finger upon Western Kentucky ford with total deposits-ef.111000.
The automobile manufacturers
- - on She Tennessee River and to. will far outweigh some of the dis- those under $5.000 are in a conbegin work this year brings near advantages. it may bring. It will siderable majoras, even they don't are seemingly able to stand any
fruition to a .fight • in which, not make everyone in this seams get a unanimous vote.—Elizabeth- kind of strike except one lay
buyers.
Mncra ,has been interested aim* rich and able to enjoy ever after,. town News
. ran% the, beginning Of the 1`.
7..a- We_ ot luxury &psi_ spatThe Unions are determined to
in .193a. _
•
• •it will take brains and energy' to
• rattle the tin lisaie.
It auall•be several yeara however. Faplealize all the oppartunitiel tin
••• • •
befitifc •Gilbertsville Dam Will be project will offer.
..
Lexington will not get very far
.completed far such projects are
That there- will be profouns
in her efforts to thwart the Govbrunt:ease* in their Magnitude. Nor- changes in this- secti. :
,,l •
ernor's efforts to move the &astern
ris Dem was started in the fall of deny... There will be ..
State Asylum to the tract pur193Sssend was not finished 'until. new indusTries. new opportuniues i Frame that picture of English
chased in 'kyle and Mercer coun. lastybar—a job of more than three new itrvantages. Many people in'l royalty shown in the daily papers
ties. Such an insteuuon has no
years, duration. .
the area- to be inundated will have a few days ago. Fifty years from
place in a city like Lexington
Glibertsville Dam is much larger. to foul new homesbut,they. need now there won't be any such amanyhow.
invOI'ves more complicated mtge. be sir no hurry, they have plenty mats.,
neering problems. and It is en- of time :n which to look around
•• • • •
More people read a merchant's
tirely. legical to assume sanat
and make their plans before the -The Elizabethtown News reminds
ad in one issue of The Ledger sk
leastufour years WITT- be requietd lake • 'behind . tilbertsville Dam us that most candidates are shaky
Times than look in his show winbefigi it will be ready for opera- will get a single drop of water.
as well as hand-shaky
dows in a month.
tions.
We are fully conacious of the
• • • •
Noiman carl prophecy what will _fact that many people pposed
We hope we may never have anLouisville racing ended last Satbe all the results of the Gilberts-. Gilbertsville. Dam
for
reasons
villa Dam: There is no question which are good and sufficient unto urdgy but a lot of folks wilt) play- other war but it Isn't very encouraging to note that the world
but:Chat all of. then% cannot be themselves, and which we do not ed them found their finish before
is spending a million dollars an
fortilifen. Some who have net question. To them, we can only that date. •
hour on armament.
belteed .it .to be a good thing for say. that we devoutly trust that
Don't be too sure about"anyrace
th•-; --.(•(.tron
char.re
•••...7:r the completion of the dar.- w:1: r
Calloway minty still isn't pro—the Philadelphia Athletics have
been leading the American League ducing her share of the Western
•
••• •
Kentucky strawberry crop.
OT
Wke,p John D. _Rockefeller died course, everyone knows that if
-e other day it was more signal- every farmer ,,tarts in to grow
ot that he lived to be 96 than berries the market . will soon be
..at - he _amassed a billion dollars. glutted. However, the demand ii
•••••
not yet filled and though some
The public's attitude toward years are not very profitable to
-..ckefeller . changed
immensely the growers, by and large it is
-best money crops the
. sing the last 20 years of his life. one

Gilbertss
J. ilk
Dam i

1
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JUST JOTS

the

farmer can produce and ,brings in
ail income at the season of the
.year when the Western Kentucky
fernier usually' doesn't have any thing coming' in.
• ••
•

Strip Cropping Saves
The social standing of the WalWashing of Soils
ly when she becomes Eddie's bride
is just *bout Sis important to lams
One of the newer methods in
where Dolly Gann
and
Alice
a companion
asmoisture
oftenand
conserving soil
in the
Roosevelt were going to sit at the rmagved
Massac
Creek
Area,
now being
dinner table a few years ago.

And, frankly. that erown looked just a little silly on 'George VI's
head.
• • • ir •

measure with contour cutsvation.
is stirp cropping, according to J.
E. Wilson. associate _conservationist,
Soli Conservation Sereace. Massac
Richmond
Register thinks it Creek Watershed Project. —Trip
The
hears a sarcastic "Oh. yeah!" troin cropping, as commoMis. ansdied in
Mae West in reasesi. se to a famed soil conservation practices, totsartist's insistence that no -great slats in seeding the regplar farm
figure arose out of the depression. crops, adapted'to McCracken coun•
• • • • •
ty. like corn, tobacca, strawberries,
The Kentucky Magazine which In long hands or strips laid out of
Was _recentle_assuesLiay She
win nil! _be.
of Kentucky under the editorship at the same time, and should have
of G. M. Pedley, editor of the a good thick sod covering.
Lyon County Herald and state '• Strip Cropping, as a means of es.:
publicity director, was a gem. Un- /fictively controlling washing. has
doubtedly, it was the best written, Wen successfully demonstrated in
most attractively printed and finert the Masser Creek Area, and has
piece of such work ever-Osued by successfully beeniftlowed In other
the state since the magazine was parts of Kentucky and adioinuig
established several years
bY states. An experiment shows that
the old Progress Commission,
a sloping field planted with potatoes in rows running up and down
Kentucky has much, probably the hill, the prevailing practices in
more than any other state in the the Massac Creek Area, lost 650
Union, to sell the tourist. And the times as much soil and 14 times
only practical way to get that rich as much rain water, as two adtourist besiness is through pub- joining fields that were planted
licity. In Pedley. Governor Chand- with potatoes, oats and clover in
ler has selected the best man in strips across the slope; in other
Kentucky to do that job beautiful- words, the field that was stripped
ly and _effectively and the state cropped, a practice that the Soil
would tmci-tt a good investment to Conservation Service recommends.
obtain an appropriation from the lost only' 43 poilnds of soil per
193.11 general assembly to carry on acre, and the field not stripped
the work. We hope it will be cropped last 14 tons per acre. Simdone.
ilar situations can be found in the
Massac Creek Area. It was pointA beautiful aria attractive young ed out that the Soil Conservation
woman, the object of a young Service 4 demonstrating to the
swain's most ardent affections, is farmers how to strip crop thus

ago
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enormous loss of era in laying out strips on their
le soil
avoiding
farms. The office Is in the Guthfertile
re
fiWcrrodnowsanidoveurndaerskt,phies
thaartasMitr
rangernent of strip cropping. water
ildir't
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rs
uha
rt:
Cr
ou
L
in
:
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st Week
lliaC
"
l Bo
Init
is plowed for cultivate crops. encounters a strip of hay crop, which
Courier,
peblished
Benton by W. E.
Te
hre
rded nral
'sretluai
itillina
d
itioe
cu
ith*wks'i
o7t, atit
Wyatt, former Murrayan and pubof soils thus enabling -it. to soak
of The West
ng
to the soil. Strip erorpi_rpinnge,uthereTiasahtlidweekits
Kftnucitiait'
d be used 'on long slop.first
Mr.sdt
pton
ublxt'aWty
latt
sr
:
bn
hillsides
tion. Particularly if the field is assisted by his wife,. Mrs. Giulia
"where"erosion
is
not terraced "or
Cross Wyatt, daughter of the late
evident. Although terracing and A. A. Cross who edited the Bencompanion
are
strip cropping
ton Tribune-Democrat for twenty
measures of defense especially on years, and their son. Marshall.
the more erodible soils and slopes
Dedicating itself to the progres.
either measure may suffice of -It- of Marshall county and pledging
Both measures are used in itself to Democratic principles, ins
self.
the Massac Creek Area in con- Initial issue is cleanly printed
trolling erosion.'
well patronized wifb advertising
aoserellys
times
be
can
cropping
that
strip
Wilson,
A number of Murray friends of
exno
practically
established at
Mr. Wyatt helped hies get started
pense, and no sacrifice of time and with advertising.
Among them
labor. Any farmer in the demon- were Murray Hatchery, Loye's
strational area, can adopt or prac- Studio, Johnson-Fain
Appliance
tice this valuable soil conserving Co., H B. Bailey, Covington Bros,
measure. Suitable rotations, also, West Kentucky Granite Co. Park.
can be worked out as one can see ers Jewelry Store, and Murray
on the farm of Mrs. Ruby and Marble Works.
Chesterfield Overstreet near Masser. Here one can see a four year
It Pays to Reed the Classifieds
rotation of corn, wheal, and two
years o/ clover and grass. No
doubt strip cropping ,will cause
some slight inconvenience in cultivation and harvesting, but when
the results in decreased soil loases
is evident' without it, farmers 'will
All persons having claims against
be more than justified in following the estate of W. F. Grubbs, deed,
the practice. That had this rota- will present same to me,- properly
tion always been practiced on con- proved, on or before June 5, 1937,
tour strips many hundred acies or same will thereafter be forof originally (good agricultural ever barred.
land, now ruined by erosion, would
All persons owing said estate for
have been saved in the Masao professional services or otherwise
Creek watershed project.
will please come forward and setMr. Wilson stated that the tech- tle same without delay.
'
nicians of the Soil Conservation
J. M. MARSHALL. Adm'r,
Service will be glad to assist farm W. F. Grubbs, dee'rl
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Make CRASS Your
Headquarters

now no more tenderly and consistently cultivated than the common, ordinary, garden variety of
water.

use
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NOTICE OF LOCAL OPTION
fiEC,TION

REFRIGERATION

Have Far Out-Stripped
any Other—Method of

Under thc authority. of law' as contained in Sc, 2554c-3. Carroll's
-,entutky' Statute. Baldwin's 1936. Revision, notice is hereby given that
s' election is Called by the Hoe..E P. Phillips. judge of the Calloway
,urity_Coort. as shown by a certified copy of said order calling said
as follows: •

Refrigeration

CALLOWAY'-COLTNTY COURT. Regular Term, April 26, 1937
Presiding Hon. E. P. Phillips, Judge Calloway County Court.
ft-appearing to the satisfaction of the court that s'petition was
'Jed with the clerk of.this court on the 24th day of April. 1937, which
sitter has been duly entered on the docket of this court for this term.
sich petition is purported to be signed by 2.034 registered voters of
• .e county and same being more than 25 per cent of the total member
t all votes cast at the last general election; which petition discloses
oostoffice address, and. the date signed by each of said sub• raisers_ thereto and also discloses that each subscriber thereto is ,a lequalifed -voter of his'or her respective voting precinct in Calloway
.unty,
. Kentucky.

Solid Colors and Plaids
apestr y or Velour S24.50 to $54.50

!'r

• It further appearing to the court that in said petition the petition-,
rs percin request and pray that this court call an election to be held
s and for the ntire county of. Calloway upon the question of whether
7 not spiritous, vinous. or malt licmors shall be sold, bartered or loaded
srein as defined and prohibited- by Article VII under the headins
:.ocal Option" as contained -in Carroll's Kentucky Statutes, Baldwin's
sol.eilition, asking that the following question be submitted at an eken: "Are you in favor of adopting the local option law in Calloway
-kintueky::-

-ICE ON THE
AIR
—10
Hear
ELEANORE.
HOWE
on
\VI-LAS
'Tuesdays
at 9:45 A. M.

The above matter coming en for consideration and the court be-6 sufficiently aevised, doth adjudge, order, and direct ,that an elec.
.be and the same is hereby salted for the purpose of submitting the
shovd proposition to the-legally qualified voters of Galloway county.
Kentucky, therefore it is ordered by the courtthat said election be had
at held in each and every voting precinct in said county on the 36th
.:.,y of June, 1937, to take the.-sense of the legally qualified voters on
,d proposition, and shat She polls in-each of said precincts to be .open
*S o'cleekTern. ;nd..tsa..CTO'se at -4 O'clock p. m. on•said day and date.

•••

STEEL CHAIRS
Green and Orange

• Deck

Chairs

• Yacht Chairs
.

S1.25, to S1.45

PORCH SWINGS ... dLIDERS

OIL STOVES

AND

RANGES

2-Burner Oil Stove
S4.95
3-Burnet Oii Stare
—
S7.95
3-Burner with Back and Shelf
S10.95
Ranges
S29.50 to S54.50
SELLERS KITCHEN CABIN Li

CRASS FURNITURE CO.
NORTH FOURTH STREET.

MURRAY, KY.

The MODERN ICE REFRIGERATOR owner. does
not need fear she has an out-moded,
fashioned"
method of refrigeration.

• In conformity with this order and judgment it is directed that the
einty eduft cleric, Miry 'Neale, the county attorney. R. H. Hood; the
'.criff Carl B. Kingins, the duly appointed and qualified, election cornisiiioners of Ohlloway County,. the officers conducting the election in
sth of the voting precincts of the eounes and any and all other °Mc:a having a duty to perform in holding the aforetaid election in each
every voting precinct of the county be, and thee- arid eatte of them
hereby directed ta perform the dillies imposed upon them.* law in
hplding of this election and that said sheriff, Carl B. Kingins, adverse-the dale., purpose, and intent of';aid election as required by Sec-.sn 2454-,5.'and'he'AM report to this court in writing that said no-es, as required by law in said section, have been dun). published and
, sated as required_ by law:
APPROVED:
E -Pr PHILLIPS,.Judge Calstoway County Court. •

Owners of modern air conditioned— refrigerators
KNOW that they have the best, most efficient and most
economical refrigeration. The new 1937 refrigerators
hold temperatures lower and keep ice longer. They give
far better refrigeration, at a lower cost, and ICE NEVER
GETS OUT OF ORDER. Plenty 'of ice, all the time.
See these _gleaming white, beautifully designed,
modern ice refrigerators. Note.the convenience of their
interior. And they're as well or better built as other models costing three or four, times as much.

2-Year Purefeese4Service Offer!
you

We offer
a fine new 1937 Air Conditioned Ice Refrigerator,
and GUARANTEE
to ice it for TWO whole years for the same money or leas than
you would have to pay for a
1937 electric model, same size, of ANY MAKE. (Without
including costs of repair and operalion). Remember, ICE doesn't get "out of order."
Nis

COUNTS Ot CALLOWA-Y.
I. MANY .NtAl.E. Clerk -of the Calloway Crainty Court for tilt
snty and ,ate aforesaid,, do certify that the above is a true and cor.1 cop; of the order calling a local Option election toshe held on June
r 1937, as appears of record in my said office in Order Book -Y. page
•
Given under, My hapd this -the '30th day of April, 1937.
* MARY NEALE, •
' Clerk of the. Calloway Comity Court
• '
Witness my hand This May 26 1937
•
CART, B. -KINGINS,
. Sheriff
- . - Colic-Tway -Gourd:sr- Rentlick*.

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
& ICE CO.
Phone 64

Phone 64

for ServICE

for ServiCE

M. L. WHITNELL, Manager

-
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----------- - ---- Girl 17;'Stunt Night '35, '36, '37..1
"His high school life gave him dent of Chickasa,w Society '37.
'37; Debating Team '37.
Transferrod\lrOm Corvallis, Ore- ,
Chickasaw, Scientific,
plent petspeetive
Wataugan, Commercial,
gon.
When he grows up he'll make a
Tom Moore Willlams—"Wart'"
Chickasaw, Commercial.
swell detective."
"If life is a dream he surely has
Harold Gllbert—"High Pocket"
Interscholastic '36; D r a matic
nightmares."
B. C. Alibritten—"Bemay"
astic '37.
"Sometimes he's wipe and other
Club '36, '37: Latin Club '36, '37;
One Act Plays '34, '35, '36, '3";
"An athlete of gteat vort and
times he is lengthwise."
_
asuktIO cake_ is—"Rudy"
Band '35. '36; Boys' Chorus '37; Class Ploy '- 36, '37;- Boys' C-h-ortta
fame,
'29. '30. '31, '33, '34, '35, 130,
"A quiet tongue showeth a wian
Mixed Chorus '37.
'36. '37; Mixed Chorus '37; Presi'37; Interscholastic '34, '35, '38;
head."
By the County Agent
A success, even in the tetchy-love
• Wataugan. Classical.
dent of Dramatic Club '37,. Da-,
__ Interscholastic 15, '36; Tiger Mixed _Chorus '38; Mixed Quartet
• game."'
matic Club '38, 777; President of Artuit • trees .have been damaged
.
NeVa"
A. B. Witers—
'35, '38; Oily Act _flay '37: Annual
Staff '36.
nbicit afraid _of _work but not in Class '36,.. A Capella Choir '37; severely this' spring by -blight The
National Honott Society; toOtball ;
Staff-Tr Boys' Chorus '37.
Waseagrm. Curnmerclar--Band '34, '35, '36; Wataugan Stunt wet weather has aided this disease
sympathy with it."
-'14, '33, .16; basebart '33. '34; Best
Chickasaw, Scientifpc.
to spread and, according to a letter
Band '34. '35, '36, '37; Mixed .Night '36.
All Around Boy '37; vice presiAnnie Lee Farley—"Anne"
received by the county agent this
Harold CunnIngham—"See"
Wataugan. Commercial.
Chorus '37; Boys' Chorus '37; Indent class '37. .
1."To be glad of life because it gives
week. Prof. A. J. Olney, head of
Dramatic ,
terscholastic '34, '35;
Entered from. Training School '34. /
one a chance to love, work "Tall oaks from little acorns grow"
Dortba Nell Phillips-"-"Pot"
Interscholastic '36.
Club '36, '37; One Act Play '37: -Mut there's nothing so sweet in the department of horticulture,
Wataugan, Scientific.
and play."
Wataugan, Commercial.
University OftKeatucky, Lexington,
Senior Play "3/7.
Glee Club .'34, '35, '36, '37; One
Geraldine Barnett—"Jerry"
life as love's young dream."
Ky., recommendi that the blighted
Chickasam, Commercial.
"To hurry and to worry. is not. thy Act" Key.'38; Class Piays '36. '37;
Dorothy Currier—"Flub"
Chickasaw, Commercial.
areas not be pruned out and he
- Creed,
Drama-tic Club '36; Mixed -Chorus; "'Nothing was .
esrer.„ accomplished
John Harley—"Punk"
Zula West—"Ophan Ann"
feels that the disease will be
Things will happen, so what Is the '36, '37.
without enthusiasm"
"It's nice to be natural when "As I have often heard defended,
checked with the advent of hot
Wataugan. Vocational.
National Honor • Society; Glee
Little said is soonest mended."
you're naturally nice."
weather.
Club '34, '35, '36; '37; Quartet '36.
Dramatic Club '36, '37: CommerMary Nee Farmer—"TIttlt"
Band '34, '35, '36, '37.
Glee Club. '37: Mixed Chorus '37.
cial- Club; Dramatic Club Play '37. "Smile means the sante _thing in '37; A Capella Choir '37; Sextet
Prunning the blighted limbs aids
Wataugan, Vocational,
Wotaugan. Scientific.
'36; Most Popular Girl '37; Secreany _lanyataite"
the spreading of the disease, ac-Commerciel-.
Frames VVilford—"Frank" - Van Huie. "Zuetta"
Glee Club '33. '34, '35,, '36.. '37; tary Chickasaw -Society '37; One
Gahm Lewis Beaman--"Golon"
"Laugh and the world laughs with "In school I am the teachers de- cording to Prof. Olney and I am A Capella Choir '37; Best Looking Act Plays '34, '35, '38, '37; Class
"Silence is deep as erlternity,
sure the fruit producers of the
. you.
- light,
Speech is us shallow as time.Girl '37; One Act Play '34. '35, Play '38,'"37; Best All Around Girl
Weep and your nose gets red."
I sleep all day so I can' study all county would be interested in re'38, '37; Class Play '36, '37; Dra- '37; Dramatic club '36, '37; CheerWataugan, Scientific.
receiving this information direct
Dramatic Club Plays '36; Annual
'
night,"-'- --t• •
matic Club '36, '37; Cheerleader '37; leader '37; Treasurer Girls' Glee
Robert Buchanan—"Buck"
Staff '37; Band '37; Dramatic Club
Football .'34, '35, '36; Baseball '34; from the University.
"There are ways of doing things Annual Staff '37; Debate '36, '37. ,Club, '35, '36; Annual Staff '37;
'36, '37; One Act Play '38; Entered King of Senior Class '37...
Paper Staff '35, '36; Interscholastic
Chickasaw, Vocational.
without talking"
from Garfield High School, Arkun,
Wataugan, Scientific,
'35.
Wataugan, Commercial;'
Ohio, '36.
Eleanore Gatlin—"Weatherly"
Charles Canon—"Chlek"
Chickasaw,
Vocational.
Commercial.
Virginia Ray Cable--"Baby Ray" "It's never wise to be wiser than
Chickasaw,
"Seen more than heard."
THAT LEAD THEM ALL
"With many a Wend and not a
223 TO 335-506 111133DING
Richard Hamlln—"Bones"
necessary"
$2.45
Wataugan, Scientific.
- Elmo Williams--"Doc"
BEHIND 01.1 11 CHICILF4
foe.
Secretary of Class, '35, '36, '37; "I'm the most reasonable person in
Per
"Sincere in ell things, a jolly, good
Prue Winners at the Leading
Kathryn Outland—"Katie"
, igp Up
Shows of the Country,
Would we could all leave high Dramatic Club Secretary '36;, Drathe world,
._
fellow." .
"If worry alone hastens death, she
Blood Tested
school so."
matic Club
Vice-president '37; When.I'm treated properly."
will live forever."
Business Manager of Athletics
• KENTUCKY CHICKERIES
Glee- Club '35.
'37;: Mixed Class Play '313,-0; One Act Play
is, X
Entered from HopAinsville High
30e 5, 1116. Los
'37;, Annual. Staff '37, ,Vice-PresiGlee Club '35; Interschol.asttc '36chorus '37; Historian '37; Tiger '37; Glee Club '35, '36, '37; Quartet School, Hopkingente, Ky.,- '36.
This young miss thinks it just heaps of fan drinking glassfuls of
Staff '35, '36, '37; Dramatic Club '35, '36, '37; Trio '35, '36. '37; Music
Chickasaw, Scientific.:
water several times a day, but mother knaws it's an exceedingly
'36, '37.
Contest Vocal 35, 36, '37; InterJimmie Hart,-"Big Jim"
Watau,gan, Classical.
scholastic '37, Debate '37. Poety "Everything comes to him who healthful habit. The youngster likes to do it because she gets the
eater refreshingly cold directly from a new type automatically refrigJames Cellie--"Cellie"
Reading '37. Mixed Chorus, '37; A
waits
erated water cooler designed for the kitchen by Frigidaire, makers of
-"JolLy. -good-natured and friendly." Capella Choir. '37., Class Prophet Therefore why should I - hurry?"
the famous refrigerator of the same name. It looks like the practice
Chickasaw. Scientific, Intersthol- '37: Tiger Staff '35, '36; Wittiest
Basketball '36. '37: One Act Play
of cluttering up the food refrigerator with water bottles' is going to be
You Can Thank
The Car's Running
'34 '35; Bank '34. '35. '36; Tiger
a' thing of the past.
Staff '35; Mixed Chorus '37.
D-X Super-Service
BETTER Than
Chickasaw, Classical.
Wataugan, Scientific.
matic Club '36, '37.
For That!
EVER!
Frances Harley—Nab"
Wataugan, Scientific.
Paul -,Lemons—"Moleciale"
"A new wonder . . .
"Very fond of` discussion"
Mary Frances Perdue—"Cricket"
A woman never vexed."
Dramatic Club '36, '37; One Act "In asking questions she knows
Band '34. '35. '36, '37; Dramatic
her stuff
Club '36, '37; Dramatic Club Play Play '36; Dramatic Club Play '36;
Class Play '36: Mixed ChourP
But in answering them is it part
Buys' Chorus '37; Debating Team bluff?"
• Chickasaw, Vocational.
'37.
Entered from Basse High
Sextet '36; Glee Club '34, '35
Virginia fiumphries--"Tiny"
'36. '37; A Capella Choir '37; Dra"Es soshubble ez a baskit er !tit- School, Evansville, Indiana. '36.
Chicka*se, Scientific.. ,
matic Club - '36. '37; Class Testator
tens."
'37; Treasurere of Glee 'Club '34;
Mary Marra--"Turtle"•
ee Club '37: Mixed Chorus '37
"There is a. vein of mirth beneath 'Chickasaw Stunt Night '36; DraWataugan, Scientific.'
c Club-Play '36; clasa P
her air of dignity"
Sadie Nell Jones—"Salty'
Editor of Annual :37; Editor ed '38; Paper Staff '3,5,,-t38, ,
--.1',Inergetic, capable, active
VocatioliTir.
'Tiger '35: 'Tiger Staff- '34, '36; In-_
dent life."
WARRANTY
Senior Queen '37; Secretary of terscholastic '34, '35, '37; Glee Club
., Joe' Tom'Parker 1r.--=7"Iror'
POLLATOR
ON 514C
Class '37; Interscholastic '36: Glee '34,"35; Latin Club '36; Chickasaw "I am Sure care is an enemy to
,ONIFIREHION UNIT
Club '34, '35e '36, '37; Tiger Staff Stunt Night '35.
_
*Chickasaw, Classical.
'30, '37; Mixed Chorus '37.
Band '36.
National Honor Goaiely. - ThoussaLRarl-Maatteero,
'
,
• ".
"A
kind
'heart
and
a
capable
head."
Wataugan, Vocational. !
Milburn Provine—”Mib"
InterschirilisAic, '37; Latin .Club '36, "Anything of beauty is a jc,;y forLynn Lassiter—"Lird"
"Oh it is excellent to have a '37; Mixed Chorus '37; President of
ever."
Club- '36,
giant's strength."
Football '35, '36; President of
Wataugan, Classical.
Football '34. '35, '36, '37; Quartet'
Class '37; Alternate Captain F
1'36. '37; Mixed Chorus '37; Boys:
110,1I Team -'16; President of Chicka- --Cleaves MeDaniet-==Mac"
'Chorus. '36. '37; Band '34, '35: Pres- 'The good die young._ My, but I saw Society '37; Best Looking Boy
PHONE 353
MURRAY, KY.
•
Went Wataugan Society '37; A
'31; Most Popular Boy '37:-Entered
Must thke care of myself.'
.
'Capella Clial -7i.
-Wand '34; One Act YrWe 17:-DrA-$111Wm Masiohie Weiffier.TtinTor
School,
,
Chickasaw. Scientific. '
Martin Provine--"Knotbead"
"I would rather be than seem to
be."
Football '35. - '36; Assistant Editor of Annual '37; .Vice President
Wataugan Society '37: Entered
from Masonic Home Janior High
^

Who's Who in The Senior Class of
Murray High School

Home Water Cooler Introduced

Fruit Tree Blight
Due to Wet Weather
-

i
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0 BETTER
. SERVICE
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11
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0

AMMO

A Blow to ,..
-'the Heat ...
that Adds
Punch to Your
Appetite:
•
Picks you up at lunch and
makes you ready to meet
the long, hot afternoon ..
Rests - you in the evening—after the close of a
torrid day—puts: you In a
mood for a real night's
rest . . .
and whether you like Cold
Plates or a Real Steak—
you'll enSoy l it more In
our (-0-0-f., Pleasant
Room.

•
Come in Today!

P

!
AD
H WELL9
KENTUCKY

AIR CONDITIONED
POPULAR PRICE

RESTAURANT
Calloway County Visitors in Paducah have for many
years accepted BOSWELL'S as the home of (ii$DOD
FOOD at POPULAR PRICES ...

Come In - - Try this Real Comfort!

Wataugan, Vocational'.
0. J. Sparks—"O! John"
‘4-'1 "He would stop St. Peter's roll call
•
to a ask a question."
Debating Team '37; Entered from
-Concoid '37.
Chiekasaw. Scientifit
James Thurmond—"Lubi"
tik friend, a gentleman, what more
'need we say."
Cheerleader '36, '37; 'B o y s'
Chorus- '36; President of Class '36;
Dramatic Club '37; One Act Play
'35, '36; Class Play '36. '37; Tiger
Staff '37: Interscholastic '36.
C'hickasaw,-"Scientifit.
Billy Utley—"Elloter"

t omptete tube
patching and tire
vulcanizing.
t horouch work on all
jobs. Rapid service.

All Service

For f ster, smoother
miles be sure to use
U-X Lubricating
Motor Fuel

0

At One Stop
Keep your motor in
perfect condition by using Diamond 769
friction-reducing oil

- by
TRAINED
ATTENDANTS
•
All Super-Service attendants appreciate the necessity of keeping your car in the
best condition possible.

Hydraulic greasing
rack for high pressure greasing and
lubrication. Oil and
grease changed.
'

It's constant care
that keeps your car
in the best of running
condition. It will always be smart-looking, too, if we are
given charge.

El

Have your battery
Checked today.,,_
nition and
motor lb
,
troubles are - often
caused by your battery.

* Simonizing
* Greasing
Polishing
Washing
* Vacuum
Cleaning

Modern, up to date facilities, combined with a trained staff of men, enable us to
for
all
prepare your car
type. of driving.

It's time for new
•0
GENERAL TIRES
They give you.. U
I0

n

web

tots4
ises1,
00101
qrvi

Come in today and let
us service your car
and get it ready
for spring
driving
,,---, Every Automobile
Service at

ONE STOP
. . . except major MechaniCal -repairing

El

1

0

LIBERAL TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCES

0

Super - Service Station

El

OF
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

o
U

0=10===l0=t0==0=0=0
,

7'

-

0

For Your Car

1

NOW.. is BOSWELL'S for Good Food PLUS REAL
COMFORT ... for we have just placed in operation our
MODERN AIR-CONDITIONING plant to assure yearround comfort and thorough enjoyment of every lunch
or meal in our remodeled and redecorated dining room.

•

Wataugan. Scientific.
9' , ,Chatiotte Oren—"Hezzy"
"She was .born talking; and hasn't
had a relanSe."
Glee ,Club '34, '35, '16, '37; Band
'35, '35, '37; Dramatic Club '36;
'37; iVice President of Latin Club
"Cless,Play - '37;-One Act Play
'37; Dramatic_Club Play '36; -Stunt
,Night--'35. '36; Mixed Chorus '37:
Tiger Staff '35. '36; Annual -Staff
'37; Debating Team '36.
Chickasaw, Classical.
Mary Elizabeth Raberts—"Bridget"
"She wrote the rhymes for the
senior class,
-And- now, in seclusion -nsust lurk,
Alas!"
--Accompanist for Glee -Club. '35,
'38, '37; Boys and Girls Quattet
'37; Mixed chorus
Chorus
'37; Tiger Staff '36;- Annual Staff
'37: Band '35, '36, '37; Debating
Team :30; Interscholastic '35;,-131.a
matic Club '36. .'37: Latin Club '36.
'37: Vice President of Latin Club
'36; Home Es, Club '36; Wataugan
Stunt Night '35, '36:' Secretary of
Wataugan
Society '37; Entered
, from Areadia--JunMr High School,
-- Paducah, Ky.. '35..
Wataugan. Classical.
Thomas _Ross Sammons--"Tommy?.
" "Boll on•Aild--world-, and I'll -roil
wifh thee
.
I prefer cheerfulness, care is 'not
with me."
Latin Club '38, '37: Boys Chorus
:37; Mixed Chorus '37.
_ -Wataugan, Classical.
— Jane Sexton—"Mayine"
"It doesn't 'pay-. to worry; things
Will happen anyway."
Band '34. '35. '36, '37; Glee Club
'34,-'35. '36, ."37;•Sextet '34; Girls
-41-,.21k4till.S.LiallOV '37: A a.pella Choir '37; Mixed Chorus '37;
Dramatic Club '36, '37; One Act
Plays '34, '35; Tiger Staff '36, '37;
President Home Ec. Club '34; Class
Play '37; Wataugan .Stunt Night

-
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be the very unusual sound ..f the
ii1).; Green. when Cherrytown ful- over and a get a bouquet.
filled a pressing timely need, the
, spinning .wheel. ,..
Well I mast go as my my letter
\'nage has gone the way of all is getting too long. Will see you
, Well. here I ale taking up a page
dreams. It its place has risen, I latter.-Ky. Bell.
nothing eithea.
Early morning' moonlight palely an told, tall, stately classic buildMr. and Mrs.. Lloyd and Mr. arta
and a great Grecian stadium,
.
.', Mrs.. Lima • Spiceland attended gleamed on the eight tall Ionic le'
marble beauty first gleamed
the baccalaureate service at Dover columns standing across the Thant whose'
lase .Sundes. Dr. Mayhew /lawn of. the adassissistratainabtdIding,- and dams --the corridors Of the great
Hello, folks! I am back again
that had dreamed into exVanderbilt University delivered a picked out broad, sweeping steps. mind
a -aa
ma the steep-siaainia areal award istence the humble, lovely rusticity this week.
wuridstful -sermon.
,, '
-Meet -everyone-1s -through plant(. a.rhati-tall.
Were been waking to hear t The four then went to the rt. of the earapits, but the 10We ratan 7
tates
-Audie Louise Folwell Ing cotton and corn but very little
in a front office was now Wanandtractors INUmmaig -early 'in the riteitelson Park and visited awnile ful of this outward beauty.
tobacco has been set.
as he
Having-thanked to a much more
Mrs. Eula McClure is on the sick
mornings and ,..we still hear them with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Curt- bent above papers outspread on
offensive brand of football -the,
i• nal -ham it the locks • Robt ISfurlist and is showing very little imdeal
table,
plain
trying
to
put
Wu
porch
ray
at
dusk
we
.
sit
i
_whim
on,
,
the
ex.
Murray
Thoroughbreds
are
,;
Cunningham _Jr., was one of
provement,
' peeled 'ara "go places". next fall, and , quite a bit •of farming has i the graduates at Dover. He was tangible form ,a portion of the
A -"sage group enjoyed a surprise
beauty
.inward
of
great
his
mind
Hello,
everyone!
We
are
hoping
although many tough teams have been done just sincebirthday dinner at Mr. Charlie
MY last_ writ- 'formerly a pupil at Pleasant Val- and heart. The man's deep-set that 'everyone
is
well
to
enjoy
been aehedulea.
ley.
was
Mr.
.,
eyes glowed with the ardour of his phase heeuraul.May days. Farmers Bailey's Sunday. It
"Long rtuis - • and rap:le-dente
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jonuacn front purpose; stray, unruly locks of hair are busy plowing,. planting corn, Bailey's 60th birthday and this
I like to hear the team. people
to
PlaYala -are eaPaalad
date also marked the birthday of
appeal '
ll teak of the changes time has -Nashville were also callers at the fell down over his broad white gardening
and
house-cleaning.
the tpectators mare than the ether a/tett/ht. Since' the corning sta Cunningham home. Mrs. Johnson
firehead 'ea he drew plans .and Kentualty Bell house-cleaned this Inez Plfueger, Mr. Bailey's niece,
type. -add therefore larger Crowds cars and tractors many a poor old is the daughter of Mr. Joe Thurjotted specifications_
lean. week so she has a neat home :and who was 16 yea's of age. Those
The
expected at the g_arnes next tired. hangriainule has been spares, man. Economy. Grocery.'
mobile face betrayed the keen beautiful gardens, both vegetable present were Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
fall.
Maynard, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Chit-I was pleasantly -surprised Sun- sensibilities of a Henry Clay, the and flower
long, tiring days of toil, in the
I can rest and be
cute Mr. and Mrs. Porter ChUcutt
- -The-- Tiihroughbreehr-witt- pins. • ?cot---Itina-antrantany-a-lawle-sras-daaana-a ...rasa-ream alai lather and innflor
hnnuqy wisdorn
teams of siaalifferent states.
been - spared weary miles ever mother and Aunt Emma Nance Abraham
Lincoln. Like
these ger & Times each Friday. L enjoy an.--aan. Ur. • • Mrs. W. R.
Grooms and children, Ella Mae,
Itrobably the keenest:coin-petition. rough roads. Even at my young arid daughter's. Sally and Maude, other Kentuckians, this man, Dr. reading all the news
letters.
Henrietta, Imogene, Bobbie, Rubye.
that the .Thoraughbreds will „ en- anstanendeas .0) age I can recall. front Chicago.
H. H. Cherry. president of the
Hello, school children.: read in
'counter is Hatdin-Simmons Uni- these blissful days when my had
Mrs. Nance. Chicago, Mrs. Min- Western Kentucky State Teach- in the paper where Guy.. Loving and Linda Lou; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Pflueger and children, Clea-•
versity of Abilene. Texas. The hitched the team to the wagon nie Edwards... Memphis_ Mr. and era -College. SS giving his life in will teach at Macedonia
this year.
tus, Mildred, Vivian. and Franklin
'Cowboy' play two teams iri, and loadeca.us all in.'dressed in our Mrs. Dewey Laicals, Paducah, and service to his school and state and We welcome -Mr.
Lovins to this
D.; Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Pflueger
California and janbably a team in !Sunday go-to-meeting clothes, and. Mr. and Mrs. Tony Lavins were nation. lie is the ability greatly to community.
Guy, bring some
the north. One „of their abackekte drove. tbe_balf day 0
. .11 'guests of Mr. _and Mrs. Ed Lovms dreams and largely to execute. floWer vases with you for there and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Art
ree!ived hanorable menUon for ' miles. or more la Murray to the Synday.
Such is the creator of One of the will be plenty of pretty flowers Moody and son, Mrs. Emlie Saddler, Mrs. Virgie Maynard, 1othy
all-American last year. 'Murray fair crotind Now our eyes grew
Messrs. Hoyt McClure aid Or- most unique and beautiful towns for your schoot desk. • ,
GroOms,
Lavada Todd, • Norris
plays them Septeanber 24 it Abi- round with wonder when inside rule Boyd stopped in a few Mesa in the world.
Was 100 to see Pop Eyc's Actlene inighta
•
,_.:4ciayalimits we sarasajag .passed by ens Thursday as they pamed care ...A..reught Limestone hill. covert." ter—tast week but was sorry to Pflueger, Mary Lois Emerson,
those double rig affairs %vain a riang Mr. F. H. Spiceland to his with trees, bushes, and vines, is read of Mrs. Sarah Thompson's Edith Gilison, Marvin Todd, of
The complete' schedule is:
liaaabY farm.
the site Of this village, named illness. We wish fur her a most Murary, Mildred Thompson, Finis
September 24-Hardin-Sitranues ,4 jaunty driver calling out ,as
Chilcutt Fred Chilcutt, Inez PflueMr. and Mrs. . Stanley Jackson Cherrytowq in honor of its found- rapid recovery.
I stood up to lash -Ms horses. "Hack
at ,Alailene. .1'ger, Modena
Gilison, Quinton
to the fair grouiadr
And my arepsirents Olf a young Stanley Jr. er. The wild natural beauty of the
Want
to
-say
"helloto
Mr.
and
• October "?-Tennessee Puly at mother-in-law
s
Bailey, Hall Bailey._Garvin PflpeYoung John Wylie Outland has place is preserved and enhanced.
says that the NI
Mrs.
John
Thompson
again. How
Murray 'night).
mires to Dover, ,now a half, hours teen made pastor at Poplar Spring Large white stones crop up here are you both? Woul be glad to ger, Lonnie Martin, Chrenshaw
stSeteraier-ttnelniterarata- at Arisadels trip or less, was considered such a over here. Services were well at- and there, covered, in. the more
Tyler, Reno Grooms, Novella Maysee both of you.
Ara. might'.- I distance - that .when her .children tended Sunday.
nard, Verna. Weatherford, Aftersheltered nooksa with lichens and
Mrs. D. E. -Lassiter of near Cedarnoon guests were Viron Martin
Mrs_ Lonnie Cathey visited her moss, and on the sunny spot-sawed Knob
October 15-aaiddla Tennessee at were esfady for high school. she
was carried to -the William
and her husband bought a home in sister, Mrs. Johnnie Abart last portulaca blooms apace. When the Mason Memorial Hospital Sunday and David Wiesen. '
Murray .night
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Gibson
'October.
College Dever rather.than send them from week.
warm sun' Caresses the hill, odors afternoon in a serious conditasant
visited Mr.-and. Mrs. Jesse Dick
• 11fr -and Mrs. Cylde Spiceland of wayside siereeaclover,and Queen
here as a bus was unheard of.
at Murray rHomecomirigr.
We were indeed sorry stinti
ni:
and faintly over the week end.
The older gerieration has.experr- visited Mrs. Henry Dawson of Lin- Ann's lace, roingled with the heavy of thaaadeath of Edatin
October 29-Union University at
•
John Grooms and daughter spent
Dysrsbure r
enced :any --tiTals. but those ex- ton Sunday.
perfume of honeysuckle. dratg the -Sandais---stietetireg.
Mr. Simmons
November 5-West Tennessee at penances gave
them
qualities • Lloyd . Spiceland went to Gary. senses of the very bees until they died at the Paris hospital after Saturday and Sunday with Mr.
Murray.
which I sometimes fear leisure Ind.. Saturday.
float languidly about or rest ata.undergoing an operatioa. Re is and Mrs. Cecil Lee. The latter arcrecovering from measles..
Sanford Griffin's son is in the ease, forgetful as the lotus eaters-7
'November I2-Morehead at Mur- and luxuries are eliminating froth
ahe son of Mr. and. Mrs. A. W.
Mrs. Mollie Gibson is critically
the present generation. I doubt if hospital suffering from a broken of their work of honey gathering. Simmons of New
ray,
Providence.
ill at the- home of her son, J. T.
November 30-West Kentucky the need arose, if there could be leg received in a car accident.
In the cool bowers of trees, birds
"Uncle Dave" Allbrittea is ill
Gibson.
I noticed last time I went to go untroabled about their busi. found encanDi fearless. capable,
Teachers -atittai
-Oing Green.
at this writing.
This morning is ideal and I must
several
November 26-Wisconsin State self-sacrifscing, 7eung people now Murray.
improvements ness of housekeeping. In the early
Mrss Prilaine_ areelana. left Wed'reecho. at bliafTaY.
aro intostrange. unsettled along the Pine Bluff highway. Joe morning, the villagers-are awak: nesday morning for Hollow Rock, -close ancl-go to-- work-"Freekles"
'. t ceurary and- begirt wriesting - a ties Baker's house-, near Pine Bluff has I end by .a medley of birdsong. The
,....- • •
Tenn., toatteald
beL gu abe
thre jth
funeralmil
sJ
aeltl
a
sating front the soil in the same resin- been rejuvinated.
Mudeplitter's sweet scent of ncli black soil a
_
•
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;4*w
71111.11111001MlitillitirliiMIIIIi
rier__Ya. with the .same atOOLs that bllialclalg- a lovers- driaewaaasaaal _deve-4Lreriatied green. things _rises_ in who died • Tuesday from
*mart
, our foretatheri- began with.' We kick s wan with pillars. There's a incense to the new day.
trouble.
Mr. and "Mrs. Charlie Fennel
seam functional antis
.
beast of being independent in this new house. Oral Grogan s, I hear
White stone streets wind satiout - Mrs. Sis .Duncan and Mrs. Lee
giruation. cramping
spa jaw,l ase
Were-dinner guests --of- -Mr.
and. me
,alike near Poplar Spring.
under arching trees. and, vines. and Bridaer spent Monday withaMrs.
Mrs. Acree
Sunday.
Well, enough's enough, so au re- rock footpaths criss-cross or lead
gled nerves soon robs woman of her bring home the baton:but in some
Mat liousden of Proaidence. •
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyfi Cunningham
nature'. youthful bisktons. PAW 'ways those • women jjad men- who vote-Chatterbox.
away to - sylvan retreats._ Rude
-the proud parents of a 'big'
lines in a a-onythz. e.e)a-teo
a-planted mai aelsaared their owls
na ura stone steps give access to 1:eldr
ona
:
s Flaary
ergersoll4
n er
spe
inn7.W
"
ed
.lcinesriae girl, The infaht has been named
-tirtr_ dent
. • yaw, spun add ym,t
eV" lala AGE "Weal
the
various
plateaus.
Birdbaths,
afternoon .. with Mrs. McClure's Adleda June. Both mother and
Thousar.ds of women Isirrir 1001111
walled where they,
to take
cro
.WCY and
nesting boxes, and rustic seats arc, brufher, Jehn Freeland who is
helpfuIt
They
baby are doing nicely.
7
d to easeT
ne
T
rp
'
a7
6
::
iy
'
id
wanted
to
go
had
something
on
usat
.every
trurn,
revealed.
It seemed
slowly improving from a recent
Miss Gracie' Alexander spent
they noticed an bicreake in their .in the way of independence. 'Why.
Quaint little rustic houses nestle illness.
last week with Mn and Mrs. Cecil
appetites and fatuity s-strengtbened I was walking past a house the
everywhere under the /fees. Each
Bill says he never had any mis- Wilkins of Linville. Mrs. Wilkins
restate:ace to. the - diaccinfcrt of miter day and didn't even remithouse is different: each possesses fortunes that wasn't his own faith.
was before tier marirage Miss Marmonthly periods.
raze . the strange sound Within
an individuality--a personality of When You heaiaa man talking like
grette Carson.'
TI7 Glifidial- Of course if it &MIA which upon investigation prayed to
its'
own..
The
cottages
have,
roastthat
it
means
he
never
had
any
o
er
you doctr.
help Salt as.
Miss Hontas Cbpeland.and Ned
•
Wiasher were united in •marriage„
porch or two. though some ate
Experience • doesn't teach • .R111 during the past week end,
more commodius. They are Ipaint- anything. No mattalr what. is hap-,
Washer is - the youngest',slaughter
ed a soft tan, a cleanaa,afate.-uepernrig. ..vettetiser-gooal times of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Copeland, of
dull sedge green. -or attained -shingle or bad times, he always -thinknit
Kirksey. Mr. Wash& is the eldest
brown. Each cottage has its lithe will last- forever.
-- -son of Mr. and Mrs.- Jim Was‘be,r
flower garden, its bed of old-fashMrs. Rob Duncan visiter her sis- also of Kirkseya-* Conatatulationa
ion flowers, or its miniature rock
ter. Mrs. Sam Coleman, near Ten- are extended.
garden. Each window is gay with
;Those who gathered at the home
nessee River. last Sunday.
muslin `curtains and potted plant.
Miss Velda Mae Hutson is imThe rooms are gay with creton
proving nicely from rrreasles.
Chiropractic: The science that
and muslin: rag rags allern the
Hello. Mrs Sit Duncan! -I, just
makes people well and
and want
happy.
to thank you for that great
studio couches are both comfortDR. W. C. OAkLEY
able and attractive; kitchen chairs .big compliment you passed on the
Chiropractor
and handmade foot stools furnish Cedar Knob letter Sunday afternoon, la wasn't over there but I 609 West Main
Murray
other seats: The tables and desks
heard it just the same. -1 have
ore made of deal boards, painted or
Murray: Mon., Wed. & Fri -P. 26.
some real pretty flowers so come
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sal
stained, and the cabinets. chests,
and bookshelves
am are
erptm
contrived
pnted_
of

A Dream Village in
Old Kentucky

Open Style of Football
Expected to Draw Crowd aga.tnand --Ytng

_ Murray Will Play

Teains,From._Six
S

Buchanan News

.
Across the River .
-

-.-

Cedar Knob News

•

PA I WSa H

News

-—

Not Everybody ilo
Calloway county sibscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reeds it!

of Mr.- and Mrs. Charlie Carsons
Sunday afternoon were, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Wilkins, Miss Gracie
Alexander, Herman Hanley, Miss
Robena Wilkins, Fred Carson, Miss
Lorena Wilkins, Fray Carson, and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Carson.
-- Filbeck. anMr. and Mrs.
nounce the arrival of a son.
Mr. and Mn.- Joe Young and
daughter, Joan„, spent 'ffiursday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Comus
Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Udell Watson and
son Jerry Dwain, and Mr. Howard
Tidwell who went to' Detroit a
couple of weeks ago still report no
work.
Mrs. Willis Short -and daughter.
Lynda Faye, spent last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Neale of Paducah.
'Those who enjoyed the music at
Mrs. Margrette Wilkins' Saturday
afternoon were Mrs. Crawford Wil-

are proud to announce the arrival
of a new son.
Visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawson Alexander Sunday
were Mr. and Mrs. Will Humphries
and Son. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Humphries and son Jimmy, Mrs. Lucy
Williams, Miss Gracie Alexander.
Odis Miller, Barney Herndon, and
Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Alexander.
Mr. and btrs. Irvan Williams
have moved to near Buchanan,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Comus Alexander
and Gracie,
and children, Ray
visited in Benton Saturday.
A large crowd attended preaching services at Owen's Chapel
church Sunday.--

Gracie Lee Wilkins, Miss Anrue
Wheeler, Miss Roberta Wilkins,
Miss Graeae Alexander, Miss' Lorena Wilkins, and Mrs. Margrette
Wilkins.
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson

deceased, will file same with me,
proierly proved, on or before June
15, 1937. or same will be thereafter barred.
PRESTON HOLLAND
Administrator

Administrator's
Notice
All

personS

The

holding

claims

Mari

ef

FOR FREE
DEMONSTRATION
of the worlds most economical
refrigerator in your own kitchen!
Here's your chance to see, at first hand right in your own kitchen,
how much you need the greatest cororenience ever broughtto country
life! Ai no cost to you, we will give you a home demonstration of
SUPERFFX, the oil burning refrigerator that.seeds no elettricity,
running water or piping connecsions. Nothing works like a SUPERFE X because it's Perfection-built to supply the special service country
life demands. With it, you have
the toys of ample ice cubes,frozen
desserts and crispaa sty salads ...
and the consnnt assurance of foods in healthful condition.
It's the cheapest-to-run modern
ref.iscr•aua I Users say. "about
$10.00 of kerosene a year." The
burners are "on" only 2 hours
then go out automatically-eo nonsleet flame-but the refrigeration '
---iiTtiotiatous.Theexclusive Super
Condenser top both air and water
cisoled,insures complete refrigeration even in the hottest weather.
SUPERFEX can be used or moved
drencher,. It pays as it saves-and
Tou can buy iron extra easy terms. 1
This'asoam demonstration"offer
Is for this week culla. DenicLassra.
dons will be made in tberirdgr
'in which the coupons are returned. So get yours in early!

Congratulations

Seniors!

Good This Week Only

T. 0. TURNER
Murray. Kentucky
Witbout

pll•ing og

to bey,you may sake a borne dersonoil butMai refrigerator'now kitchertatroottneeasw

under any obligation

etra.on of the

•

The Milk Man
Played anlinportant Role in Your
Success!

Students

find

milk

helps them feel their
best, enables them to
stand up under the rigors of hard work and
study.

•

I.

•

Milk, the perfort iood; supplied.the energy for the long hours
.. of work stradenti put in, keeps them "on their toes." ..
• It i- a rec'ornizerl_ beauty--abl in the calcium it supplies t...o bUlld
. . • ,:p hone. toad aka:, and teeth. A glitss with,each.meal, and the reviv'
14ina Oates- "* %ift-t•I
WU"
.
FOlit,W 11.0 t'st.(1-11'2, eXaMple.
beauty,' health, and en-ry1.11.
milk.

1

Says Mrs. Jane E. Borg
Cleveland, Ohio
'IAND IN ADDITHIN
'
.
TO SMART STYLI, I err
AMAZING COMFORT
pr

A

OENCRAL MOSnE

WALL

AND

0•11 TERMS
011174CRAL 6,
10
,

ADD 15c A DAY MORE TO THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE NEXT
LOWER-PRICED CARS AND GET A PONTIAC WITH ...

—•

DRINK 4 GLASSES OF MILK EVERY DAY

Murray Milk Products Co.

IIMPERV4V P7NEST
}
-Y
Lair
CEP CAR

A

bottles arid cans make beautiful
Maar pots and vases, or condi-merit
and
grocery
containers.
Prints rif the masters are framed
and hung, and those who are
artistically - ineitneit._•___hang '"their
own landscapes, done in Water
- .....
colorasand oils. Not sway is .the village beautiful but it • is utilitarian apd...praga
' neat • A community 'house • waa
bent -anda-Ti- manta:neer ,by the
la:Abele. A low. jarnay .stucto bath
1 house --is -centrally located and-flt:'
i ed - with showers. tubs. -arra-snot
and cold water„---Ligitts and water
• art--provided by the schoer plant.
. The site belongs to the ccalege: but
students build .their own houses,
and are- given .a four-year lease.
After the expiration .of the lease,
[
;the house -reverts to the college:
which rents. _ it .to students at- a
reasonable rate. Thitsathea_viUage
maintains itself. , ' • • - -The ,villagers" have articlif of
corporation and elect a mayor and.
town council. The colleige provides a night watchman. Orderly
governmerit is effected with vera
little friction or politics.
Only
college. students may build or live
in • Cherrytown. There is a
'et,
orderly, busy, congenial - a
pherg in this model' .tetwo wh
.it will be difficult to duplicate
anyacountry. as - it..avill be almost
impossible to -match is beauty and
simpilicity. • '
'
Since the passing of flush wartimes and of the oil boom in Bowe
a

EXTRAthst•esaf seat
EX T.R A trunk
41... SR•c
5014
boss Stun for all:
entire luggage.

EXTRA Knee.
Action smoothness to let YOU
rest aa you ride.

E.X TR A Oche% of
keg loom, to at
You relax in own.

fort.

.EXTRA ghee pee
uslion tom., you
Munk economy.

HANDLING EASI..,,
"

/VHF FEATURES that move Mrs. Berg to such glowing
praise of Pontiac are the very things that every.motorlatatants...Aod-Pontiac elutes supplies thern all..............-'
, • Yet Pontiac is priced so near the lowest that you'll never
feel the difference. Read the proof—abased on 18 months
terms in 168 representative cities, the average difference
in monthly payments between a Pontiac DeLuxe six 2-door
sedan and the same model of the next lower-priced cars is,
only 15 cents a day.'
PONTIAC MOTOR DIVISION, PONTIAC, MICHRIAN
-Verner.? Motors Salo* CcuPor•emm

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.

Try the new method
1/U1
:
C0-SOLING

108-10 North Seventh Street

No nails, no stitches

Dutch's Shoe Sh

MURRAY—OfSPLAY
AMY!.

•

Mayfield-, Teentucky

ROOMS—Beantan's Garage, Third Sr, between Mitta and
-

s

11.

•

Address

Morgan

Sons, Mgrs.

a.

•
e
a

•
...
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U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFERS SOIL CONSERVATION MOVIE
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Faxon Facets

-Shall We Dance?" Asks Fred

ager, Be always built up his land and our young peoples' meetings
and improved his home. He was at 7:15 p. m. On acccemt of the
forward in almost every public long days it seems best to put the
enterprise and he never missed hour for the evening service later.
church. unless he were too ill to
The attention of all is called to
sit up. His home was open house the evangelistic services to begin
for the preacher and for everyone on Sunday morning, June 6. The
Mae.
Ray" 0. H.-tallis, one of the most
Mr. Phelps is survived by two interesting preachers of our latId,
sons. Clyde_ and Raymond, two is to preach the meeting. E. Clay
daughters, Dirl Opal McClure an
why 1ieTP
-0.9111- tne m
nearn.*,...12., -blra-Miltiy--nag-ae sweatier:m-1T"Try
grandchildren and one great and is a fine worker with the chilgrandson, and a sister, Mrs. Sarah dren. Our people will enjoy the
Sledd of Arkansas.
services of these good men.
The body was removed to the
J. Mack Jenkis, pastor
Roberts-Merit funeral home in
Mayfield in preparation for burial,
after which he lay in his old -home
at Mr. and Mrs. Crawford McClure's.
Funeral services were held from
the Friendship church Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
The
services were in charge, of end I
H. Pogue,. Kid. C. E. Francis. and
Elder Garvin curd. Burial, was in
Friendship Cemetery ,beSide his
wife.

'Gardens are growing, wheat is
Wallace G. Smith, superintendent 1 in conserving soil and water. Man')'
strawberrieis are ripening.
of CCt Camp SCS-14-Ky., Murray, I kises of wood will be shown in the heading,
are planting corn and
announces the showing of the Soil I pictures which will also include and farmers
cane, and some are setting tobacConservation Service, of U. S.1 views of devastating forest Dreg
co'. The wet clay land Is not orDepartment of Agriculture, motion showing the damage they do.
• dering too easily. This is the
pictures on Forestry, Wildlife. and
In addition, the pictures will
Soil -e-ertserrettoregufe-VMSTIrOlv
-tirestelands o
autumn as frisk is exworked out by Mr. Smith with the may be converted into profitable maybe,
pected, when' the children are in
assistance
of Carmon
Graham lands by planting and growing the school. Everyone
seems to believe
principal of the Murray Training "Trees of Tomorrow('
we shall have a good crop year.
School, T. C. Arnett, principal of
The program is free and every- And so, the ever
recurring hope
the Lynn Grove High School, and one is invited to attend the showand faith of farm folks is,beautiVernon James, principal of Hazel ins nearest him.
ful and right.
High School. is as follows:
LK P, ItL. mandaF 1414
' 31ain -Auditorium of Murray State
There is something romantic in
ollege.
old things. I live in a log house
8:00 p. m.,'Monday May 31-Reeboarded aiqd ceiled, and I just
rcailon Hall of Murray CCC Camp.
Big Sandy Circuit, at Lick Creek love the deep window and door
8:00 P. M., Tuesday. June 1- Sunday, May 23.
jambs. But there is nothing at
Lynn Grove High School.
I Cottage Grove Circuit, at Hick. all romantic about ft rat's rigtting
800 P
-Greve, Sunday, May 30.
jammed in the wall, you can't tell
Hazel High School.
'
Paris First Church, Sunday night. where. This room at this moment
The general public is invited to May 30.•
IS as malodorous as the offices a
these programs and students study•P
Alma Circuit, at Russell's Chapel, the DuPonts.
Ing agriculture are'especially Urged Saturday, June 5.
to attend. There is no admission
Mrs. Hilda Maupin has been
Dresden Circuit, at McClaln's
charge.
indisposed with a deep cold, but
Chapel, tsunday, June 6.
Today. Sunday, L. H. Pogue
Henning Carlson, . forester with
she has about recovered.
McKenzie Circuit, at. Blooming brought his usual good message to
Mr.
the soil Conservation Service, -wi!I Grove. Saturday. June 12.
H. H. I Bub) has returned from a
a large audience at Friendship.
be on hand and ready to answer
few weeks at Outwood Veterans'
Manleyville Circuit, at Manley- W. 0. Folwell presided at the
any question concerning forestry ville, Sunday. June 13.
Hospital. His mahy friends wish
beautifully solemn memorial supthat may arise.
for him a complete recovery.
- Hardin Circuit, at *Olive; Satur- per.
As the conServation of our nat- day. June 19.
-Alf.
Some of the less frequent attendural resources is fast becoming a
Dresden Station, Sunday morn- ants present were: Professor Fe!national question, it is felt that ing. June 20.
METHODIST CHURCH
well, Chattanooga, Mr. and Mrs. If Fred Astaire isn't asking Ginger Rogers -Shall we dapce?" -it isn't
,the viewing of these. pictures will
Gleason Station, Sunday night, Mitchell Wall arid daughters. Mr. because that -would be the most natural question in the world, in their
give - the Calloway county citizens June 20.
Sunday. May 30. 1934
and Mrs. J. R. Donelson. Mr. and new RKO Radio co-starring picture, for that is the title, "Shall We
a chahce to become better acPuryear-Buchanan, at Conyers- Mrs. Lyons, daughter, and Mrs. Dance."
Again we wish to remind our
With musical aumbers composed and written by the two
quainteed with the problems in- vine, Saturaay. June
28.
people that our morning service
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. McNabb and
volved.
Murray Station, Sunday morn- sons. Mrs. Maine Owen and Iver- Gershv.ins, George and Ira. a superb production managed by Pandro S. begins at 50:50 Insead of 11 o'clock.
Soil Conservation Service ing, June 27.
Serman„
who
produced
all
their
former co-starring sucoesaes, and special as -has been the- custom hereto_
son Owen, Miss Rennie and Ta!and tyte Emergeney Coneervation
dances worked out by Fred himself and his corps of clever assistants fore. Your presence on time helps
Miirray Circuit, at Goshen. Sat.
madge Burkeen, and the young
Work of the CCC camps are pre- urday, July 3. ,
Messrs. Holland of Hazel. Mr. T. -ahd with more elaborate and beautiful settings than ever-this the service and allows you to get
senting free
motion
pictures
McKenzie Station. Sunday morn- A. Phelps, ill at his son. Clyde's Latest filmusical is said to outdo everything that they have done before the benefit of the musical pro•
throughout the Purchase to ac- ing. July 4.
home, was not in his accustomed -and no greater recommendation is needed for an Astaire-Rogers gram that preceds the service.
.quaint the people in the district
Paris 2nd Church, at 2nd Church, place. Mrs. W. 0. Folwell was
screee.show. At the Capitol Theatre, Sunday and Monday, May 30-31. The pastor • will preach at the
with the progress wad value of Sunday night, July 4.
morning hour.
long
from
indisposed
her
seriously
the soil conservation program. The
Faxon Circuit, at Faxon, Satur- drive and unable to attend church. remains little improved at this quite realized
At 8 p. m. we have another serhis condition. He
moZies will show numerous beau- day, July 10.
gave up his work at the Dark To- vice of old hymns. Prof. L. R.
Mr. and Mrs.. Clarence Dyer did writing.
trful scenes of
woodlands a
Paris Circuit, at Bethesda, Sun- not attend because her parents
bacco Association offices just a Putnam will lead the singing _and
forests and will show their value Iday. July 11.T. A. Phelps Dies
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tucker, were
week ago, and came to his son's, special musical numbers will feaAtwood Circuit, at Trezevant, in the home and not well enough
ture the program. The congregaThe neighborhood was shoceed and few of the neighbors knew of
Wednesday, Jgly 14.
tion will be invited to select the
to come to worship.
this morning. Monday, when a his final illness • Just Saturday he'
Gleason Circuit, at El Bethel.
hymns, so if some good old hymns
•Bro. Pogue- anti Lester and Pro- little before 6110 c'ecloek Me. T.- A. was planning to go:baek to his
Saturday, -July 17.
are ringing in your .heart, let us
Phelps very suddenly died,. His work, after two weeks Of rest. Be
Allegra
fessor
Jones
and
and
Mrs.
Mansfield Circuit, at Shiloh, Sunhave the names and it will be sung
had Sunday dinner with Mr. and son, Clyde, had helped him finish had "batched" in the office buildday, July_ 18.
ing for some months, onlY-Seang for you. We have found this sur..
his
'morning
eishins.
toilet
and
he
was
takMr.
-Mrs.
and
Gartner
Ragsdale.
gal.Iasi U.&
**53-ruf,1:LOSooll,
Hazel Circuit, - at New PPMvice- delightful. ------- Mrs. Charlie Hale and Mr. and ing a customary cool drink before out for his meals. His wife died
ast.C.V.
••=./ea'r
dence,. Saturday. July 24.
Church-school at 9:30 a. in.
Mrs. W. 0. Folwell were with Mr. breakfast, when he clasped the scarcely nine months aself and he
1•10.. asarasuoity surros•eiro
IV Win
.
and 'Mrs., V.B. Folwell. Mr. and glass with both hawk .lay back on had felt very lonely and homeless.
unwilling to accept
Mrs. J. R. Dohelson accompanied the pillow and breathed his last for he was

Third Round - Paris
District Conferences

tr

rtor s

ing
claims
, H.
ne with me.
before June
ll be there-
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Miss Gunter to Go
To Festival May 27
Miss Sue Gunter, the Mountain
Laurel representative from Murray
State Calrege, will leave for Pines
ville, Ky., Ttursday morning, May
27, where the Mountain Laurel'
will be nem.
-wiii-beseeeenepaniedby Miss Marelle Johnson, Mrs.
George Moore, Fulton, Ky., Miss
Ola Farmer, Murray. Ky., Mr. Jim
Allison and Bill Carrier.

me

mrrucce

BABY
CHICKS

PRICE'S THr
U. S. ROYALS
$10.1.0
41.11x10
5.00x19
111.44
5.25x18 _
$12.10

•
U. S. TIRES
Guard Type eg.05
4.50x20

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
West Maple Street

Phone 97

Murray, Ky.

tigr

and Mrs. Wall and two young
daughters and the Messrs. Holland
dined -v4th---14s-. and Mrs. T. C.
Geurin.

COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE
At The Time of Need-Within Your Means

GILBERT DOROPI MINE
FUNERAL
NONE

PNONE
_

chismee.
atesees.

-AMBULANCE SERVICE -MURRAY.KY

Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant
Only Lady Undertaker in Calloway County

Joe McDaniel, now of Hopkinssrille, is reported as having measles.
Miss Edna Mae Rob‘rts was the
last case of measles, reported in
this neighborhood. Her mother,
Mrs. C. C. Roberts,' and sister, ,Miss
Rubene, have bgen exposed.
Mrs. Elmus Jones was taken,.
very seriously ill last Tuesday and

The ONLIttruck
of its kind
in,the low-price field!

family that he had a dropsical
heart, but even so, his passing sees
a shock. In spite of his ill-health
for many months, he had gone
about his affairs so persistently and
so uncomplainingly that no rine

was unwilling to give up his work
and it was impractical for him to
drive back to the farms durfrg
the winter.
Mr. Phelps was a hard worker.
a_ghrewd trader and a good man-

Congratulations
to the Class
of 1937

,.Let-.us furnish your vacation, camping and farmingapparel . . . at reasonable prices.

SHOES ...
,
Ventilated
HOSE...

for coolness.

For every member of the family.

PIECE GOODS • •
To make every garment.

!!!!II\1 1,•e“
11I,I I I

Our BASEMENT READY TO WEAR DEPARTMENT is the coolest spot in town, the
ideal place to shop for WORK CLOTHING!

T. 0. TURNER
• •

•

5.

SEE
KENTUCKY
FIRST!

'. Berg
lie

TIN
;I GET
TORT
USC:

Li glowing
ry motor- -u'll never
8 months
fifference
six 2-door
ed cars is
WAN

ERE'S a unit that's truck in stamina-yet
;al car in maneuverability and
- ...economy. On 112" wheelbase, load space is
80" long, 62" wide, 29%" high. The stake
sections are removable. Naturally versatile, as
platform or stake truck-its adaptability is further increased by Ford's two V-8 engine sizes.
Owners needing maximum speed and power
,
will appreciate the great,85 H. P. engine.
--'
--T.Ythers, with- tighter hauling; will find cpleadid
performance in the 60 H. P. engine-with many
extra miles to the gallon of gas.
• Get an "on-the-job" test of the Ford V-8 truck
or commercial car which best fits your needs.
,

•

SEE YOUR

FORD

DEALER

FORD MR
AND COMMERCIAL CARS

THE FORD V-8
1 1 2" STAKE TRUCK IS AN
MEAL UNIT FOR:
FARMERS
MERCHANTS
BUILDING SUPPLY DEALERS
PUBLISHERS
TRUCK GARDENERS
NURSERYMEN
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
DAIRIES
DEPANTMENTWTONES HARDWARE DEALERS
PRINTERS
FEED AND FLOUR MILLS
CONTRACTORS
PUBLIC UTILITIES
GROCERS

IN FACT ...
this unit is Ford's answer to
- -anybody's nood for an allaround effIcient, low cost,
light duty haulage unit.

OUISVILLE has its share of attractions, and we

L

hope that .sooner orlgter you will enjoy them all.
But whatever else you do, we Kenrus4 this year ..
. . If you've never seen Mammoth Cave, by all
means do'so. And Lincoln's birthplace at Hodgenville. And The Old Kentucky Home at Bardstown,
and Harrodsburg's Fort Harrod, and the Capitol at
Frankfort, and the dozens of &wresting sights in
Danville. And Berea.rand Cumberland Falls and all
the other places and things that Kentucky offers
We have a wonderful State. Let's know and enjoy it.

THE

BROWN _HOTEL

"Louisville's Largest and Finest"
Harold E Harter, Manager

in your Community who Protect
their Family's HEALTH with
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
Half the families in your corn=
munity now have Electric
Refrigerators to keep their
food safe to eat. They are sure of adeiquate health protection at all times.
Learn today how easy it is for you,
to join your neighbors in keeping food

fresh and wholesome at all times. An
Electric Refrigerator is easy to buy on
long time terms and costs surprisingly
little19- run under our electric rate.

''5.
The new 1937 electric
refrigerators are snore
striking in afrpearance
than ever before and
have waresonvenience
-. •

Johniaan-Fain Appliance Co.
H. E:-Pentecost
R. H. Vandeveldge & Co.
C. T. Rushing

See the
1937
Electric
Refrigerators
4140
Betitei-'s

Sy reams
Frigidaire
Norge
Westinghouse
Kelvinator

GENERAL ELECTRIC

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE LIGHT & POWER CO.
_INCORPORATED

Ita, Mgrs.

-
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Dr. R. A. Kent To Give
Address at Commencement

_

• .•

educational associations.
Be is
president of . the Association of
Kentucky Colleges and Universities, vice-president of the Southo
ern Association of colleges and
secondstry schools, and 'a member
Of the State Liquor Control Board
and of the Advisory Council of
Yenching University. Peipin g,
china as welk-erontailty other UV.
nificant. societies.-

,-4

Cole's Camp Ground

Stella Gossip

night with air. anii• Mts. Ofus Outland.
Mrs. Ada Outland returned home
with her son, Onus Outland .and
family to speod part of the summer. Mrs. Outland is 76 years of
age. Those who visited her Saturday night to wish her a happy
visit oeere Mr. and Mrs. Carl Farris, Ruby and Clifford Farris and
Faye
Mr. and 'Mrs. Napoleon Parker and daughter, Modean, Ernestine Phillips MI. and
3.-"IrLir.--rry-e-iria- James Kindred.
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland and
Dale were dinner guests of H. A.
Roberts Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Guerin of
Cherry were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Rye.
•
Ernestine Phillips spent part of
last week near Benton, visiting
her aunt, Mrs. Edgar Braggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Hale and
-P-adiseah----v4eited--Mroorritt
Mrs. Hale in this neighborhood,
Sunday.
We are needing rain for our gardens and tobacco ground. Some
of the farmers near here are
through setting tobacco.

community, came to Detroit a few
days ago to seek employment.' He
got here on Thursday and left on
following Tuesday morning. He
was out to look for work one day.
gut disgusted, called it a visit and
went home. He says things are too
fast for him in Detroit.
Mr. anti Mrs-Edgar Hicks and
_Dorothy Jane,visited -Mr.
and Mrs. Hollie Luter, Sunday
afternoon.
Went-to- She -TempleChurch Sunday night and in the
absence of Dr. Frank Norris, we
heard the Rev. Wilson from Fort
Worth, Tex., deliver a wonderful
sermon on'"Heaven and Hell."
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Simmons
are regular attendants at the Temple Baptist church. They go three
times on Sunday and always carry someone with, them.
Mrs. Ethel Blalbck left last wee!i

Lovins is planing to teach again.
Hoyt Roberts had a telegram last
week to come back to Briggs for
work. But he already had a jpb
at Ford-Lincoln plant.
Well, I promised not to5 tarry
long so here I go, and maybe I'll
blow in again sometime.

Last week my letter wai right
beside of "Old Eagle's" picture.
People will be wondering if that
picture was me or him. I hardly
know myself.
Guy Moore, Robert Crouse and
Truman Oliver have ,been ;axing
tobacco ground this week. Haven't
-envotobaccq.Otillitg sit in
this neighborhood.
prinnis nrim%
e_siald-aoroot to!
We think he should divide with•a
Murray State College Thuniday morning, June 3, when
For Concord Magistrate
bunch of his fine neighbors.
Si seniors will receive baccalaureate degrees. Six have
Mrs. Lena Garner had some
received degrees in February and over 65 are expected to L. N. Moody. life-long resident
teeth .extracted last week.
be graduated in August, making a total of about 150 for arid well known to every man
Ivie Bishop is farming on the
Wothan and child in that district
.
he year.
big scale this time. Intends to
today makes his announcement for
The June graduates will swell the total number of de- Magistrate in the Concord district,
buy some of those high price mules
grees ever the thousand mark, since 956.,. have already subject to the August Democratic
M.
Ma. Katit Liv
Dr. Outland, this fall.
of Sib W. Scat!
Roy Scarbrough says he is makgraduated.
primary.
)(marina. Tenn., said:
county h e a it h
"When convalescing from
Mr. Moody has always been
physician turn-, iqg mete mussling than he _could
an operation 1 wss in a
Dr Raymond A. Kent, isresident
farming. • He said he had already
known as a man of sound business
weakened condition..
'shed
me
COMMENCEMENT
a
PROGRAM
of the University of Louisville and
bad lost much weight.
put
s30
in
the
bank.
judgment and acumen, fit in every
preparation t o
IRS my tippet Rt WIN
one of the foremost figures in cur-151-111-1S
Fommunpoor. 1 used Dr. Pierce's
purify cistern
sr-r-cr irslrft171-111. --re113111151OU .4-way le remeherge the
tives and friends.
•
TwiT
Cif -State and national*
Favorite Prescription as
ity who visited in Murray Saturduties of this office. He sets forth
water.
March" (Aida). Verdi: 'DedicaIndeed,
There has been rumor of :11r.
a tonic and it surety did'
administration of public education,
help to uild me up. My appetite idtproveri.
his aims, if elected, in the followhe and county day were Mr. Swift and 'son, Eldtion". Franz. Men's quartet. inand Mrs. Guy Lovin's going home and
will deliver the address At the
I gained in weight and strangth." Buy
ing statement to the voters:
agent are indis- ridge, 'Roy Edwards, Guy Moore,
vocation. Rev. Bruce B. ' Main about five weeks. Some say Mr. of your druggist today! New sire, tablets 50c.
fourteenth annual commencement
T. A. Oliver, Charlie- Adams and
Iduuld
SIAJO & SI.35.
voters
To
the
of
North
South
and
pensable.
guire.
The Nightingale"
of Murray State College. June 2.
Concord. I come before you as a
Eld. Johnnie Bill Spann.
Tschaikowsky-Luvass, girls glee
A native of Plymouth. Iowa.
The, small son of Cleatus Dunn
dub: address. Dr. Raymond A. candidate ter the important office White of Marshall county will
where he was born 'in1883. Dr.
of Magistrate.
preach at Coldwater first Sunday was seriously hurt Saturday when
Kent. president University of
Kent's enviable career began soun
To the voters I want to say to in June, at 230 p. m. lie and he went to the field where one of
Louisville:
Moonlight's.
"By
after he received -his A. B. deeach ca you' men' and women, Ell. Rule Riley (school mated' the neighbor men was disking.
Spicker girls' quartet: awardgree at Cornell in 19303. since
The little fellow and one of his
May I come in for another
ing ,.f.degrees. President J. H. young and old, vote for me. My held a friendly debate at Coldwhich time he has served for six
playmates were riding the disk little chat, I'll
platform is: equal right tp all, to water 20 years ago.
promise I will not
Richmond,benedictiuo.
Rev.
years as superintendent of educawhen
he
fell from the machine stay long.
give each a fair deal and I will
John Morgan burned his feet
Bruce B. Maguire; recessional.
tion in various parts of Minnesota
and
received numerous cuts to his
pledge to you to get the worth of "stomping" out a grass fire. Gan"Itildigungsmarsch" (S igurd
We are naving some cold weathand Jo; -four years of the-. same
have no axe grene developed, but Dr. Jones said. body.
Jorsalforo Grieg. college band I your money. As
er up here. The weather forecs:t
office in the schools of Kansas.
Mrs.
Fess
Story
is
to
grind
quiet
in
41
this
I
all
will
bridge
let
et
that
had
Joe
passed the danger
predicts heavy frost tonight.
In 1910.
University or co.
her home with typhoid fever.
and grade work to the lowest bidMrs. Rudolph Roberts was carIambi* conferred the .degree of .1929 Dr. Kent became president of der. and will give everyone, old
Mr.
an
Mrs.
Albert
-Allison
Mrs. Brown. aged 85. widow of
ried to the Ann Arbor hospital
A.M. on Dr. Kent. and five- years the University of Louisville.. which #nci young. a chance. I will have
visited
Mrs.
Fulton
Sunday.
Mrs.
Link Brown, is in a dying condiThursday afternoon for x-ray and
later he received his PH.D. degree position he has ,held for the tail no pets or family affairs. It. is
tion at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fulton is improving from a re- probably an operation.
from the University. Dr. KIM eight years.
cent -operation.
your money that I Will spend and John Adams,
A daughter was born to Mr. and
was professor of education at the
In addition to his actual instruz- not mine.
Susie. Ruby Fay, and Truman
John Story sowed fertilizer on
Mrs. Ray Lassiter. The little miss
•
University of Minnesota- for two tional activities. Dr. Kent is the
Oliver
escapel
the
flu
last
winter
I will not take off of your road his plant bed. The plants are ruinhas been named Ruth Ann. Mr.
years. at the Uritversdy orKansas author of several books, magazine and put on some. other road. Al! ed! Paris
Greened melon vines: but are having their share of the Lassiter is manager of a Smith
for four years. and 'at. North- articles, and bulletins in the favor mast routes, church and cemetery
a
killed every living thing-vines disease this week and last.
western for six yews.
of educatien, and the editor of roads will be looked after first, and all.
- Calvin Adams visited Guy Moore Store.
completely. absolutely.
It was indeed a great shock to
From 1921 to 1923, Dr. Kent vial_ George H. Betts' -Foundation of and all alike. I will do my very
A boy. under 14 that does not-of near Cole's Camp Ground, last hear of Dr. E. B. Houston passing.
dean af,the school of education at Character and Personality". which best if I am the man of your
with a bycicle. belongs to the dirty Sunday.
the Unlversay of Kansas ana was Was published this year..
Mrs. Martha. Adams has beans Hr will be sadly missed by all.
choice,
dozen.
dean of the college of liberal arts
Dr Kent. is a member of fourblooming
in her garden.
I want you all to come id the
L. H. Pogue preached on "Lot
at Northwestern for six years Iv teen importint 'state and national Fiscal Court and back me up and
When all of us Chimney Sweeps, "I know the death hand has struck.
us'goon unto perfection" at ColdAnd our thoughts then wander far,
tell me your needs and help me water. Some one gave him a, bas- Hornets, Yellow Jackets, Grass- But
even then, what wondrous
hoppers,
Crickets
•
get
out
and see if
there
don't do as I say I ket of ..strawberries. The berries
luck
the
29th,
Ketucky,
will
have to
will. I will- work hard to get were. alMost big as goose eggs.
Beyond
the twilight, shines a star."
furnish two extra bells for Sweet
money to fix our roads. I live six Quiet in 'the courtroom. please!
Pea and Peop- Deck Pappy to ring
miles off of any highv.ay, while
Cecil Bartell. 30. and Miss LuHubert Farris has. a new Ford
all of my opponents lie
v in sight cite Smith, 25. were married • in on .that day.
and says he will - visit Murray
- Wilson is employed at
of a highway. . If there is *Tryon!. St. -Ltruis, Mo.; last week. HIghlo
around the fourth, of July.
interested in roads I should be.
respected, handsome couple. Mr. Paducah.
Gerald Roberts, son of Bill and
See you all again soon.
will at all times be reed to holdIy and Mrs. Bee Cochran motored
Mittie Roberts, fell and broke tilt
-"Sweet Pea"
for our rights and' stand to 'do my them from St. Louis to their home
arm about two weltks ago.
very best. If I can't do-something , on the
original John
Bedwell
Troy Knight from Rushing Creek
for you and myself I. will resign farm. down by the fiver side.
•
my office. If I can't be of some 'I took some egg corn-meal bread
service to you and to my district to a hen and her little bitty chickI will' not fool you four year. . I ens. The old rooster came stamMr. and Mrs. S. W. McCutcheen
want to say again I want to ask peding in and ate_ up their dinner. of Evansville. Ind... visited with C.
Due To Constipation
Prices
each of you' to vote for me- on Now if he ain't a sinner to his B. Henry and family over the
Often one of the first-felt effects
As Li/NAG
qualifications and -'fairness.
1(.,rd!. I wish you well.
of Constipation is a headache. Take
. week end.
I'desire to say further that I was
Floy Henry and Dale Outland a dose or two of purely vegetable
Oldest gun in the world. GrandBlack-Draught
born and reared in the. Concord dad bought it bran' new;'at 80 he have been exposed to measles.
That's the sensible way -relieve
District and'have lived among you. put a new stock on it. Thep pa
Chas N. Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
($11450
-You know how I have always had a new locks put on it. Then Napoleon Parker and daughter et the constipation. =joy the retrialsTELEIiiiONE 234
stood for fair dealingi and for the when I was 17. I had a new -bar- 1 St. Louis, Mo., visited relatives higoelief which thousands of people
interest of my district. If I am rel put on it. 'Am still using the near Cherry and Providence. Sat- have reported from the use of BlackDraught. Sold In 25-cent packages.
•
elected I shall work /or yaur in- old hammer.-"Eagle".
urday and Sunday.
Provides 11 Ea.,
'Ten"
terest as I have always worked for
"Better Cleaning Comes to Murray as Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Onus Outland and
Myself:•- r earnestly request that
-- -I daughter. Miss Estelle, of near
Comes to Better Cleaning"
each aria all the voters•in my MagIt pays to read the vainceled Ids. , Union City, Tenn., spent Saturday
i
isterial' District, give me your vol.-4
sin
and influence and I assure you, if
elected. I shall try and conduct
ter complete Moe refrigeration
the duties of said office in such
L GREATER ICE-ABILITY
a ,way and manner as will be a
credit to myself and to my District
2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
as -a whole.
I desire to say futher that, I have
3. GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
never held ,pliblic office and ,can4. GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
net offer you any' record by virtue of having held office. but I am
5. GREATER SAVE-ABIUTY
asking you to vote for me orr my
Only FRIGIDAIRE has the
qual,ficattoes elone- and with the
assurance that if elected . I shall.
.at -all- times- do--your you--what
think fair,,'and right. and What-I
Cots Current Cost
think will be to the interest of
Sc the loss..
0.
47
r
Eporfrigidaiu:e
.
ony District as a whole.
SdusPlest refeigerof
big inecharusm ever
I have no stones t&throw at.aey
.
ra
:...ai
boat. Gives St-PERof my opponents as I feel that each
tfastagt elb"ii—ralsisa"rn
E:4277 atoggoazing
are•gentlement of the highest type,
saving. SEE THE PROOF
but I do feel that I canoand triti
QUiCk Ueer gatkaite
with an actual electric meter test.,
make you a- good officer arid as
Aller Satee,
I have alreadY-stated will try and
Frigidaire is made only by General Motors
conduct the affairs of the office in
he proper inantier-itoyetr-meofit
to elect me to said office.
With. these statententii
., ask you
.. AND .SAVE MONEY FOR YEARS TO COMEI who knoll; .The. tei vote for me
on my qualifications and -fairness to all. men and women. And to
those who do not know me I shall
kindly ask that -you incibire of me
North Fifth 5treet
Murray, Ky. and if then you feel that I am
the proper man L,ajtall ever -tie
thankful for your vale.
Very truly yours. .
L.. N. MOODY
-.Read the Clamalikid
a.1

Eighty-seven Degrees Will Push Total Number
of Graduates to Over Thousand Mark,
•
Registrar States

.Me. and MTS. Heiman Cathy
and their 10-year-old beautitur
twins. went down to Folsonotale
Saturday night to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Haley Stokes, I'll bet Loreile
was glad to see her Pa
Tam iiii tliljthe 'Ledger &
Times' correspendmts to meet„we
Ragle on rib-MI side Court House
Saturday ott-1 v. in, Re_ja_dress.,
ed in black pants. black "galhisses" and gray mustache.
Vernon Moody and Earl Burkeen
keep Murray-Coldwater and Kirksey highway in fine fix. Leon
4-14,1e4 yellow maintainers, 'tis a
• fact folks!

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subes—ta- the- Ledger & Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

WI Miserable,

Don't Trifle With That.MOTH!

Highland Park News

BOONE'S
GARMENT a
STORAGE
Gives You Complete Protection!

-

Your winter garments represent
large amount of money . . . Send them to
US.. . We'll clean them and return them
to you in a Cedarized Moth Proof, Dust
Proof storage bag.
Hats Blocked by Factory Methods

Our blocking machine returns the drape of your knit garments.

.--Route-S-News

When HEADACHE
is

BOONE
CLEANERS

BLACK-DRAUGHTLAXATIVE

ALL 5
BASIC SERVICES

tee

-64.1:::udl:4
ir!,c2rsefa°asel
ald:::1.":1 ar::
2711e

liamdiewilsocitOmpe7-A4

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO

is

Centrc*Located.in _

MEMPHIS
TENNESSEE

Every roan w,#)electric

•

4(Tii.*1- "au
—tTuTC.offee51-oop•
sedng 300serms Midas
food at moderate cost.

Position for goon, reliablei
local man who can work
steady
helping manager
ke care of our country business. Livestock experience
smi'make $75 al
morith"at first. Address box I
3411 care of this paper.

MILLION
THREE
THAN
MORE-ACTIO USERS SAY
N
NEE

Name
Address
. • o
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PIOT E L

TABLETS

sorrsir

Siomocks. /12.....:011 NAP
POWs& ITs nut innhinhad *vista. Costs le hi
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THE ONLY .COMPLETE CAR—.
PRICED SO LOW
NEW HIGH-COMPRESSION VALVE-1N -HEAD ENGINE—NEW
ALL-SILENT, ALL-STEEL BODIES—NEW DIAMOND CROWN
SPEEDLINE STYLING — PERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES —
IMPROVED GLIDING KNEE-ACTION RIDE*— SAFETY PLATE
ALL AROUND—GENUINE FISHER NO DRAFT
VENTILATION — SUPER - SAFE SHOCKPROOF STEERING'.
'Kelso - Action sod Shockproof Stooflog on Master 15. Luso modish only.
Dowel Motors Instollsoost Kan— monthly poymonts to *oft your poss.,.
CREVROLIT MOTOR DIVISION, Ossostrol Motors Solos Corporation,IN17110IT, MICH.
GLASS

PORTER MOTOR CO.

& Wallis Drug;

Main at Monroe
.•

,priced so low!
.
—the only complete ear

esetorscli
ods
h

H.GRADY MANNING
Pres'ciert

Have you experienced the greatest safety and
comfort factor in modern motoring — the Improved GlidinE Knee-Action Ride—pioneered,
proved and perfected by Chevrolet?
More than three million Knee-Action users will tell you
d. that Knee-Action gives the safeAt and most comfortable ride
of ol... that it makes motoring far more satisfying as well
tar-more secure thatrit -ran ever he in old-type cars.
Prove these facts to your own satisfaction. Drive the new
1937 Chevrolet—the only low-priced -car with Kifee-Action*
CHEVROUT

/OR [CONON ICAL
TRANSPORT ATION

West Maple Street

Murray, Kentucky

Phone 97
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